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INTRODUCTION

The Curriculum and Joint Lesson Levelopment Process

The curriculum developed for the Bilingual Microcomputer
Business Skills Course reflects the modern office practices
and technology.

During the course of its development various individuals
from private and public sectors were consulted to provide
feedback. The basic guidelines, strategies, aad format for
the curriculum and joint lessons were provided by the Miranda
Associates document entitled "A Guide for Planning
Instruction for Bilingual Vocational Training Projects". The
following steps well describe the basic process which was
used in the development of the 19 Joint Lessons.

1. analyzing current Job descriptions through the USE
of local classified ads, the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, employment agencies and employers to select the basic
skills and qualifications required for office workers.

2. Selecting fundamental tasks to be developed and
outlining a curriculum for :Astruction.

3. Preparing a vocational performance objective chart
which included communication skills necessary for each of the
19 tasks selected.

4. Preparing a comparative chart for Joint lessons and
curriculum.

5. Developing materials such as activity sheets,
information sheets, job and performance evaluation sheets and
learning strategies for each lesson and testing them with
trainees.

6. Seeking expert and trainee feedback and revising the
materials according to recommendations.

The 19 joint lessons developed are competency-based.
The focus was on mastering specific tasks needed to
accomplish the job of the occupational cluster of clerical
worker. The sequence of the lessons are in a logical order
for learning about the microcomputer and word processing in a
systematized manner.

The lessons were designed so that the trainees could
complete the tasks on their own, in pairs or in small groups.
The learning activities included were prepare) and revised to
accommodate individual learning styles, interest and pace of
learning and to relate to the objectives of the task. many
different kinds of illustrations and examples were provided
for the purpose of assisting the trainee in the comprehension
of a process theory or communicative skill. Effort was made
to use language that was free of culture and sex stereotyping
and to show females and males equally and at the same time
making the trainee aware of their rights as workers and of
gender and racial discrimination and harassment which still
occur in some office settings. As stated, the content of the



joint lessons was drawn from the course curriculum. The most
accurate and up to date information was incorporated into the
lessons. Hi-tech office communication systems were
introduced and their advantages and disadvantages discussed
with the trainees.

The language level of the lessons was designed for a
trainee with high-intermediate to advanced levels of English
language proficiency. Some materials offer alternatives in
terms of language levels for presenting information to the
trainee. Explanations for technical terms and directions are
simple and the text avoids slang. Since the joint lessons
were all based on the Miranda Associates document for
curriculum and joint lesson development, they include
technical terms sheets which provide definitions; information
sheets which provide information the trainee needs to
comprehend processes and procedures related to the task at
hand or to the occupation; operation sheets which contain the
step-by-step direction to perform an operation; Job sheets
which provide informatics on the materials, supplies, steps
needed to complete a job task and provide practice of the
skill; activity sheets which provide the trainee with
independent and/or cooperative exercises and assignments and
which strengthen a concept, job skills or communicative
skill; and performance evaluation sheets which explain to the
trainee the task and the evaluation procedures that she/he
needs to complete in order to master a competency.

The process of developing the joint lessons involved
having trainees use the materials in the lesson in order to
determine if the materials really focused on the task, what
difficulties the trainees experienced and what motivated and
interested them. This feedback was used to revise the
lessons.

By no means do we feel that the 19 joint lessons
presented are perfect and will not need any further
revisions. On the contrary, we plan to continue testing
these lessons for as long as they are utilized at the Hacer
Inc. training center. We recognize that they will need to be
reviewed and revised in order to maintain their capacity to
keep up with technological advances and communicative skills
necessary to meet the learning needs and abilities of new
trainees and a changing job market.
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HACER, INC.

BILINGUAL MICROCOMUTER BUSINESS MULLS COURSE

: RELATED COMMUNICATIVE : PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
TASK TASK : CONDITIONS

1) Boot Micro- Understand directions :Given an Apple II Boot Disk Operating System: A checklist will be used to
computer :sequentially stated. !Plus Microcomputer :(DOS) and format a blank : rate your performance. All

Boot an AppleIl:Identify meanings of I Idisk : items must receive a yes rating:
Plus Micro- :signs and symbols.
computer

:

. 1
'

. : ',

2/ Correct typo:Correct written infor- :Given one document :,Correct these by retyping 1 With 100% accuracy
graphical :illation with 5 word divisionithe document
errors in a 1 :5 spelling and 2 ,

letter . :spacing errors.
. . :

.

'

.

3) Open, Name a:Understand directions !Given an Apple II :Dpen and name a fire and 1 A checklist will be used to
file, keyboard :sequentially stated. :Plus Microcomputer, :keyboard a handwritten : rate your performance. All
a document and :Identify meanings of :program and data Document and sa'e it on 1 items must receive a yes rating:
save the file :signs and symbols. :file disks. the data file disk.

.

.
.

1 '

1
'.

.

.
.

. :

4) Type, Save :Understand directions :Given a hand-
and print a :Seek clarification :written memo with
Memoramium on :Employ listening sillsIformat.
an Applell Plus:
Microcomputer 1

. .
' .
.

. ,

. .,
.

:Type the material, save
rand print the file.

With 100% accuracy

5, Type, Save :Understand directions :Given a handwritten Type a letter and print 1 With 100% accuracy in 25 mins.
and print a :Seek. clarification :letter and verbal the file.
letter on an :Utilize listening :instructions on the
Apple II Plus :skills :format.
Microcomputer : ,
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6) Type, Save :Understand directions :Given a handwritten :Type the manuscript using I With luu% accurate in 1 hour.
and print a !Employ listening skills:manuscript. :a microcomputer, save and

1

manuscript on :Seek clarification :print the file.
an Applell Plus
Microcomputer

7) Edit a :Recognize and interpret:Given a typed copy :Edit the material accord- I With 100% accuracy
heavily proof- :meanings of proof- with 59 proofreading:ing to proof marks and
read text and !reader's symbols. :marks. :save on AppleII Plus Micro;
save on AppleII: :computer, then print from 1

Plus Micro- . :Epson pritner
computer

6, Answer seve-:Polite greetings :Given a multilane
ral incoming :Identify self and com- :phone and four
calls :parry. Offer assistance.iincoming calls in

:report or request infor:English
:matron or additional
:information

:Answer the phone and
:screen calls.

: A checklist will be used to
I rate your performance. All
: items must receive a yes

rating.

9) Take and :Utilize writing skills :Given a telephone :Record messages on a I With 100% accuracy
disseminate ;report factual infer- and three incoming :message pad and dissemi-
telephone :nation. Seek clarifica-:calls in English :nate messages on a mes-
messages Ition. Request inform. : :sage board. '

.

.
.

.

, .
1

. .
.

.

. . .

. .

.

.
. ,

.

. .
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10) Obtain Zip :Understand directions :Given the name and :Obtain the zip codes of 1 With lQui. accuracy in 'lye
Codes by tele- :Request information :partial address of :five persons from the Post: minutes.
phone from the :Report Information :five persons in NYC 4
Post Office . :and a telephone. .

3
.

.
,

. 4
.

'. 4
,,

.

, .
.

1 '. 4 '.

11) Sort and :Given 10 pieces of mall:Open the envelopes, :Open the envelopes, stamp
: A checklist will be used to .

distribute la letter opener, date :stamp the contents, Rthe contents, sort by
1 rate your performance. All

Incoming Mail: :stamp, stapler and :sort by addressee, :addressee, and distribute : items must receive a yes rating:
Open/notate, :paper clips. :and distribute to to addressee.

.
.

arrange, . :addressee.
(classify) an : .

coming mail. . .

,
.

. .

12) Frepare :Read for factual infor-:Given five outgoing l:Fold and stuff the mail,
1 A checklist will be used to

Outgoing Mail :matron :letters. Five other :locate missing zip codes rate your performance. All
clarification :pieces of mail, Zip :using directory, determine: items must receive a yes rating:

:Code directory, :postal expenditure & stamp: with the eNception of zip codes:
:postage meter and ':envelopes using scale : which may have no more than
:scale, postal rate and postage meter. : 2 errors
:chart.

13) Reproduce lAsl, for clarification :Given four documents1Male 1 letter size (8 1/2 : A checi list will be used to
and Collate :Recognize symbols land a MITA DC.213RE :by 11) copy of document #1; rate your performance. All

.

Documents :Follow written direc- :copier with auto- :1 legal size (8 1/2 x 14) : items must receive a yes rating;
:tions :matic stapler and :of document #2
. :collator 11 enlargement (1.1.21) of

. :document #3 and 1 reduc- :

.

. , ItIon (85%) of document #4 :

'. . :Collate and staple the .

;four copies. .

14) Compute the:Recognize symbols :Given an office cal-lCompute using a calculator: With 1007. accuracy.
cost of pur- :Seek information ;curator and $100 and record the cost of .

chasing stamps :Report factual info- :Petty cash amount. :purchasing stamps. .

:illation
.

. ,
.

'

. . .
.

. . .

.
, . .

. . . .

.
. .

. .

. ,

i0
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15) Record
Supplies

:Identify objects
:Record information

1

:Given an inventory
:sheet and supply
(cabinet filled with
!various office
!supplies.

lOganize items by category 1 With 100% accuracy.
on shelves and record .

:quantity of items ...n alpha:

lUetical order on inventory!
!sheet.
I

16) Order !Identify objects :Given an office :Select and order items by With 100% accuracy.
Office Supplies:Identify self and comp.:supply catalogue, :phone
by telephone :Seel, clarification or !a fii_ed purchase .

lade.tional information :requisition form and
I

17) Order :Identify objects
Office SupplieslRecord information
using purchase :

form

13) File in
Alphabetical
Order

19) File by
Subject

!Read for factual
!information

:Read for' factual
:information

la telephone. 1

11

' .

'
.

:Given a blank pur- :Select supplies from the
:chase order form, a (catalogue and type out
:supply cata:ngue andlpurchase order form.
is list of supplies. I

, .

. ,

, .

. .

:Given twenty docu-
ments

: With 100% accuracy.

:File them in alphabetical l With 100% accuracy.
:order.

I

:Given 20 documents :File by subject.
. .

: With 1001 accuracy.

I

I

I
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JOINT LESSON

1. Boot an Apple II Plus
Microcomputer

2. Correct typographical
errors in a letter

3. Open Name & Save a File
Rename or Delete a File

4. Type, Save & Print a
Memorandum on an Apple
II Plus Microcomputer

5. Type, Save & Print a
Letter on an Apple II
Plus Microcomputer

6. Type, Save & Print a
Manuscript on an Apple
II Plus Microcomputer

7. Edit a heavily Proof-
read text, and Save on
Apple II Plus Micro-
computer then print
from Epson printer with
100% accuracy

B. Answer several incoming
telephone calls

9. Take and Disseminate
telephone messages

CURRICULUM CONTENT
AREA

Phase I=Typing 1 Keyboarding
Learn to type on microcomputer

Phase I Typing/Keyboarding
a. learn to type on typewriter
b. learn proper typing pcsition

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
a. the typewriter
b. word division

Phase II Text Editing

WordStar-Text Editing system

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
filing

Phase II Text Editing

WordStar-Text Editing system

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
Memorandum

Phase II Text Editing

WordStar-Text Editing system

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
a. parts of the letter
b. tone of the letter
c. style of the letter
d. abbreviations
e. capitalization

Phase II Text Editing
WordStar-Text Editing system

Phase II Text Editing
Proofreading techniques

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
Proofreading techniques

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
the telephone

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
the telephone

15



10. Obtain Zip Codes BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
from the Post Office the telephone

11. Open, notate, arrange
(classify) and distri-
bute incoming mail

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
handling office mail

12. Prepare outgoing mail BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
handling office mail

13. Reproduce & collate BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
documents business machines and their use

14. Compute the cost of BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
purchasing stamps a. numbers

b. business machines and their
use

15. Record supplies BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
Purchasing supplies
a. match inventory

16. Order office supplies BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
by phone a. the telephone

b. purchasing supplies

17. Order office supplies
using purchase order
form

BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
purchasing supplies

18. File in alphabetical BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
order filing

19. File by subject BASIC OFFICE SKILLS
filing



Bilingual Microcomputer
Business Skills Curriculum

1. Microcomputer Component

1. Keyboard

2. Text-editing

2. Business Skills Component

1. Basic Office Skills
2. J.R. ESL



CURRICULUM OUTLINE

TRAINING SITE: HACER, INC.

611 BROADWAY ROOM 812
NEW YORK, NY 10012

PROGRAM; BILINGUAL MICROCOMPUTER BUSINESS SKILLS

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE TITLE; PHASES 1 TYPING (KEYBOARDING)

JOB COMPETENCIES: OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTER OFFICE WORK

1. OFFICE HELPER LIGHT TYPING - 35WPM
2. CLERK TYPIST - TYPE 45 - 50 WPM
3. SECRETARY - TYPE 50 - 60 WPM

TYPING COURSE DESCRIPTION:

PHASE I: Typing

The objective of the typing course is to develop the fundamental
typing techniques in those trainees who have had no prior
experience with typing and/or to upgrade the typing techniques of
those trainees who have had typing.

The typing course prepares the trainees for the word/information
processing/text editing course of study. However, the typing
course by itself will enable the trainee to perform in an office
setting which may not utilize a word processor or microcomputer.

The typing course will give trainee fundamental skills in speed
and accuracy on the keyboard of a typewriter and microcomputer.
The typing curriculum will be set up in three categories:

1. Beginner - A person who has had no experience with a typing
keyboard.

2. Intermediate A person with some knowledge of a keyboard,
they may have previous typing skills although they have not
typed recently at business speed (50 words per minute).

3. Advance A person who has typing skills and types at a
speed of 40-50 words per minute with good accuracy.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:

Upci the completion of this course trainee will be able to:

Beginner typist 1. Obtain proper finger placement on key-
board (typewriter and computer) and strike
keys with correct fingers.

2. Type a straight copy from handwritten
document with speed, control and accuracy
from home base position. 50% accuracy.
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Pltermediate
typist

Advanced
typist

- 1. Perform all beginner objectives.
2. Keyboard paragraphs which include numbers

and symbols with improved speed and control.
75% accuracy.

- 1. Perform all beginner objectives.
2. Perform all intermediate objectives with

significant increased speed, and concen-
tration. 1007. accuracy.

COURSE CONTENT OUTLINE:

1. Learn to type on typewriter.
a. operate parts of typewriter
b. learn the letter keys
c. learn the figure and basic symbol keys
d. basic skill improvement (speed, control, accuracy)

2. Learn to type on microcomputer.

a. operate to type on microcomputer
b. learn letter keys
c. learn the figure and symbol keys
d. basic skill improvement (spend, control, accuracy)

3. Learn good typing position.

a. eyes on copy
b. fingers curved and upright wrist low
c. forearms parallel to slant of keyboard
d. sit back in chair, body erect

e. textbook at right of machine and elevated for easy
reading, table free of unneeded materials

f. feet on floor for balance

EVALUATION:

Performance testing
Electric typewriter and
microcomputer

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS:

Equipment: Apple II Plus, IBM P.C.'s
Standard electric typewriter

Supplies: Software
Typing 2.1 Beginner Level
Typing Tutor Intermediate - a. Precision and accuracy

b. Paragraphs
Advance Level- Free Typing Style

Master Type - For Speed

13



Materials:

Typing Manuals
Century 21 Typewriting Sec. Ed.
South-Western Publishing Co.

Typing I - General Course
Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Typing Competency Sheet

TYPING COMPETENCY TEST

TYPING TUTOR - DATA SHEET

NAME CYCLE:

OPTIONS:

1) Letters
2) Nuabers
3) Symbols
4) Typing Test

1) Learn Keys 1) Continue Drill
2) Practice Paragraph 2) Learn More Keys
3) Typing Tutor 3) Build more Speed

4) Practice PaagraRh
5) Progress Report

DATE OPTIONS II ERRORS WORDS/MIN. ACCURACY
1 :

.

;

.

II

I
I



TRAINING SITE:

CURRICULUM OUTLINE

HACER, INC.
611 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10012

PROGRAM: Bilingual Microcomputer Business Skills

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE TITLE: Phase II Text Editing

JOB COMPETENCIES:

1. Types from handwritten copy.
2. Make revisions indicated on rough draft and produce

a final copy.

3. Store, recall and edit material with accuracy and
speed.

4. Accurately interpret proofreader mark.

Data Entry job competencies:

1. Inputs data on keyboard.

TEXT-EDITING COURSE DESCRIPTION:

PHASE II. TEXT EDITING SYSTEMS - BUSINESS ASSIGNMENTS (WORDSTAR)

The objective of the text-editing/word information processingcourse of study is to teach trainee how to perform business
assignments using the WordStar text editing system. The business
assignments are arranged into three sections.

1. A Business Letter Section - which will give trainees
therough training in all modern business letter styles.

2. A Business Form Section - in which trainee will learn how
to edit memorandum, short messages, postcards, envelopes.3. A Special Session which will instruct trainee on how to
use text editing systmes for manuscripts, documents PA
learn proofreading techniques.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:

1. Operate WordStar Text-Editing System.
2. Use proofreading techniques.
3. Use technical vocabulary accurately.
4. Increase the trainees' knowledge of word/information

processing center functions.
5. Improve trainees' ability to follow written directions.
6. Increase trainees' knowledge of possible careers in word

processing and microcomputers.
7. Increase trainees' ability to work effectively as part of a

team.

21



CONTENT OUTLINE:

1. WORDSTAR - Text Editing System

a. Trainees will learn Basic Text Editing.
b. Learn On-Screen Text Formatting.
c. Learn to Find Text.
d. Learn editing features.
e. Learn print features.
f. Learn WordStar error messages.

2. PROOFREADING TECHNIQUES

a. Trainee will learn at least two recommended proofreading
techniques.

b. Learn meaning of selected proofreading marks.
c. Accurately write proofreading marks.
d. Accurately interpret proofreading lilarks.

e. Successfully revise a job that uses standard proof
reader's symbols.

f. Make use of reference material if necessary.
g. Correctly use proofreader's symbols to mark copy that

has typos, spelling, and grammatical errors.

3. WORK/INFORMATION PROCESSING VOCABULARY

Trainee will learn definitions of work/information terms
such as author; keyboard; playback; recall; typing a rough draft;
typing at rough draft speed; turnaround time; first-time final
copy; batch work; log; top-priority lob; marking; copy; edit;
format; draft; principal originator; pitch; CRT; global search;
hard copy; printout; internal storage; external storage; variable
information; cursor procedure; final copy.

EVALUATION:

Performance Testing
Criteria Reverence Testing

MATERIALS, SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT:

Equipment: Apple II Plus Microcomputer
IBM PC

Software : WordStar - for Apple's
(the one for IBM PC)

Supplies : blank diskettes

Materials:

The Illustrated Word Processing Dictionary, Russell A.
Stultz, Prentice Hall, Inc.
Word Processing Skills and Anlications

2')4.,



Mary Anne Flynn Elizabeth Walls, Reston Publishing

Working Your Way Through WordStar

Sally Graham, South-Western Publishing Co.

Mercury Systems, Inc.
Practice Set in Word/Information Processing for Use With
Text-editing or Conventional Typewriters Betty L. Boyce,
Gregg Division/McGraw Hill Publishing

TYPING 7 TEXT-EDITING COURSE

SCHEDULE

WEEK 1 -4 PHASE I

Basic typing drills - speed and accuracy for data entry
Basic Micro Vocabulary Process
Basic Office Vocabulary
Skills Practice

WEEK 5 -19 PHASE II

Text-Editing Systems used in the same capacity as a
typewriter in conjuction with the self-paced secretarial
typing text / typing tutor for continuation of typing practice
preparation of simple memos, business letters, inter-office

memos, print-out of rough draft as well as formalted computer
printed memos.

Micro Words

Text-Editing Symbols
Use of Printer

Modifiable Database Systems
Skills Practice - Typing

s 23



TRAINING SITE: HACER, INC.

611 Broadway Room 812
New York, NY 10012

PROGRAM: Bilingual Microcomputer Business Skills

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE TITLE: Basic Office Skills/Job Related
English

COMMON JOB COMPETENCIES FOR OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTER: (Office
Occupations) Clerk Typist, Data Entry, Office Helper,
Receptionist, Secretary

1. Answers telephones.
2. Types business records, nanuals & correspondence.
3. Proofreads typed copy.
4. Retypes copy or corrects errors
5. Opens and sorts mail.
6. Files.
7. Keeps records of call.srs and distributes messages.
8. Operates of. -.2 machines such as copier, postage.
9. Prepares mail

TRAINING OCCUPATION CLUSTER - Office Occupations other than
Management

:WP 1 :Secretary:
:Operator: 1 :

:Typist:

1 ,

t ! Sr Clerk 1

1Receptionst: :Clerk Typist: :File Clerkl :Data Entry!
: .

.

. : 1 : Operator :

BUSINESS COURSE DESCRIPTION:

The course will prepare the trainees to be able to function
effectively in an English speaking office/business setting
where microcomputers will be found. (Small business setting



or corporations). The course will help also reinforce and
support the training activities by using specific language
related to the use of a microcomputer. It will also seek to
enhance written, reading, listening and oral language skills
in English.

The scope of the Bilingual Microcomputer Business Skills
Training Project embraces the following: Office Procedures
and Business English including punctuation, mechanics of
writing and business letters.

This portion of the curriculum is intended to give the
participant those English language related skills needed to
function in business/office work.

Areas of instruction will include:

Principles of English oral/written communication,
understanding job related materials, listening/taking and
giving instructions, and reading to get job related
information.

The participants will focus on proper attitudes, human
relations, telephone techniques, grammar, organization and
personal appearance.

BUSINESS COURSE OBJECTIVES:

Upon successful completion of this course the trainee will be
able to: type with acceptable speed and accuracy, file,
handle mail, operate business machines such as postage
machine and copier, proofread business letters, answer
telephones, take and distribute messages, order supplies, and
use proper business English.

CONTENT OUTLINES:

THE TYPEWRITER:

A. Vocabulary
B. Typewriter Operative Parts with Diagram
C. Get Ready to Type Hints
D. Correct Posture
E. Handling the Paper
F. Finger Position
G. The Paper Guide and the Marginal Stops
H. Capital Letters and Sentences
I. Paragraph Indenting and Simple Tabulation
J. Complex Tabulation
K. Special Characters
L. A-K vs the Microcomputer
M. Maintenance of the Typewriter
N. Supplies Needed
0. Different Typewriters Available



P. Hew to Jake the typewriter work for you

THE TELEPHOmE:

A. Vocabulary
B. Receiving a Call
C. Placing the Call
D. Calls for the Boss
E. The Five C's
F. Business Etiquette
G. Long Distance Calls
H. Taking Telephone Messages
I. Tips for Getting Details
J. Recording the Details
K. Requesting Phone Procedures from Company
L. Gathering Information from Staff
M. Handling Difficult Situations
N. Telephone Service
0. Answering Machines
P. Keeping Telephone Directories
Q. Supplies Needed
R. Different Telephone Systems Used
S. Dialogues
T. Telephone Logs

FILING:

A. Vocabulary
B. Basic and Sophisticated Equipment
C. Systems of Filing

I. Alphabetic .

2. Geographic System
3. Subject System
4. Numeric System
5. Arrangement Within Folders

D. Indexing and Rules for Indexing
E. Setting up New Filing System
F. Supplies Needed
G. File Management

BUSINESS ENGLISH (Job Related):

I. PUNCTUATION: USING THE PERIOD, QUESTION MARK, AND
EXCLAMATION PuINT

A. Typing Hints
B. Kinds of Sentences
C. Uses of the Period
D. Uses of the Question Mark
E. Uses of the Exclamation Point

II. USING THE COMA

A. Typing Hints



B. Using the Comma Correctly
C. Comma Pointers

III. USING THE COLON, SEMICOLON 1 AND DASH

A. Typing Hints
B. Using the Colon
C. Using the Semicolon
D. Using the Dash

IV. QUOTATION MARKS AND UNDERLINING

A. When to use Quotation marks
B. When to Underline

V. PARENTHESIS, BRACKETS

A. Using Parenthesis
B. Using Brackets

BUSINESS LETTERS

PARTS OF THE LETTER

A. Letterhead
B. Date
C. Inside Address
D. Salutation
E. Body
F. Closing
G. Signature

2 1



III. STYLE OF LETTERS

A. Modified-Block Letter, with Mixed Punctuation
B. Full-Block, with Mixed Punctuation
C. Full-Block, with Open Punctuation
D. Simplified Letter
E. Inverted Style, with Mixed Punctuation

IV. MEMORANDUM

A. Recommended Writing Suggestions
B. Direct Organization
C. Indirect Organization

MECHANICS

I. NUMBERS

A. Page Numbers
B. All Numbers
C. Beginning Numbers
D. Measurements
E. Money
F. Fractions, Decimals, and Percentages
G. Ade-esses

H. Dates and Times
I. Organizations
J. Roman Numerals

II. ABBREVIATIONS

A. Personal Names
B. Addresses
C. Orgaiizations
D. Dates

E. Measurements
F. Names of Countries

III. WORD DIVISION

A. Rules for Dividing Words
B. Examples of Words Correctly Divided
C. Examples of Words that Should not be Divided
D. General Guidelines

IV. CAPITALIZATION

A. Rules for Capitalization
B. To Show Beginnings
C. Personal names
D. Place Names

E. Religious and Historial Names
F. Names of Organizations
G. Calendar and Holiday Names
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H. Titles of Works
I. Letters

V. PROOFREADING

A. Vocabulary

B. Proofreading Techniques
C. Proofreader's Marks
D. What to Look For
E. Double Person Proofreading
F. Importance and Necessity of Proofreading

OFFICE PROCEDURES

I. HANDLING OFFICE MAIL

A. Vocabulary
B. Incoming Mail

C. Dating and Distributing the Mail
D. Arranging Incoming Mail
E. Outgoing Mail
F. Folding Letters

G. Sealing Envelopes by Hand
H. Postal Information
I. Packaging
J. Bulk Mailing
K. Stamp Machine
L. Postage Expenditure
M. Post Office

II. BUSINESS MACHINES AND THEIR USE

A. Vocabulary

B. Copying Machines
C. Duplicating Machines
D. Addressing Machines
E. Stamp Machines
F. Adding and Calculating Machines
G. Diagrams of Machines with Instructions
H. Supplies Used and Needed

III. PURCHASING SUPPLIES

A. Vocabulary

B. Invoices/Purchase Orders
C. Locating Suppliers
D. Comparing and Contrasting
E. Business Etiquette - "Taking Fran., 1..e. Company"
F. Month Inventory
G. Office Supplies Frequently Used
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BUSINESS COURSE SCHEDULE

Concurrent with Typing & Text-Editing Course
Week 1-3
Office Procedures

Week 4-7

Punctuation

Week 8-10

Business Letter

Week 11-14

hechanics

Week 15-19

1. The Typewriter
2. The Telephone
3. Filing

1. Using the Comma
2. Using the Colon, Semicolon andDash
3. Quotation Marks and Underlining4.

Parenthesis and Brackets

1. Parts of Letter
2. The Tone of the Business Letter3. Style of Letters
4. Memorandums

1. Numbers
2.

Abbreviations
3. Word Division
4.

Capitalization
5. Proofreading

1. Handling Office Mail
2. Business Mechanics and Their Use3. Purchasing Supplies

Notes: Week 8-14 coincide with Phase II - Text Editing

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
1. BUSINESS ENGLISH

Basic English for Business
Communication, Belmont,California Pitman

Publishers, 1978Bryant, Katherine, Howard L. Newhouse, and Ralph S. Handy
This is a good English

reference, and it containsexcellent exercises which have been used extensively inthe classes.

Business English in
Communications, Belmont, CaliforniaPitman Learning, 1975

Himstreet, William C., Leonard J. Porter, and Gerald W.Maxwell.

This is a thorough
textbook of English as it is used inbusiness. This book and its accompanying workbook havesupplied a good deal of course material and served asreferences for course design at the Center.

:i
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Word Division Manual, Cincinnati, Ohio. South-Western
Publishing Company, 1970
Silverthon, J.E.; and Devern J. Perry

This small manual deals only with problems of word
division and has been recommended as an office referencefor the students.

Shorthand, Typewriting, and Secretarial Training, NewYork, NY

Grosset and Dunlap Publishers, 1981
White, Morris, and Abraham Epstein.

This book is a concise review of most office practices
and has served as a reference for teaching these
practices in the English classes.

2. ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

The English Notebook: Exercises for Mastering the
Essential Structures, New York, NY, Minerva Brooks, 1980
Yorkey, Richard.

This workbook teaches English grcomar systematically and
provides writing practice. The presentation of the
grammatical concepts is clear and the exercises are
effective. It would, however, be much more useful to the
Microcomputer Program if it contained more computer-
related vocabulary.

Let's Talk: A Book of Conversations, Pew York, NY
Regents Publishing Company, 1970
Finocchiaro, Marv.

This book provides conversation models which the
students, especially the less fluent ones, can study and
practice. It also exemplifies the more formal business
English used in an office.

People Talking: Dialogues for High Intermediate agd
Advanced Students, New York, Ny, Minerva Books, 1980
Hall, Eugene J.

Some of the dialogues have provided a jumping-off point
for role playing in class. For some of the less
proficient students, the sample dialogues instill a
measure of confidence and allow them to practice new
vocabulary verbally and in a proper context.

Topics for Business English for Spanish Speaking Students
Cincinnati, Ohio, South-Western Publishing Company, 1982
Nieves, Enrique
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EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

EQUIPMENT:

Electric Typewriters
Apple II Plus + IBM P.C.
Postage Machine
Copier

SUPPLIES:

All supplies and forms are for general office procedures such
as typing paper, message pads, clips, staples, etc.

MATERIALS:

Workbook for Apglied Secretarial Procedures, Fries, Row,
Travis Blockhus, - Gregg McGraw-Hill Co.:

Contains job-experience projects which can be used for
learning activities and performance testing.

Teletraining for Business Studies, AT&T Co.:

This book has excellent role-playing activities to supplement
teaching units and for use with teletrainer equipment.

Thank You Please Call Again, AT&T Co., Spirit Master Book
rexos.:

Handbook of Job Facts, Science Research Associates, Inc.

The book is good for job competencies and resume writing.

English for Office Careers, Robin Bromley and Walter Miller,
Minerva Book Ltd.:

This book can be used for its extensive narratives on job
duties of clerical workers.

The Grammar Book, Irwin Fergenbaum, Oxford University Press.

English as a Second Language From Theory to Practice, Mary
Fincchiaro, Regents Publishing Co.:

This book is a teacher's resource. Has focus on cultural
understanding.



TASK # 1

BOOT AN APPLE II PLUS MICROCOMPUTER
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RELATED COMMUNICATIVE TASK:

VOCATIONAL TASK: #1

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE

Understand directionsstmuentially stated, identify meanings of sips and symbols.

Boot an APPLE II Plus Microcomputer.
Given an ApiarII Plus microcomputer, boot disk operating system (DOS) and format a blank disk

performance. All items must receive a yes rating and a diagram of the computer must be labelled with 100% accuracy.

STEPS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE TECHNICAL TERMS

LANGUAGE
FUNCTIONS

1.

2.

3. SEE ATTACHMENT
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

DOS Diskette
Blank Diskette
Microcomputer
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge of typewriter keyboard

Boot Prompt
CPU Deripherals
Command
Disk drive

Diskette/floppy
Floppy disk
File Softcard
Format Switch
Keyboard
I/O
Input
Output
Menu
Main switch

Micr000mputer
Monitor

CatiUNICATIVE SKILLS

Passive: Reading comprehension
listening

FUNCTIONS

Understanding directions
sequentially related

STRUCTUR 'S

Preposition (before/after)
Simple present tense verbs
imperatives

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

SAFETY
Do not disconnect wires.
No food or drinks.
Maintain proper posture.

Adjust brightness of monitor screen.

ATTITUDES

ConLentrate on proper sequence.

34

VOCATIONAL

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Facilitator demonstrates how
to turn on microcomputer, boot
the system and format a disk.

2. HANDS ON EXPERIENCE (INDIVIDUAL)
Skill practice on microcomputer.

3. EVALUATION

a. Observation of participants
performing task (Facilitator
uses checklist to rate
participants performance)

b. Performance Test
c. Written TestMatching

(Diagram)

4. RESOURCES

a.Information,Operation,Job and
Activity Sheets

b. Microcomputer Facilitator

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Instructor gives lecture on the use of prepositions
simple present tense verbs and imperatives.

b. Small group discussion through the use of examples
students utilize prepositions, present tense and
imperatives in sentences (Oral).

c. Skills practice (individual)
I. Review use of imperatives using instructions

for booting a microcomputer
Activity #1.

2. Review the use of (before/after) prepositions
in sequentially related directions-Act'vity #2

3. Use pictures to illustrate directions and practice
imperative sentences Activity #3.

2. EVALUATION 4. Use simple present tense verbs to identify

Written Test signs and symbols - Activity #4.

3. RESOURCES: a. Facilitator b. Activity Sheets.

3
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TASK #1

INFORMATION SHEET: INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS

Mbst people believe the computer to be a wonderful machine that has all of the
answers to all of the questions anyone could ask. This fairy tale, to the dismay
of most, has no basis in fact. In reality, the computer does only what the master
tells it to do. 'fl next question then should be, qiho is the master?" The master
is the programmer and without his program, the computer has absolutely no idea as
to what anything is. Let us now take a closer look at the computer and all of the
components that make it an incredible machine.

The computer system is divided into small subparts, each having a special function.
Study the list below carefully as well as the descriptions of each subpart:

1. I/O PORTS
a Printer
b) Keyboard
c) Monitor

2. STORAGE MEDIA (Diskettes)

3. COMPUTER
a) Memory
b) Central Processing Unit (CPU)

I/O PORTS: I/O is an abbreviation for input/output ports. These are simply the means
by which the computer communicates with the outside world. In a computer there must
be a way to give it instructions or information as well as a way for the computer to
give the information back to the user, person using the computer at any particular
time.

The function of the I/O ports is very important because the computer cannot communi-
cate with the outside world, it can do nothing at all and would therefore be useless
as a machine to serve the needs of man.

Some types of I/O ports are listed above.

a4rinter: is used to get permanent paper copies-hard copies-from the computer.
b)Keyroara: is used to enter information into the computer.
c)Mbnitor: is used to see, on a screen or cathode ray tube (CRT), the actions or

data of the computer.

2. STORAGE This is a general term used to mean any device used to store dataMEDIA needed by a computer. The storage media is used as the computer's
permanent memory. Any information, once placed on sane storage media
can never be lost unless it is removed or erased. The computers that
you will be using have two types of storage media available. One type
is the aiakettes which are placed inside the boxes that sit on top of
each ooaputer. The second type is the cassetterecorder.
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TASK #1

INFORMATION SHEET: INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS
p.2

Saving: There are two very important concepts that should be stressed at this point.The first is "Saving". Saving involves putting information onto the diskette.Any information in the computer will not go onto the diskette unless it issaved. That means if you are working on a program, and you want to have apermanent record of the work you are doing, you must "Save" that work or itwill be lost by the computer.

Loading: The second concept is "Loading", the opposite of the save procedure.or Loading is the process whereby the information saved on the diskette isBooting retrieved by the computer and isOaced into the workspace. Remember thatif you have work that you want to work on (edit) and you do not instructthe computer to load your work into the workspace, you will not be ableto do whatever it is you must do.

3.COMPUTER: The computer is the main unit and consists of two parts; the CPU (CentralProcessing Unit) and the Memory.

a) Memory The Mowry is only a temporary storage of information. If the contentsof the nenory are not saved onto the diskettes, then that particularinformation will be lost.

b)CPU The CPU is the main control unit of the computer. It is there that the
computer lives. In the CPU, the instructions called programs are inter-preted and executed to give you some function. It is the CPU that receives
instructions from you and executes them. The instructions that the CPUreceives are only certain key words that mean something to the computer;
any other word will result in an error.

There are many exceptions to most of what has been described, but for the most part,it is an accurate description of the processes which you will encounter in the labas you work.
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APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS IN THE MODERN
WORLD.

RESOURCE: COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS WITH APPLICATION SOFTWARE
Gary Shelle, Thomas Cashman
Boyd and Fraser Publishing Company
20 Park Plaza
Boston, MA 02116
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pproximately twenty years ago, Dr. John Kemeny of Dartmouth College
said, "Knowing how to use a computer will be as important as reading
and writing." At the time, most people did not believe such a statement
would ever be true. Few people had access to a computer. Many had
never seen a computer. To some, the computer was a scientific curiosity

used by scientists and mathematicians. To others, the computer was a machine used to
pr. Juce thousands of paychecks and business reports for the largest companies and
governmental agencies. Most people felt the computer was such a complex piece of
machinery that only individuals specially trained in computer technology could operate
one.

Today, the validity of Dr. Kemeny's prediction is apparent. The number of com-
puter systems has increased dramatically since 1964. Small computer systems called
microcomputers, or personal computers, have made computing available to almost
everyone in society. The manner in which computers are used has changed as well.
Thousands of households now have computers which are used for such varying
activities as playing games, keeping track of home finances, and writing letters.
Computers are used in elementary schools to teach reading and in universities to
serve as research tools. Color screens generated from computer processing are
used for communication in all areas of busines and government (Figure 1-1).

Because of the widespread use and availal.,.,:ty of computer systems, it
is now, apparent that knowledge of computers and their applications is
"as important as reading and writing." It is the intent of this book to
present the material needed to gain that knowledge.

What is a computer?

Figui 1-2 The rruciocom
puler chip below conteins
electronic circuits to perlorm
the functions of a computer

/
: :; ,..'
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The most obvious question concerning the explosive growth
of the computer is, "What is a computer?" A computer is an elec-
tronic device, operating under the control of instructions stored in
its own memory unit, which can accept and store data, perform
arithmetic and logical operations on that data without human intervention,
and produce output from the processing. This definition encompasses
many devices. For example, the microcomputer chip shown in Figure 1-.2
fulfills the definition of a computer. More generally, however, the computer
can take many forms and will usually include not only the microcomputer
chip, but also devices which will make data available for processing and
devices on which the information produced from the computer process-
ing can be made available for use by people. Fe; example, in Figure
1-3 on the next two pages, the computer user enters data on a
keyboard and views information on a color CRT screen.

3a
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WHAT DOES A COMPUTER DO ?

Ithougt, the results of computer processing can indeed be marvelous, such
as controlling the flight path of the space shuttle, or keeping track of millions of credit
card customers, or allowing a user to perform thousands of calculations at the touch
of a button, computers are capable of performing only a small number of specific
operations. These operations include:

1. Input operations, which allow data to be entered into the computer for processing.
2. Arithmetic operations, which involve performing addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division calculations.
3. Logical operations, which allow the computer to compare data and determine if

one value is less than, equal to, or greater than another value.
4. Output operations, which make information generated from the processing on

the computer available for use.
5. Storage operations, which include electronically storing data on an external

device for future reference.

Even though these operations seem very basic, and in fact not very powerful, it is
through the ability of the computer to perform them very quickly and reliably that the
power vf a computer is derived. in the computer, the various operations occur through
the use of electronic circuits contained on small chips such as shown in Figure 1-2.
Since these electronic circuits rarely fail and the data flows along these circuit% at close
to the speed of light, processing can be accomplished in billionths of a second.

DATA AND INFORMATION PROCESSING

he operations which are carried out by a computer all require access to data.
Data is the numbers, words, and phrases which are suitable for processing in some
manner on a computer to produce information. Information produced by the
processing of data can be used for whatever functions are required by the user.

The example in Figure 1-4 illustrates the use of a computer to produce varied
information from data. The processing occurs as follows:

1. The data contained on the sales invoice includes the name and address of the
buyer, the date, the buyer's phone number, the sales terms, shipping instruc-
tions, purchase order number, awl salesperson. in addition, the quantity,
product number, description, and unit price of each item purchased is con-
tained on the sales invoice. The gross amount, discount percentage, net
amount, and totals are also contained on the invoice.

2. The data on the sales invoice is entered into the computer by the person using
the computer.

3. From the data entered into the computer, information is generated in three
different forms:
a. The daily sales are illustrated through the use of a colored bar chart. Each

day of the week is represented by a different color bar on the chart.
b. The monthly sales are shown in a monthly sales report. The total sales for

each week ending date are displayed, together with the total sales for the
month.
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c. A sales inquiry is performed to determine which salesperson generated the
most sales in the month. In this example, ?loan Rice had total sales of
51,250.00, which was the highest for the month.

The key to this example is to realize that from a single set of data, such as the
sales data on the invoices, information in many different forms can be produced by
computer processing. Even more important. it should be understood that this
information would be extremely difficult, costly. and time-consuming to obtain
without the use of a computer. The production of information by processing data on a
computer is called information processing, or sometimes electronic data processing.
With the increased need of business and society for information of all kinds, the use
of the computer to produce this information is indispensable.

0 41

Figure 1-4 The data
contained on the sales
invoices is entered Into the
computer. After the data is
processed, information in the
form of a graph, a report, and
a specific request (an inquiry)
is produced
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USE OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Perersonal computers are widely used in the business environment by personnel at
all levels. Personal computers are often used in conjunction with specialized software
packages that have gained almost universal acceptance. These packages include:

1. Word processing software.
2. Electronic spreadsheet software.
3. Computer graphics software.
4. Data base and file management software.
5. Electronic mail software.

A summary of these software packages is illustrated in Figure 1-22, and their use
is explained in the following paragraphs.

Word processing software

Word processing software is widely used in the office environment to prepare
letters and memos. It allows the user to enter data on a keyboard. As the words and
letters are entered, they are displayed on the CRT screen and stored in main memory
of the personal computer. If necessary, keying errors may be corrected; words,
sentences, paragraphs, or pages may be added or deleted; margins can be established;
page lengths can be defined; and many other functions that involve the manipulation
of the written word can be performed.

After the text material has been created on the personal computer CRT screen, ;t
can be printed and can also be stored on auxiliary storage for future reference. The
personal computer as a word processor is rapidly replacing the typewriter and the
dedicated word processor in many offices.

Electronic spreadsheet software

0ne of the most widely used software packages for management support is
the electronic spreadsheet. As seen previously in this chapter, an electronic spreadsheet
performs calculations on the numbers entered.
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Meld Preesseine Is used to writs letters,
memos, and other documents. As words and
letters we keyed by the operator, they are
displayed on the CRT screen. The user can
easily add, delete, and change any text entered
until the text Is exactly as desired. When the
text Is correct, the user can save the text on
auxiliary storage and oan also print It on a
printer. Many printers used with word
processor*, produce letterality output.

5

Figure 1-22 Personal computer
software packages

Electronic Mall

Maim le Melt lets users communicate with
h other via their personal computers.
sages can be sent from one personal corn-

to ono or more other personal computers
the personal computer whew*. The

message is stored on auxiliary storage until
maihring user is ready to look at the
umulated "mall." At that time, all
seams can be displayed. In the exarkie

above, the message from the Vice President of
Sates to all Glee monsoon Is sent to the per.

ri computer of each sales manager. In this
, the Vice President of Sales does not have
worry that someone will not know of the

Friday morning meeting.

Data Bess end Pilo Management

bete Base and File Management Softer' allows
the user to access data in any manner
required. The screen above illustrates a data
base menu. A menu Is a list of the activities
which can be performed by a program. The
user chooses a number corresponding to the
function desired. The user can display records
from the data bass, add or delete records, list
and print data on a printer, fort records, and
perform AN, activities as needed.

Electronic Spreedsheet Software is a major tool
for decision support systems The user onters
as input data the values which we to be used in
calculations. srd also enters the tumulus
Mich are to be used to perform the desired
calculations. The program performs r,alcula-
'lions on the input dela based upon the kif
mules entered by the user. A most powerful
part of electronic spreadsheet software the
ability to ask "what If" questions and have the
software perform calculations based upon the
new assumptions. In the example below, the
user could direct the software to recalculate
the profits based upon a percentage Increase
In sales and a percentage decrease In costs.

Electronic Spreadsheet

MCIDUCTION CAR
awes 1

.

saqf
.7.14 s'etologilire

11411

Computer Graphics

Computer Graphics Soiree,* provides the abili.
ty to transform a series of numeric values into
a graphic form suitable for easier analysis and
more precise presentation. In the example
above, the cost values from the electronic
spreadsheet have been transformed Into a
color pie chart. Through the use of color, the
various breakdowns for cost are easily seen.
These graphs are produced In seconds rather
than In the days which were required when a
graphic artist had to carefully draw each graph.
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Electronic spreadsheet software is particularly useful when "what if" questions
are asked by management. For example, the sales and cost figures for a company
could be entered into computer memory vnder the control of the electronic spreadsheet
program. After the data has been entered and the profit calculated, a sales manager
might ask what would be the profit if sales are increased by 15% and the costs are
decreased by 5010. By en'ering simple commands, the manager can cause the program
to recalculate values using the rows and columns of data. Electronic spreadsheets are

an invaluable tool for decision support.

t'l .`1/

L)tudies have shown that information can be communicated a people many
times faster in a graphic form than in a written form. Today, there are many software
packages which can create graphic output. This output includes line charts, pie charts,
and bar charts. These charts can be produced in a variety of colors. The charts are
generated through the use of computer programs stored in main memory which read
and analyze data and then generate the charts based upon the analysis.

Computer graphics software is widely used by management personnel when
reviewing information and when communicating information to others within the
organization. For example, a production manager who is making a presentation to the
president of the company may use color graphics to depict the expenditures of the pro-
duction department. This presentation would have more impact and lead to better
understanding than would a printed column of production figures.

1.411(.1 /AIN(' 11 111C 1 /Ill MI ,:l

A_ data base is a collection of data organind in a manner which allows
retrieval and use of that data. A data base consists of one or more files. A file is a col-
lection of related data. For example, a file that consists of names and addresses of
customers used in a mailing list may be thought of as a data base. Data base software
allows the user to organize the data in the manner required for the application, allows
retrieval of that data, and also allows the user to easily add, delete, or change data in
the data base.

In addition, provision is made in most data base and file management software
for the manipulation of the data in the data base, such as arranging the data in
ascending or descending sequence by sorting, and displaying alt or selected data from
the data base by specifying a few simple commands in English-like form.

Data base and file management software allows a personal computer to act very
much a mainframe in terms of its ability to access and manipulate data.

.1:71'ri/1)/Iir 111(11/ NI i letl/ k' 1; it

A.Ithough tl e stand-alone personal computer is a valuable tool, there is also a
need for users of personal computers within a department or a company to com-
municate with one another through personal computer networks. In a personal

0 44
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computer network, the personal computers are joined together with a cable so that one
user can communicate with another user of a personal computer. In addition, data
stored on the auxiliary storage of one computer can be accessed and transferred to
another personal computer. This ability w electronically communicate and transfer
data from one computer to another is called data communications.

One application which utilizes data communications is electronic mail. Electronic
mail software provides users of personal computers with the ability to send messages in
the form of letters or memos to others in the network. The message sent will be stored
on the auxiliary storage unit of the receiving personal computer. When the user of the
receiving personal computer begins using the system, a display will appear on the CRT
indicating that a message has been received from someone in the network.

The message can then be displayed and, if necessary, a response sent
back to the sender. The use of electronic mail is a step toward what
has been called the "paperless office."

0,f6/7 c,Iff l; ore

oftware packages such as the electronic spreadsheet and
word processing generally run independently of one another. There-
fore, the data entered for the spreadsheet program would have to be I
re-entered for the word processing program. This inability of pro-
grams to communicate with one another and with a com.non set of
data has been overcome through the use of integrated software.

Integrated software refers to software packages that combine
functions such as word processing, electronic spreadsheet, and graphics
into a single, easy-to-use program. This allows a single set of data to be
used for a variety of applications. For example, a sales manager could
enter sales and cost figures to calculate profit using the spreadsheet func-
tion of the software. The spreadsheet could then be included in a letter to the Vice
President of Sales using the word processing function of the software.

A further development in the integration of personal computer software is the use
of windows. A window is a portion of a CRT screen that is used to display informa-
tion (Figure 1-23). Window software allows multiple windows to be displayed on the
CRT screen at the same time. For example, the sales manager writing the letter to the
vice president in the example above could display both the letter and the spreadsheet at
the same time on the CRT screen. In this manner, the CRT screen resembles the
manager's desk, where both the letter and the spreadsheet can be placed and examined
at the same time.

Integrated software is sometimes referred to as the second generation of personal
computer software.

eaarissise
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ersonal computers are an increasingly important tool for companies. The
major advantage of a personal computer is immediate access by the user. The com
puter usually sits on a desk, and the user can access its processing capabilities through
the use of software packages such as those explained in the preceding paragraphs. The
personal computer is an integral part of the computing facilities in most companies.

u 45
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Figure 1-23 Integrated soft
ware together with window
Software allows multiple win.
dows to be displayed on the
CRT screen at the same lime
In this example. a spread
Sheet. two different graphs,
and a letter are displayed
The user can move the win
dows around and can specify
that only one window or even
lust a portion of one window
is to fill the entire screen
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Nur* 1-24 An information
center provides company
users with access to
sophisticated hardware and
software to aid in meeting
their Information processing
meas.

A
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second major way for users to obtain access to computing
power is through the use of an information center. An information

center is an area within the information
systems department that contains a number
of CRT terminals, hardcopy generators

_ (usually printers), and perhaps a smaller
computer. These devices have direct access
to a centralized computer in the informa-
tion systems department. People within the
company go to the information center to
use the hardware and software available
there (Figure 1-24).

The major reason for an Information
center is to give employees a simple, effec-
tive way to meet their own departmental
and individual information processing
needs. This is accomptished by providing
computing power, training, and access to

'4 %.14#
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Figure 1-25 Users throughout
a company can have access
to a centralized computer
through the use of a CRT
which communicates with a
computer. Below, a user in
the shipping department up
dates the inventory data base
Stored on the central computer

4111.1.041

sophisticated software so users can
generate their own reports and develop their own applications. The major difference
between an information center and a personal computer sitting on a person's desk is
that the information center provides hardware, software support, and training to use
sophisticated software with access to the data base stored on a centralized computer.

Thus, the information center provides more sophisticated hardware and software
than personal computers. The information center's main goal is to provide emenshe
computer processing for company users.

11110

USE 0 (EN/RALIZED COM1'LY1,1:

hen processing large volumes of data or when large data bases
must be accessed by many users, a centralized computer is used. Informa-
tion from a centralized computer is commonly delivered by: Printed
reports or as output on a CRT terminal (Figure 1-25).

When a centralized computer is to be used for an application, a for-
mal process will usually be followed to develop the application system.
Management and other personnel who will be using the system will be
involved with the professional staff of the information systems department
in the design and implementation of the system. This process of system
design and implementation can be lengthy and difficult.

Once the system is designed, however, it can be used by all personnel
who are authorized to use it. in some applications, such as airline re%eri,a-
tion systems or large bank accounting systen s, a centralized compute! will
be used because the speed and data access available on a large, powerful
compute- are required by the application. For example, in a banking
application, thousands of accounts must be accessible by hundreds of
tellers an other bPr.'. employees. A large computer is the only machine
with the processing power to satisfy the requirements of this application.
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Summary

The determination of the type of computer access to be used depends upon the
application. For those uses where software packages are available on personal com-
puters and a small amount of data is required, personal computers can be used. The
information center allows the user to develop application programs with access to part
or all of a centralized computer data base. For those applications with large amounts
of data and complex programming, a system is normally developed by the information
systems department for implementation on a large computer.

ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL INFORMATION PROCESSING

Obtaining useful and timely information from computer processing requires
more than just the hardware and software described thus far. Successful information
processing also requires correct data and well-designed systems and procedures.

The heart of a successful information processing operation is the data which is
processed. If the data entered into the computer for processing is incorrec.., then all
information produted from the data is incorrect. For example, if incorrect sales figures
are entered into a computer, then any subsequent sales analysis will produce incorrect
results. Therefore, a user of a computer must be aware that proper procedures have to
be developed to ensure that correct data enters the system. Control and management
of a corporation's data is critical if the information derived from the processing of
that data is to be successfully used.

Procedures must also be developed to teach the user how to use the system and to
specify hou data is to be entered into the system.

In summary, then, not 1' oily must computer hardware and computer software be in
place rnr successful information processing, but valid data, complete and correct
systems and procedures, and knowledgeable personnel are also required.

Computers
Of all Sizes

And Shapes

Computers come in all sizes with a

myriad of processing capabilities. The

following pages illustrate some of the many

types and configurations found in the

modern world today.

4 7

Flgur 1-26 Various size
computers with many types
of input, output, and storage
devices are found in large
computer centers
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The Home Computer

It is anticipated that within the next few years, the home computer will become as common as the
television set. A home computer normally consists of a keyboard, a processor unit, a CRT display
screen, and an auxiliary storage device. The auxiliary storage device is usually a floppy disk drive or a
cassette tape drive. Additional input units such as joy sticks and graphics pads are also available. The
basic keyboard and processor unit for some home computers can be purchased for less than $100.00,
although more typically these units cost between $200.00 and $700.00. An entire system, including aux-
iliary storage and the CRT display screen, will generally cost in the $500.00 to $1,500.00 range.

When first introduced in 1975, the home computer was used primarily by individuals such as pro-
grammers or engineers who had previous computer or electronics experience. The earliest home com-
puters were available only in kit form and had to be assembled and tested before they could be used.
Most people were merely experimenting with a new electronic gadget.

Today, computers are used in the home by every member of the family to play video games, for
educational applications, for household financial planning, for computerized shopping and banking,
and for accessing information such as airline schedules, stock market reports, and even reference
materials like encyclopedias over data communications networks established on standard telephone lines.
The use of the computer in the home is truly influencing the way people play, learn, and work.

Figure 1-27 The home computer is often used for educational purposes. Here, familiarity with a keyboard is taught using a game

tz.
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Nun 1-21 Many input devices have been developed for use with
home computers. Among the more popular is a graphics pad which
can be used to draw pictures on the screen In this example, the girl
touches points on the pad The pad translates the touch Into a color
image on the screen.

Figure 1-30 Many people play games on home computers. As shown

I
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Figura 1-29 Home computers are often used by hobbyists and those
with special interests In this example, a computer is programmed to
specify the notes to be played by the electronic instrument. When the
program is executed, the notes specified in the program will be
played,

below, joysticks can be used as input devices to the computer.
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Figure 1-31 TRS10 Pocket Computer in a briefcase.

Figure 1-32 The Epson -20 is a portable computer.

./
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Figure 1-35 The Apple Macintosh, seen here as a desk-top computer,
weighs less than 25 pounds and is transportable.

Figure 1-36 Spreadsheets and graphics can be done on this Otrona Attache.

Figure 1-33 The Kaypro is a transportable device.

Figure 1-34 The ISM Portable Personal Computer
runs the same program: as the fullsized IBM PC.

41111,\
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Figure 1-37 This TRS-80 Model 100 computer allows the user to write letters using word processing in any environment

Portable and Transportable Computers

The first computer system put into operation in 1946 weighed over 20 tons. In 1981, Adam Osborne
introduced the Osborne I computer that weighed 231/2 pounds and had more calculating ability than the
machine of 35 years before. The Osborne I, which was designed to be easily carried as a single unit by
an individual, included a keyboard, CRT screen, 64,000 positions of computer memory, and a floppy
disk drive. In addition, word processing, electronic spreadsheet, and the BASIC language software were
a part of the system for the unheard of price of $1795. The Osborne I, although no longer in produc-
tion, met with immediate success; and it, together with others which were subsequently introduced, both
created and filled a market niche for transportable computers not previously recognized.

Computers which can be carried about allow users to perform common information processing
tasks anywhere. These computers fall into three major categories: I) Hand-held computers, which gen-
erally weigh five pounds or less. These machines are used as sophisticated, programmable calculators
with storage and varying output capabilities, and typically cost less than $500; 2) Portable computers,
which weigh from 5 to 15 pounds. Portable computers generally have a keyboard, up to 512,000 posi-
tions of main memory, a display of three to five lines with 20 - 30 characters on each line, the ability to
connect to other devices such as printers or auxiliary storage devices, and a cost of under $1500;
3) Transportable computers, which usually fold up into a single case. These computers include up to
512,000 positions of main memory, a built-in floppy disk drive, a CRT screen which may be able to
display 25 80-character lines, a keyboard, weigh 15 - 30 pounds, and cost between $1500 - $6000. Both
portable and transportable computers have many of the same processing capabilities as microcomputers.
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Minicomputers and Mainframes

Prior to 1965, computer manufacturers introduced machines with varying capabilities, but most
were large-scak computers dedicated to serving those users who needed considerable computing power.
In 1965, a small company in Maynard, Massachusetts called Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
introduced a small computer which had the characteristics of fast processing speed and limited input/
output capability. The first computers produced by DEC were smaller and less expensive than those that
had been produced by companies such as IBM, Control Data, and Honeywell. Thus, the term "mini-
computer" was coined to distinguish these smaller computers from the larger computers known as
"mainframes." DEC has since grown to be the second largest computer manufacturer in the world,
behind IBM.

Minicomputers differed from mainframes in several significant ways. First, they were smaller and
less powerful than mainframes. Second, they were considerably less expensive than mainframes. Third,
many early minicomputers lacked extensive and diversified input/output devices, making minicomputers
less attractive to business users and better suited to engineering and scientific applications which did not
require extensive input/output operations. Fourth, most minicomputers had very little software. They
were intended primarily for organizations which were sophisticated enough to write their own software.
Finally, many minicomputers offered the ability to ccnnect multiple CRT terminals to the computer, a
capability not readily available on many mainframes of that era.

Since their introduction in 1965, minicomputers have evolved to where today they are widely used
for all application areas, including business. The differences noted above have largely disappeaied.

Figure 1-39 This picture shows a mainframe computer with a CRT operator console, processor unit, and auxiliary storage
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Figure 1-40 The minicomputer above provides computer reoources for small companies or departments of large companies.

Inoue /output devices required for business applications have been developed. Extensive software for
both business and scientific applications is now available for use on minicomputers. Minicomputers
today perform important roles in all areas where computers are used.

In 1975, two companies, Gould, Inc. and Perkin-Elmer, introduced more powerful computers
called superminis. While not as powerful as many mainframes available, these machines executed
instructions considerably faster than most minicomputers and were able to have many more positions of
main computer memory. They also, of course, cost more money than minicomputers but were generally
less expensive than mainframes.

During the 1970's another group of computers were designed primarily for use by businesses which
did not need the huge power nor the expense of a mainframe computer. These machines are categorized
as small business computers. Most small business computers allow multiple users tc use the computer.
Depending upon the machine, from three to ten users can use the computer from different CRT ter-
minals at the same time. These systems allow the users to share disk files, printers, software, and other
system resources at the same time from diverse areas of a company.

From the previous discussion, it should be evident that for either business or scientific and
engineering applications, computers of many sizes and configurations exist. In the pictures on these two
pages, Figure 1-39 illustrates a mainframe computer, Figure 1-40 shows a minicomputer, Figure 1-41
contains a multi-user computer, and Figure 1-42 illustrates a single-user business computer.

Figure 1-41 A multi.user business computer allows 3 - 10 users at one time. figure 1-42 Singleuser computer.
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Special Computers
For Distinct Tasks

The computers illustrated on the previous
pages of this chapter are all called general purpose
computers because they can perform any task
required simply by changing the application pro-
gram stored in main memory.

Special purpose computers have also been
developed. These computers are designed for
specialized applications and can have many dif-
ferent configurations, varying from a single chip to
a very large computer system. For example,
although they are both called special purpose com-
puters, the small computer on a chip used to con-
trol the ignition in an automobile is considerably
different from the huge special purpose computer
used to monitor and control space shuttle flights.

Special purpose computers consisting of a
single microcomputer chip are used for many mun-
dane tasks which just a few years ago either were
not done or were done by other means. For exam-
ple, virtually all automobiles have one or more
computers to control such activities as gas con-
sumption. Some automobiles even have voice warn-
ing systems controlled by a microcomputer chip.
Many home appliances such as refrigerators, televi-
sions, heaters, and microwave ovens contain small
computers to monitor or control the appliance.
Most cameras today have a computer which con-
trols the shutter speed and the amount of light
reaching the film.

Large special purpose computers are a:so used
for many tasks. Virtually all space exploration
depends upon computers specifically designed for
that purpose. Assembly lines in large plants around
the world are controlled by specially designed com-
puters. Much of the recent work in robotics is
attributable to the special purpose computers
designed in conjunction with the robot machines.

With the increased ability to produce special-
ized computers at very reasonable prices, it is likely
that most tasks which require some type of
monitoring and control will be performed by com-
puters in the very near future.

Figure 1-43 This computerized production system automatically performs
five separate operations to make single piece light Duck wheels'
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Figure 1-44 A special purpose computer generates the graphics which simulate the landing strip.

Figure 1-45 To automate the machining of parts, this parts line is controlled by a special computer.
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TASK #1
INDORMTION MEET: CARE AM HANDLING OF FLOPPY DISKETTES

1. Never touch the diskette surface.

2. Never remove the diskette from the sealed protective jacket.
When the diskette is not in the disk drive, keep it in its
protective envelope or plastic jacket.

3. Handle the diskette only near the label on the top.

4. Do not fold, bend, or crease the diskette.

5. Do not write on the surface of the diskette. Write identification
labels separately, then place them on diskettes. Remove old labels
before placing new ones on the diskettes. Never put the labels on
in layers.

6. Diskettes have a life expectancy of between one to two years; always
have a backup diskette ready just in case.

7. Never leave diskettes in direct sunlight or near any source of heat.

8. Diskettes should be stored upright-never stacked-when not in use.

9. Because of the magnetic coating on the diskette, never place a
magnet on or near it.

10. Never use an eraser on the diskette surface.

11. Store diskettes in a proper storage container or rack.

12. Close the disk drive door to avoid debris buildup.

13. Never attach paper clips or rubber bands to a diskette.

14. Never use solutions to clean diskettes.

15. Use caution when inserting the diskette into the disk drive.

5
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RULES FOR THE COMPUTER ROOM

11
1. NO EATING OR CHEWING GUM.

2. NO DRINKING.

I3. NO SMOKING.

4. DON'T REMOVE PLUGS OR ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS.
5. TURN OFF MACHINES WHEN NOT IN USE.

II6. REMOVE ALL FLOPPY DISKS FROM COMPUTERS WHEN FINISHED.
7. ALWAYS FIND OUT WHO IS SUPERVI' NG YOU, AND LISTEN TO THEM.
I8. COVER ALL MICRO-COMPUTERS AND/OR TYPEWRITERS.
9. RETURN ALL MATERIALS TO PROPER PLACE.

10. REPLACE ALL FLOPPY DISKS IN THEIR PROPER ENVELOPES.

1 11. CLEAN UP YOUR AREA WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED.
12. DON'T SHOUT OR SPEAK LOUDLY.

1
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TASK #1

INFORMATION SHEET

Diagram of how the computer and its external units work together. Note that the arrows have only one direction
and that is specified by the arrowhead. This means that the computer will only use th&t device in that direction.
Fbr example, the computer only uses the monitor in the direction specified, to send information to be printed on
the screen. This is quite logical if you think about it. The computer cannot very well receive information onthe screen since there is no way for you to write onto the screen, unless you do it through the computer.

I/O PORTS

MONITOR fl
KEYBOARD

PRINTER

STORAGE

DISKETTE

LOAD into the computer

SAVE onto the diskette

)

COMPUTER

Central Processing Unit

CPU

MEMORY
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TASK #1
INFORMATION SHEET (Spanish)*: Diagram
I/O PORTS

MONITOR

TECLADO

COMPUTADORA

IMPRESOR .

Unidad Central de Procesamiento

ALMACENAMIENTO

DISKETTE

Cargar imformacibn a la
computadora

Guardar en el diskette

CPU

61

MEMORIA

*INTERACCION ENTRE LOS
COMPONENTES DE LA COMPUTADORA - E2
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TASK #1

INFORMATION SHEET: PARTS OF THE MICROCOMPUTER

Fever indicator light

MONTr709

Door
"IN USE" 1 ipht

Slot

Moils to contra

Oa /off
contrast
erightness
Vertical hold
Horizontal. bold
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Escape.

Con rol

Shift.'"

Paver im11-ter

NI VS,
dhSk II

1M vµ0
duckM

MICACOC PU TER

Resat

Return

ij 2 ,111 Fil rewakem
eliprtfuraza---

smunum,
EifirertirrtrardkNraa

Repeat

Left-hand arn3v
Right-hand arroV

Lock lover

Tractor

Paper separator
Wire rack

Edge aligning guide

Roller

Roller kiwi

PRINTER

Fr inthead

Release lever
Paper bail

raper it Lever

Ribbon

Pr inthead guide.
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TASK #1

INFORMATION SHEET: (Spanish) INTRODUCCION A LAS MICROCOMPUTADORAS

Muchas personas creen que la computadora es una maquina
increible que tiene las respuestas a todas las preguntas que
uno puede hacer. Pero esta creencia es una fantasia, y no tiene
nada que ver con la verdad. En realidad, la computadora hace solo
lo que mande su operador. Debemos preguntar, "Quien es el opera-
dor?" El operador es el programador, y sin su programa, la compu-
tadora no puede hacer nada. Ahora vamos a considerar bien la com-
putadora y todos los componentes que tiene.

El sistema de la computadora esta compuesto de varies partes.
Cada parte tiene su funcion especial. Estudie bien la lista de
las partes que sigue, y lea bien las descripciones de cada parte.

(1) I/O PORTS
a) impresor
b) monitor
c) teclado

(2) MEDIOS DE ALMACENAMIENTO

(3) COMPUTADORA
a) CPU ( Unidad central del procesamiento)
b) Memoria

1.1/0 PORTS: I/O es un abreviacion para "input/output" ports.
Sencillamente, estos "puertos" son los medios por los cuales la
computadora puede comunicarse con el mundo que la rodea. Por
estos "puertos" uno puede poner informaciones en la computadora,
y tembien la computadora puede dar informaciones a la persona que
la esta utilizando.

La funcion de los "I/O ports" es muy importante porque si la
computadora no puede comunicarse con el mundo exterior, entonces
no puede hacer nada y es inutil como maquina.

Algunos tipos de los "I/O ports" estan en la lista de arriba.
a.el impresor se usa para producir copias de papel o "hard copy".
bE1 monitor se usa para observer las acciones o los datos de una

computadora -- en la pantalla o CRT (tubo de rayos catodicos). El
c.teciado se usa para poner informaciones en la computadora.

2. MEDIOS DE ALMACENAMIENTO: Esto es un termino general que se
usa para cualquier dispositivo que se emplea para guardar las infor-
maciones que necesita la computadora. Los medios de almacenimiento
se usa como la memoria permanente de la computadora. Cualquier
dato una vez puesto en algun medio de almacenimiento nunca se puede
perder a menos que se quite o se borre. Se puede usar dos medios
diferentes de almacenamiento con las coinputadoras que Vds. van a
usar. Uno es el "diskette" (disco) que Vd. puede encontrar dentro
de las cajas ("disk drives") que estan encima de cada microcompu-
tadora. El otro tipo es la grabadoxa, el cual nosotros no usamos.

6)
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TASK #1

INTRODUCCION A LAS MICROCOMPUTADORAS
P.2

Hay dos conceptos muy importantes que Vd. debe tener bien
claro hasta este punto. El primero es "to save"-- que quieredecir guardar.(Tambien "conserver, ahorrar, asegurar"). "Saving"tiene que ver con poner informaciones en el diskette. Los datosen la computadora no entraran en el diskette sin que Vd se losguarde. Esto quiere decir que si Vd. esta trabajando en un pro-grama, y quiere tener un recuerdo permanente del trabajo, Vd.
tiene que guardar ese trabajo o la computadora lo va a olvidarpor completo.

El Segundo concepto es el contrario del proceso de guardar,
y esto es "to load" o cargar. Esto es el proceso por lo cual la
computadora toma la informac1on guardada en el diskette y la pone
en el "workspace" (la parte de la memoria de la computadora en
donde se puede hacer cambios). Recuerde que si Vd. quiere hacer
-cambios o redactar algun trabajo, entonces hay que cargar el
trabajo (desde el diskette hasta el "workspace").

3. COMPUTADORA: Como Vd. a lo mejor ya sabe, la computadora es
el dispositivo principal. La computadora se compone de dos partes
-- la primera es la CPU, y la segunda es la MEMORIA.

a. La CPU (unidad central de procesamiento) es la unidad principal
de control. En la CPU, las instrucciones o programas son interpre-
tados y realizados con el objeto de darle a Vd. alguna funcion.
Es la CPU que recibe las instrucciones de vd. y las lleva a cabo.
Las instrucciones que la CPU recibe son solament ciertas palabras
claves que quieren decir algo especial en el idioma computadora.
Cualquiera palabra que la computadora no entiende tendra como
resultado un error.

b. La memoria es solamente un almacenamiento temporal pare
informaciones. Si los contenidos de la memoria no seran guardados
en el diskette, entonces esas informaciones seran perdidos o
olvidados.

El diagrama que sigue debe mostrarle aproximadamente como la
computadora y sus componentes externos trabajan juntos. Vd. debe
poner atencion en el hecho de que las flechas representan movi-
miento en una sole direccion -- y que la direccion es especifi-
cada por la punta de la flecha. Esto quiere decir que la computa-
dora no va a utilizer ese componente excepto en aquella direccion...

Por e3emplo, la computadora utilize el monitor solamente en
el rumbo especificado, para envier informaciones dentro de ells
hasta la pantalla. Esto es bastante logico, si Vd. lo piensa bien.
La computadora no puede recibir directamente en la pantalla. Hay
que escribir por la computadora.
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Hay muchas excepciones a lo que esta escrito arriba, pero por
lo general esto es un descripcion adecuada de los procesos con
los cuales Vd. se va a enfrentar en el laboratorio de las micro-
computadoras.
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TASK #1.

TECHNICAL TERMS

BOOT: To start a program.

CPU: (Central Processing Unit). The part of the
computer where the information is worked on.
The inner brain of the computer.

COMMAND: A wkrd to which the computer responds immediately
(PR.L44T, LIST, ESC).

DISK DRIVE:

DISKETTE/

A device v.:1-.1_:11 allows the , lmputer to write and
read data from a disk. Apple II with Word
Processing uses Drive A: and Drive B:.

FLOPPY DISK: Magnetic storage media. A small disk used with
a microcomputer that stores information.

FILE: A set of data which make up a ngical unit.In word processing, a document.
FORMAT: To 2repare a blank diskette to receive information.

KEYBOARD: Similar to that of a typewriter, though have afew special keys.

I/O:
Input/Output.

INPUT:

OUTr.,UT:

MENU:

MP?" SWITCH:

Information that goes into the computer (typingon the keyboard).

Information that comes out of the computer (printedmaterial) (printer) or an answer to a problem.

A screen display that lists options or commal_s
(instructions) you can choose.

A switch that turns computer on or off.

MICROCOMPUTER: A small computer which includes a keyboard andmonitor.

MONITOR:

PROV,PT:

(Cathode Ray Tube). A machine with a keyboard likea typewriter and a TV screen, which can be usedas both an input and output devices. It displaysthe work in progress.

A symbol (40 which appears on your screen andlets you know that the computer is ready toreceive instructions.

PERIPHERALS: A computer devi: such as a printer, a disk driveor monitor.
SOFT CARD SWITCH: A switch which controls ;the card used for aparticular program.
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** MICROCOMPUTER GLOSSARY **
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This yiicrocomputer glossary introduces
basic computer terminology and theory,
and should be a helpful guide to anyone
who wants to become computer literate.

Prepared at HACER/Hispanic Women's Center
by Raul Mareol and Lois Martin. Please do
not reproduce without authors' permission.

© Copyright 1982
HACER/Hispanic Women's Center
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ADDRESS: Each location in a computer memor-
is numbered cormecutivaly. T1

number is referred to as the
location's address.

ALPHANUMERIC: Data which contains both
letters and numbers.

ANALOG: There are two main ways of doing
things electronically: digital and
and analog. In the analog method,
signals are continuously variable
and the slightest change may be
significant. Analog circuits are
subject to drift, distortion, and
noise, but they are capable of
handling complex signals with
relatively simple circuitry.

APPLICATION PROGRAM: There are two main
classes of computer programs:
utility programs and application
programs. Application programs can
do something of practical value in
the real world -- such as balance a
budget, teach a geography lesson, c
type out a mailing list, e =.
Examples of well known and popular
application programs are: VISICALC,
WordStar, Applewriter, Typing Tutor,
etc.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE: A low level computer
language. Assembly language uses
mnenomics (English words) for its
commands, which makes it easier to
learn than machine language. The
programmer writes his program using
words like "LOAD", "JUMP", and "CLR"
for instructions, instead of long
strings of l's and O's. He can also
refer to memory locations by sym-
bolic names like "alpha" instead of
binary nulbers. The computer uses a
program called an assembler to
translate the commands into its own
machine language. See "low level
language".

BACKUP COPY: In word processing,
copy of a file to protect
against data loss.

BASIC: The computer language most
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used in microcomputers. There are a
few differences between dialects of
BASIC, but once you learn one, it is
easy to learn another. BASIC is a
high level language. Some examples
of BASIC commands are: LIST, RUN,
and 60T0.

BINARY: The number system that computers use
is called binary. It uses only two
digits, 1 and O. This is because
the electronic circuits used in the
computer have only two states: on
and off. Were are the numbers zero
to ten in binary:

0 00000
1 00001
2 00010
3 00011
4 00100
5 00101
6 00110
7 00111
8 01000
9 01001
10 01010

To BOOT: To start a program. (See also "cold"
and "warm" boot.)

BUFFER: A provisional memory. A line
printer has a buffer to receive one
line of text at a time from the
computer and then print it out.

BUG:

BUS:

An error in a computer program.

A group of wires inside the computer
which carries formation to a large
number of devices both inside and
outside the computer. All devices
in the system are connected to the
bus, and each device is continually
listening for A command addressed to
it.

BYTE: The amount of memory needed to hold
one character in the computer memory
or on a disk. Usually measured in
K. See K.

CASSETTE: A tape cassette is one kind of
mass storage media. Data and pro-
grams can be recorded magnetically

2
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on the tape and recalled on the tape
recorder. This is similar i

principle to the use of a diskette
and a disk drive, but the disk

system has the advantage of twin
fester to use than a tape.

CATALOG: A command in Apple BASIC which asks

the computer to list all the

programs on a diskette by name.

"Directory" is a name for the saes
function in other systems.

CHARACTER: A general term for a letter, a

digit, or a special symbol.

CHIP: This term refers to the tiny bit of
silicon that forms the heart of an

integrated circuit, or else to the
entire integrated circuit. A micro-
processor is a special chip in a

case about the size of a domino
which acts as the CPU in a micro-
computer. Other chips in a computer
perform other functions. See IC.

COBOL:

COLD BOOT:

COMMAND:

A computer language maiily used fo-
business applications.

(cold start) Starting a program
from a computer-off condition.

A word to which the computer
responds immediately. LIST and
PRINT are examples of computer
commands in the computer language
called BASIC.

COMPILER: A computer program which
completely translates a high level

program (i.e., a program written in
a high level language) into machine
language before it is executed. See
also "interpreter".

COMPUTER: A computer has two principal
parts: the CPU and the memory. Data
is stored in the memory and

manipulated in the CPU. Sets of
instructions called programs may be
entered into the memory or the CPU
in order to manipulate data in a

specific way. These instructio
can be changed in order to enabA.,

the same computer to perform many

3
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different tasks. One of the most
extraordinary things about a
computer is the speed with which it
can perform these tasks.

COMPUTER LANGUAGES: These are the languages
which have been developed to enable
people to communicate with computers
-- that is, to give and receive
instructions and/or information to
computers. Low level languages are
closest to machine language, which
is written in binary and understood
by computers. High level languages
are closest to human languages. See
"low level", "maciaine", "assembly",
and "high level" language entries.

CP/M: The name of a particular operating
system or utility program.

CPU: Central Processing Unit. In a micro
computer, the CPU is a micro-
processor. this unit contains all
the registers, arithmetic circuitry,
and so forth which do the actual
work of computing, and so the CPU
is like the inner brains of the
computer.

CRASH: A computer system is said to crash
when it stops working for some
reason and must be restarted by the
operator.

CRT: Cathode Ray Tube. Generally refers
terminal connected to a computer
system. Also called monitor or
screen, and classified as a computer
peripheral.

CURSOR: A blinking square (or some other
character) on the screen which lets
you know "where the computer is".
In word processing programs, the
cursor indicates where text will
next appear, or where changes may be
made.

DAISY-WHEEL PRINTER: A printer with fully
formed characters. Daisy-wheel
printers are considered "letter
quality" printers -- that is, the
print looks identical to a type-
writer's, and is appropriate for

4
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business correspondence.

DATA: Information.

To DEBUG: To remove the errors from a
computer program.

/ De-
, k6/No/ To DELETE: To erase (a character, a line of

*1 text, a file, a command, etc.)

A diskette and if
jacket

A close-up of dot-Imatrix prantinj

Di

A

DENSITY: The amount of bytes one sector
can hold. Single density means that
one sector of .4 disk can hold up to
128 bytes. Double density disks can
hold 256 bytes per sector (twice as
much).

DIGITAL: There are two main ways of doing
things electronically: digital and
analog. The digital method is to
consider a circuit as either on car

off, a signal which is either
present or absent, with no levels in
between. See analog.

DIRECTORY: Like "catalog", a listing of the
names of all the files on a disk
The same function will often have a
different name in a different
system. "Directory" is CP/M.

DISK: Floppy or diskette. A mass storage
medium made of a material which is
similar to recording tape, but
round-shaped and encased in a square
jacket.

DISK DRIVE: See "drive".

DOS: Disk Operating System. A special
utility program which manages a par-
ticular application program on a
disk.

DOT-MATRIX PRINTER: A printer which forms
characters individually with dots.
If you examine the letters on a page
of dot-matrix printing closely, you
can see the dots.

DOUBLE-SIDED: A diskette which is designed
to be written on and read from both
sides. This type of diskette
meant to be used on drives with two
read/write heads. A double-sided
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disk has twice as much capacity as a
single-sided disk.

DRIVE: (Iiisk drive) A device which allows
the computer to write and read data
from a disk. Inside the drive is a
read/write head which is in contact
with the magnetic surface of the
disk and allows this exchange of
information.

EDITOR: A program designed to facilitate the
entry and manipulation of text in a
computer system. They are mainly
used in writing computer programs.
Word processing systems are like
very sophisticated eeitors.

FILES A set of data which make up a
logical unit. In word processing, a
document.

FLOPPY: A disk or diskette. See disk.

FLOWCHART: A way of diagramming programs to
ease their visualization. These
symbols are traditions ly used:
starting and end points are enclosed
in rectangular shapes with rounded
corners, steps in the process are
enclosed in rectangular shapes,
points of decision or choice are
indicated with diamond shapes, and
the sequence or direction of steps
is indicated with arrows.

FORMAT: 1 - Generally refers to the layout
or arrangement of type on a page.
Word processing programs allow the
user to change formats without
typing text over again by means of
reform commands.
2 - In computer jargon, refers
specifically to the pattern of
tracks and sectors which is
recorded on a isk. New disks are
blank, and must be tailored to the
particular FORMAT which the ccdeputer
uses. The act of recording a
pattern of tracks and sectors is
called "formatting". See track and
sector.

FORTRAN: (formula translator) A computer
language for scientific and techni-

6
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cal applications. It is the oldest
computer language which is stir
widely used.

FRI'TION FEED: A mechanism for moving sheets
of paper through a printer without
the use of pins (sprockets) or
tractors. Regular letterhead or
bond paper can be used in this kind
of a printer.

HARD COPY: A print-out. Text printed on
paper as opposed to merely
magnetically recorded.

HARDWARE: Physical computer equipment. The
computer hardware includes the
microprocessor (the computer
itself), keyboard, disk drives, and
monitor.

HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE: Since most people find
assembly language (a sort of inter-
mediate computer language)
difficult to learn (you have tat):

deal with memory addresses and very
technical concepts), high level
languages were created to make pro
gramming easier and more similar to
the way people think. BASIC is an
example of a high level language, as
are PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL, etc.

I/n: Input/output.

I/O PORTS: Input/output ports. See ports.

IC: Integrated circuit. A small (less
than the size of a fingernail and
about as thin) wafer of a glassy
material (usually silicon) into
whicn has been etched an electronic
circuit. See "chip".

INPUT: Any operation which sends informa4
tion to the microprocessor (such as
typing on the keyboard).

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT: See "IC".

INTERFACE: A device which allows different
peripherals to be connected to the
computer or to each other.

INTERPRETER: A computer program which

7
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translates a high level program
(that is, a program written in a
high level language) into machine
language line by line as it is being
executed. Compare 'compiler".

JACKET; An encasing for the diskette.

JUSTIFICATION: In word processing, this refers
to the ability of the program to
make text always end or line up with
the margins -- left, right, or both.

Text justified 1 is

bath maryns XEY PUNCH: A way of putting data on punched
cards so that it can be processed by
a computer. The computer reads the
holes made on the cards and then
orocesses tne data.

Kilo, one thousand. This is the
standard unit of measure used to refer
to computer memory; it actually
denotes 1024 rather than 1000 bytes.
Microcomputers have amounts of
memory that range from 4 K to 64 K.
In word processing, one page of text
takes up about 2 K of memory.

KEYBOARD: Most microcomputers have a
Keyboard that is patterned after
that of a typewriter, although many
have a few special keys.

Punched card

LINE PRINTER: A printer with an internal
buffer (memory), which takes in a
whole line of text at a time from
the microcomputer and then prints
it.
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LAST: A command in BASIC which instructs
the computer to display the Actual
text lines which make up a computer
program.

LOAD: To put data into the computer
memory.

LEVEL LANGUAGE: Machine language is the
lowest level computer language --
that is, it is the language closest
to the way the computer "thinks".
It uses only l's and O's. Assembly
language is the next level up, and
it uses English mnenomics, so it is
easier to learn.

1.1
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LOWER CASE: This term: refers to non-capitr'
symbols or small letters.

MACHINE LANGUAGE: The microprocessor's
native language. Machine language
is very difficult to learn because
it is wholly made up of l's and 0's
(binary math). It is, nevertheless,
the only language that the computer
will understand. Since machine
language is too difficult to learn,
other languages were created which
were more like human language.
These languages (e.g., assembly,
BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, etc.) still
have to be translated into machine
language for the computer. (See
"compiler" and "interpreter".)

MASS STORAGE MEDIA: This is also sometimes
called mass memory. Because there
is a limit to the amount of memory
within the computer itself,
additional data can be stored in
computer peripherals. The most
common storage media used with
microcomputers are magnetic tape (c
cassettes) and diskettes.

MENU: A listing of options in a computer
program. Each alternative is
usually designated with a single
character, and typing that
particular character triggers that
option. This is something like
ordering from a numbered menu in a
restaurant. A very sophisticated
program like WORDSTAR has any dif-
ferent menus.

MICROCOMPUTER: A computer based on a micro-
processor.

MICROPROCESSOR: This is a special IC or chip
which acts like a tiny CPU. The
development of smaller and smaller
ICs is recent; microprocessors
replace literally roomfuls of
electronic circuitry in early compu-
ters. Microprocessors can under-
stand and execute machine language
programs.

MONITOR: 1 - Another name for a screen or a

9
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which control the movement of
continuous perforated paper throu
it. See also "tractor feed" at-.
"friction feed".

PORTS: Input/output ports. These are input
or output connections to the
computer, and the means by which the
computer communicates with the out-
side world. The basic I/O ports are
the printer, the keyboard, and the
monitor. The printer and the
monitor are output ports (i.e., they
receive data from the computer) and
the keyboard is an input port.

PRINTER: A computer peripheral which
produces print-outs or hard copy.
There are many different models.
See also "line printer", "dot-matrix
printer", "daisy-wheel printer",
"pin feed", "friction feed", and
"tractor fewd".

PRINT-OUT: Hard copy. Data printed on paper.

PROGRAM: A numbered series of instruction
to the computer which make
perform a specific task. Programs
fall into two broad categories:
application programs and utility
programs.

To PROGRAM: To write a computer program
(usually in high level language)
which will enable the computer to
perform some task.

RAM: Random Access Memory. The memory
which gets erased every time the
system is turned off. The user has
access to it.

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY: See RAM.

READ -DC.1f MEMORY: See ROM.

READ/WRITE HEAD: A small electrumagnet
inside the disk drive which is, used
to read or write information onto
the magnetic surface of a disk. The
head is in contact with all of the
tracks on the diskette at oncr
which allows it to locate a specify
position on the diskette quickly.



Blaise. Pascat
a French seietths+,
invented the fir*
working calculator

in 1442.

CRT.
2 - A program which implec4nts the

fundamental set of commands required
to coordinate a computer system'.
The monitor keeps track of input and
output, loads whatever compiler is
needed, etc. It is also called an
operating system or supervisor.

OPERATING SYSTEM: An operating system can be
considered a utility program which
acts as an interface between the
application program and the computer
by managing the resources of the
computer system. The operating sys-
tem routes data to all the di4'ferent
computer devices uuch as the
printer, the monitor, the disk
drive, and so forth. It manages and
directs the operations of the
computer, and may enhance the capa-
bilities of a computer system. An
example of enhanced capability is
the lower case capability which the
CP/M operating system bestows on the
Apple computer.

Peripherals arc devices
attached to the computer

c---These are tile_
fins.

$procket

Perfora+ed paper is pulled
4hrou3h a pin-feed or
Itactcpr- feed Printer on
Sprockets.

a .4,4
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OUTPUT: Any operation in which the computer
sends information to the peripheral
devices (printer, disk drive, etc.)

PASCAL: A computer language which enforces
structured programming. This means
that programs written in PASCAL are
easier to debug and update than
programs written in other languages.
This language was named for Blaise
Pascal, a French scientist who was
the inventor of the first working
calculator, and an important figure
in computer history.

PERIPHERAL: A computer device such as a
printer, a disk drive, a monitor,
etc. which is attached to the
ct.puter system but not essential to
the operation of the system.

PERSONAL COMPUTER: A microcomputer designed
for home use as opposed to business
use. Some common brand names of
personal computers are: Apple,
Atari, TRS SO, etc.

PIN FEED PRINTER: A printer with sprockets



RESISTER: A register is a special kind of
memory unit built into the central
processing unit. It is the space
where the computer actually
processes and manipulates distil: The
data contained in the registers can
be shifted, addadi'compared, comple-
mented, etc.

RESOLUTION: A term which refers to the
amount of data which a computer is
capable of putting on a TV screen.
Resolution is usually described as
"high" or "low". Very well-defined
or sharply detailed graphics recolire
high resolution.

ROM:

RUN:

Read-only Memory. The memory in the
computer which does not get erased
when the system is turned off. The
user has no access to it as it is
intended for use by the computer
only.

A computer command to start a
program.

To SAVE: To record data on a disk or a
cassette.

SCREEN: Monitor or CRT. The video window
which provides the user with a
display of computer output.

SCROLLING: Rolling text on and off the edges
of the video screen (especially when
trying to bring something into
view).

SECTOR: One of the divisions of a track on a
disk. There are usually 16 sectors
to a track on a 5 1/4 inch disk.

SHIFT: The key on both typewriters and
computer keyboards which changes
characters from upper to lover case
and vi..e versa.

SINGLE-SIDED: This means that the diskette
is designed to be written and read
from one side only. This type of
diskette is meant to be used on
drives with only one read/write

12
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head. Also see "double-sided".

SOFTWARE: Pc-ograms written in a compute
language which tell the computer
what to do. Compare "hardware".

STRING: A group of alphanumeric characters
-- as opposed to strictly numeric
data.

SUPERVISOR: See "monitor".

TERMINAL: A device ith a keyboard and a
screen which allows a user to
interact with a computer.

TIME SHARING: A set-up where many users have
access to a computer through
terminals via the telephone lines.
This type of system is used by
businesses, institutions, etc. Each
user has an account which they can
gain access to by weans of c secret
code.

TRACK: A concentric circle (not a spiral)
where information can be recorded on
a disk. There are 40 tracks on ar
Apple disk.

TRACTOR FEED: A method of moving paper
automaticidly through a printer.
This type of feed nechanism is -ery
similar to "pin feed", except that
the sprockets which move the paper
through are moveable. This means
that this kind of printer can
accomodate different sizes of paper.
See also "f'-iction feed".

UPPER CASE: Refers to capital letters or
symbols at the top of the keys.

UTILITY PROGRAMS: There are two main types
of programs: application and
utility. Utility programs act as
interfaces between application pro-
grams and the computer. They manage
and direct the operations and inter-
actions of the different computer
devices, and they enhance the
capa.Jilities of a computer. Operat-
ing systems are considered utility
programs.

13
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The microcomputer, when

it is used for vord processo3)
is veni rhoch like a
sol7hi6tical-ed typewriter.

WARM BOOT: (warm start) Starting a program
after the computer is already on.

WORD PROCESSOR: A computer which has been
programmed to allow manipulation of
text on a screen. In word
processing, the computer acts liku a
very sophisticated typewriter which
types on a video screen instead of

on paper.

WORDSTAR: A word processing program for the
CP/M operating system.

14
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understanding directions sequentially stated.

Directions: Put the following sentences in the order according to the
correct procedure for booting a computer.

1. Turn on the monitor.

2. Turn on the computer.

3. P_2 ace the DOS program disk in drive A.

4. Open the cover to disk drive A.

5. Close the cover to disk drive A.

6. Obtain DOS program disk.

7. Look at prompt (A>) hit return.

ac. 1. Obtain DOS proaram disk

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATICNAL TRAINING

'TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understanding directions sequentially stated.

Directions: Put the following sentences in the order according to the
correct procedure for booting a computer.

1. Turn on the monitor.

2. Turn on the computer.

3. Place the DOS progra disk in drive A.

4. Open the cover fp, disk drive A.

5. Close the cover to disk drive A.

6. Obtain DOS program disk.

7. Look at prompt (A>) hit return.

Ex. 1. Obtain DOS program disk

2. open the cover to disk drive A

3. Place the DOS program disk in drive A

4. Close the cover to disk drive A

5. Turn on the computer

6. Turn on the monitor

7. Look at prompt (PA ) hit return.

NAME DATE
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HALER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understanding directions sequentially stated.
Identify simple present tense verbs in each sentence.

Directions: A. Write True or False in the column rsxt to each sentence.
B. Underline the simple present tense verbs in each sentence.

1. You put the disks in the disk drive after you turn on
the computer.

2. You close the disk drive cover after you turn on the
computer.

3. You turn on the monitor before you turn on the cumputer.

4. You look for the "prompts" before you turn on the
computer.

5. You hit the return key after you see the prompt:(AY).

NAME DATE
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TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.R.E SL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understanding directions sequentially stated.
Identify siitde present tense verbs in each sentence.

Directions: A. Write True or False in the column next to each sentence.
B. Underline the simple present tense verbs in each sentence.

1. You alit the disks in the disk drive after you turn on
the computer. F

2. You cjagg the disk drive cover after you turn on the
computer. F

3. You turn on the monitor before you turn on the computer. F

4. You look for the "prompts" before you turn on the
computer. F

5. You hit the return key after you see the prompt:(A>).



1.

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

HALER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understanding directions sequentially related.

Directions: These pictures demonstrate the sequential order necessary to
boot a microcomputer. Write a complete imperative sentence
for each pictured sequence which dpgcribes the action you
would perform.

1.

2.

3.

NAME

6.

4.

5.

1::ATE

U 88
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1.

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.R.E$L

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understanding directions sequentially related.

Directions: These pictures demonstrate the sequential order necessary to
boot a microcomputer. Write a complete imperative sentence
for each pictured sequence which describes the action you
would perform.

AID

11111.1.

1. Take out the DOS disk.

2. Open the disk drive cover and
insert DOS program disk.

3. Turn on the monitor.

,
l'e Wriiis" Pe

111451.7Algrkr

NAME

Flip soft card switch down.

5. Turn on the main switch. .

6. Keyboard (WS) the first command.

8J
DATE
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET J.R.E SL

00MCNICATIVE TASK: Identify meanings of signs and symbols.

Firections: Write a complete sentence using simple present tense verbs for
each of the following signs or symbols, The sentence may be
descriptive or imperative.

Ex. 1. A> The microcomputer is using the A disk drive.

2. DOS

3. DIR

4. b:

5. A:



HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #4 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Identify meanings of signs and symbols.

Directions: ,.ite a complete sentence using simple present tense verbs for
each of the following signs or symbols. The sentence may be
descriptive or imperative.

Ex. 1. A)- Tnemicroccenputer is

2. DOS DOS is the language a microcomputer uses to read and
store information.

3. DIR Minerva display the directory.

4. b: Switch disk drive from the A drive to the B drive.

5. A: Switch disk drive from the B drive to the A drive.

NAME DATE
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TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 VOCATIONAL

Directions: Write the names of the objects you see below. Some of them have

more than one name.

3

6

7
6

Dkevelopcd by RACER Inc.

-=16

gt NeArbr.1%,.

o

.11

1

12

9 1..9

DATE
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TASK # I

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 VOCATIONAL

Directions: Write the names of the objects you see below. Some of them ha "e

more than one name.

3 CRT

4j Monitor

.5 Screen

G Disk

,7 nislvatte

6 Floppy

,11111=11........

Avo1or4%) 1) 1 1.'..CP.1( Inc.

n30

Q piqk arivp

lo Keyboard

%.11 Printer

Si Text/ Document
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TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET # 2 VOCATIONAL

Directions: Match the signs and symbols in Column A with their definition
in Column B. Write the lettar of the definition on the blank
line next to the correct term.

Column A

1. A> a.

2. DOS b.

3. A: c.

4. I/O ERROR d.

5. b> e.

6. DIR f.

7. BAD SECTOR g.

8. PR#6 h.

9. b: i.

Column B

command given to computer-go to B drive

computer is in B drive

directory

bad disk

warm boot

command given to computer-go to A drive

computer is i A drive

input or output error

disk operating system
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TASK #1

ACTIVITY SHEET # 2 VOCATIONAL

Directions: Match the signs and symbols in Column A with their definition
in Column B. Write the letter of the definition on the blank
line next to the correct term.

Column A

1. A> F a.

2. DOG i b.

3. A: G c.

4. I/O ERROR H d.

5. b > B e.

6. DIR C f.

7. BAD SECTOR D g.

8. PR#6 E h.

9. b: A i.

Column B

command given to computer-go to B drive

computer is in B drive

directory

ba'i disk

warm boot

command given to computer-go to A drive

computer is in A drive

input or output error

disk operating system



TASK 41

EVALUATION:

WRITTEN TEST

Directions:

NAME

HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CNING ENTER

BIL-INGUAL VOCATIONAL STRAI

3.R.ESL

Write a complete sentence
to describe the functions
and its periPherals.

using simple present tense verbs
of the elements of a microcomputer

1. The keyboard

2. The CPU (Dentral Processing Unit)

3. Video display terminal

4. Printer

5. Disk drives

DATE
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TASK #1

EVALUATION: J.R.FSL

WRITTEN TEST

Directions: Write a complete sentence using simple present tense verbs
to describe the functions of the elements of a microcomputer
and its peripherals.

1. The keyboard

The keyboard is used to type commands or text.

2. The CPU (Central Processing Unit)

The Central Processing Unit controls the programs.

3. Video display terminal

The Video Display Terminal or monitor lets you see
the program or text.

4. Printer

The printer makes copies of the text.

5. Disk drives

The disk drives store information.

NAME DATE

9



EM a.
TASK #1

EVALUATION: Diagram

4111 IRVERIWAIRNASENIFIENA.
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

11111 NB OM IN UM en Well
Directions: From the list of words below,
select the number which or.:-responds to the

parts of the computer and its peripherals.
Write the number of the part on the blank
next to the correct term.

1. Disk drive 5. Left hand are ow 9. Printer 13. Roller knob
2. Disk drive door 6. Microcomputer 10. Repeat key 14. Shift key
3. Escape key 7. Monitor 11. Reset key 15. Screen or CRT
4. In use light 8. Power indicator 12. Return key 16. Right hand arrow

17. Control key

NAME

98
T1A'rE
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TASK #1

EVALUATION: Diagram

WRITTEN TEST

1

/5*

Directions: From the list of words below,
select the number which corresponds to the
parts of the computer and its peripherals.
Write the number of the part on the blank
next to the correct term.

/3

1. Disk drive 5. Left hand arrow 9. Printer 13.
2. Disk drive door 6. Microcciouter 10. Repeat key 14.
3. Escape key 7. Mbnitor 11. Reset key 15.
4. In use light 8. Power indicator 12. Return key 16.

17.

NAME DATE

Roller knob
Shift key
Screen or CRT
Right hand arrow
Control key
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TASK #1

ATTACHMENT #2

Sat.PS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

A. HOW TOBOOT AN APPLE II PLUS MICROCOMPUTER

1. Obtain DC6 program disk,
2. Open door df disk drive A.
3. Insert DOS program disk in disk drive A.
4. Close door of disk drive A.
5. Flip soft card switch downward (if necessary)
6. Turn on main switch.
7. Turn on monitor.
8. At prompt:(A,), the ;Ilion:computer has been booted.

B. HOW TO FORMAT A BLANK DISK

1. At pictopt: (A>) , type FORMAT (hit return)
2. At piompt:(Format disk in which drive?), type b; and hit return.
3. At prompt: (Insert disk to be formatted in drive b:), insert blank

disk in disk drive B, close cover and hit return.
4. At prompt:(Press return to begin FORMATTING), hit return.
5. Computer will indicate formatting by showing: (FORMATTING.. .)
6. Upon completion computer will display on screen: (Format Complete).
7. At prompt:(Format another disk Y/N?), type N.

C. HOW TO TURN A NTECROOOMPUTEROFF

1. At prompt.(P), turn monitor switch off.
2. Turn off main switch.
3. Open disk drive doors.
4. Remove DOS program disk and the disk in disk drive b(if disk drive B was

used).

Note: To format a blank disk on an IFM PC or XT you would use:

1.Insert DOS program disk in disk drive A
2.Insert blank data file disk in disk drive B
3. Boot the Microcomputer.
4. At prompt:(A>),type FORMAT B:/S

This will format a disk that is self booting.
5. At prompt, FORMAT ANOTHER Y/N you can choose

to format another diskette by typing Y.
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TASK #1
OPERATION SHEET

OPERATION: BOOT AN APPLE II PLUS MffCROCOMPUTER AND FORMAT A BLANK DISK.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. Monitor
c. Disk drive
d. Keyboard
e. CPM DOS program disk
f. Blank disk

II. PFCCEDUFE

A. HOW TO BOOT AN APPLE II PLUS MICROCOMPUTER

1. Obtain DOS program disk,
2. Open door of disk drive A.
3. Insert DOS program disk in disk drive A.
4. Close door of disk drive A.
5. Flip soft card switch downward (if necessary)
6. Turn on main switch.
7. Turn on monitor.
8. At prompt:(A)), the microcomputer has been booted.

B. HOW TO FORMAT A BLANK DISK

1. At piouvt: (A?) , type FORMAT (hit return)
2. At prompt:(Format di& in which drive?), type b; and hit return.
3. At prompt: (Insert disk to be formatted in drive b:), insert blank

disk in disk drive B, close cover and hit return.
4. At prmpt:(Fress return to begin FORMATTING), hit return.
5. Computer will indicate formatting by showing:(FORMATTING...)
6. Upon completion computer will display on screen:(Format Complete).
7. At prompt:(Format another disk Y/N?), type N.

C. HOW TO TURN A MICICCOMPLYIER OFF

1. At prompt:(A7), turn monitor switch off.
2. Turn off main switch.

1/

Note: To format a blank disk on an IBM PC or XT you would us:

program disk and the disk in disk drive b(if disk drive B was
used).

e

3. Open disk drive doors.
4. Remove DOS p

2.Insert blank data file disk in disk drive B
3. Boot the Microcomputer.
4. At prompt:(A),type FORMAT B:/S

This will format a disk that is self booting.
5. At prompt, FORMAT ANOTHER Y/N you can choose

to format another diskette by typing Y.

ill

II1.Insert DOS program disk in disk drive A

II

II
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TASK #1

JOB SHEET #1: BOOT A MICROCOMPUTER
EVALUATION

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer

b. Disk drive(1)

c. DOS progra disk

II. PROCEDURE

1.Insert DOS Program disk in disk drive A*

2. Turn main sw:tcll on*

3. Turn on monitor*

4. At prompt: (A?), the microcomputer has been booted

*See Operation Sheet
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 1

JOB SHEET # 2 : FORM A BLANK DISK
EVALUATION

I. 'MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer

b. Disk drives (2)

c. DOS disk

d. Blank disk

II. PROCEDURE

1. Insert DOS disk *

2. Insert blank disk *

3. Turn main switch on

4. Turn monitor on

5 . At prompt : (A>) ,type format, then hit return

6. Format the blank disk *

* See operation sheet
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TASK

FEKtUKMANUE TEST

TASK: Boot a microcomputer

Directions: Demonstrate mastery of turning on a microcomputer system.

This test evaluates your ability to: Boot a microolmputer and then turn off
the system. You will be given a DOS program disk. You must use booting
procedure to boot the disk operating system with 100% accuracy.

Your pvrformunce will be evaluated using the items below.
All must be "YES"

YES NO

Opened disk drive cover?

Correctly hand'ed floppy disk?

3. Closed disk drive cover?

4. 'Aimed on switches in proper order?

5. Followed proper booting sequence?

6 Turned off switches in proper order?
.

7. Removed program disk?

18. Left disk drive doors open?

9.

10.

Tru.inut ilit, Art.,.n ,r14LcLut.I.Jr1 lyris.aulu

--.....-___.------..-..--



TASK 1 2

CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS IN A LETTER
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RELATED COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Correct written infurmatlen

VOCATIONAL TASKit2&1211rsioral

PFFORMAIgCE Given one document with 5 word division, 5 ,polling and 2 spacing errors, correct these by retyping the document with

OBJECTIVE 1002 accuracy

STEPS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE TECHNICAL TERMS

LANGUAGE
FUNCTIONS STRUCTURES

1.

2.

3. SEE IVITACHMENT

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

SEE ATFAUDILTIT COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS
Passive: reading comprehension

FUNCTIONS

Verification
Interpret rules
Classify/Categorize

Spelling/Individual letters

syllabication
homonyms

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

8 1/2x11 paper, typewriter,
pencil, dicticnary

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND FL'SOURCES

BACKCROUND KNOWLEDGE

Typewriting Skills

SAFETY

Avoid paper cuts. Do not handle
paper edges.

ATTITUDES

Concentrate on accuracy.

1.08

VOCATIONAL

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Facilitator discusses typographical errors.
Participants identify and verify errors with the

facilitator.

b. Facilitator reviews basics of typing, centering,
margins, tabs, etc.

C. Hands on practict (Individual) utIlizInq
typewriters, participants correct and retype a letter.

d. Demonstration-Facilitator demonstrates how to revise

a document a microcomputer.

e. Discussion-Advantages and disadvantages of Word

Processing System.

2. EVALUATION

a. Observation of participant completing task.

3. RESOURCES

a. Facilitator b. operation,Inforration and Job ShAptc

J.R.ESL

1. LEANIN( STRATEGIES

a. Instuctor lectui s ways of

7erifying individ etters.

b. Discussion and De,...nitration of
'lord division. Rules are outlined

using examples from the infor-
mation sheets.

c. skills Practice (Individual)
Participants complete Activity

Sheets *1,2,3,4,5.

2. EVALUATION: Written Test

3. RESOURCES
a. Information Sheets

b. Wbrd Processing Skills and
Applications, Flynn Walls.

c. Real Life Employment Skills,
Handel & Angeles.
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TASK #2
INFORMATION SHEET: THE TYPEWRITER

I. GET READY TO TYPE

I. Clear the work area of unneeded books and papers.2. Move the typewriter so the front of the frame is even withthe edge of the desk.
3. Prepare all necessary material for typing .n proper orderand place on the stennette.
4. Review written material before preparing to type for anylast minute questions on wording, format, etc.

II. CORRECT POSTURE

One should sit confortably far back in the chair, keeping thebody erect, slightly forward, and directly in front of thetypewriter. Feet should be kept falt on the floor, one justahead of the other. Fingers curved and upright over the homeposition. Wrists are low and relaxed. Elbows near your body;forearms parallel to the slant of the keyboard.
Your accuracy and speed in operating the
typewriter will be affected by your posture.



HALER INC ./HISPANIC MMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #2
INFORMATION SHEET
p. 2
III. HANDLING THE PAPER

To insert the paper, place it between the paper rest and cylinder. While
'holding it up with 'he left hand against the paper guide, turn the right
cylinder knob and roll the paper into positioi. If it needs straightening,
press down the paper release lever with the right hand (always use the hand
nearer to the part to be operated). Line up the top edge of the paper with
the line scale on the cylinder, and close the paper release lever. To remove
the typed sheet, the paper is loosened by pressing down the paper release,
and is pulled out by taking hold of the longer end. The paper release should
be reset at once in readiness for another page.

PAPER GUIDE

IV. FINGER POSITION

PAPER
HANDLING

You learn to control and strike all the keys from a position called the
home keys. The home keys for the left hand, beginning with the little
finger to the first finger, are a s d f. The home keys for the right hand,
from the little finger to the first finger are ; 1 k j.

With the fingers on these guide keys, it is important to get the feeling of
just where the h)me keys are in relationship to the rest of the keys. The
next step is to practice using these keys. The fingers should be kept
curved over the home keys and each key hit with a firm, quick stroke.

The space bai should be tapped lightly with the thumb of the right hand.

4\ 3\ 2\ 1 \ 1 \ 2\ 3\ 4

left fingers right fingers
111
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TASK #2
INFORMATION SHEET
p. 3

no. 6Cuidc key fingers.

RESOURCE: Cantury 21 Typewriting. McGraw-Hi11.
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TASK #2
INFORMATION SHEET
p. 4

V. THE PAPER GUIDE AND THE MARGINAL STOPS

The marginal stops control the length of the typewritten line. The placementof the paper guide along the scale on the paper table determines whether thetyped line will appear closer to the left edge of the paper, the right edge
of the paper, or be centered in the middle of the paper with the same marginson either side of the typed line.

In order to arrange all typing work neatly with similar margins on both sides,
we must decide on a centering point. For convenience, let us choose 40 on the
typewriter scale as the centering.potnt. To find the correct place to set the
paper guide, with 40 as the center, first make a small crease in the middle ofthe sheet of paper. Set the carriage so that the center point of 40 appearsin back of the printing point, press down the paper release lever to allow the
paper to be moved freely until the crease is in back of the printing point.Close the paper release lever and check the alignment to see that (a) theindicator registers at 40 on the scale, and that (b) the crease is behind theprinting point. Next move the paper guide so that the left edge of the paperrests against it. This will be the correct position for the guide when themiddle of the paper is at 40.

Lines of any length can be centered. For example, to center a line of 60spaces, set the marginal stops at 10 anu 70; for a line of 50 spaces, set thestops at 15 and 65; for a line of 40 spaces, set the stops at 20 and 60; for aline of 70 spaces set the stops at 5 and 75.

Whatever the length of line, the same number of spaces are on the left of the
center point as are on the right of it. In all typing work, the length ofline to be used must first be decided upon, and the line then centered byplacing the marginal stops at the correct points on the scale.

VI. CAPITAL LETTERS AND SENTENCES

VII.

Capital letters are typed by using the shift keys. Every key on the keyboardis provided with two characters, a lower case character and an upper casecharacter. To type a capital of any letter on the left side of the keyboard,use the right shift key; and to type a capital of any letter on the right sideof the keyboard use the left shift key.

The left shift key is controlled by the A finger; the right shift key by the;finger. Notice that only the little fingers operate the shift keys.

PARAGRAPH INDENTION AND SIMPLE TABULATION

The tabulator- Set Key is used for setting paragraph indentions and the
starting points for columns in tabulation work. The tabulatcr Key is used tomake the carriage jump quickly to the point on the scale where paragraphs areto begin, or where columns are desired.

Paragraphs are usually indented five spaces. Before setting the typewriter
for indentions, clear all previous tabulator settings in the machine by
operating the Tabulator Clearance Key and moving the carriage back and forthseveral times.

1.13
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
TASK #2
INFORMATION SHEET
p. 5

VIII. TABULATING AND CENTERING

Much of the factual information which business organizations use must be
tabulated so that it can be referred to easily. Tabulations contain main
headings, subheadings, and column headings.

Example: to center the heading, THE UNION SUPPLY COMPANY, count all spaces,
including those between words. Divide these 24 spaces by 2 which gives 12.
Subtract 12 from the center-point of 40 to get 28. Move the typewriter
carriage until the indicator points to 28 on the scale. The heading will be
accurately centered when typing starts at this point.

Correct placement of tabulations is obtained by vertical placement and
horizontal centering.

Vertical placement - There are six typewriting lines to an inch. Therefore,
on a sheet of 81i x 11 paper there are 66 writing lines. From this number
subtract the number of lines needed for the tabulat.ion. Divide by 2 for the
number of lines to leave at the top of the paper beginning the tabulation.

If a tabulation requires 26 spaces, subtract 26 from 66, which leaves 40.Half of 40 is 20, the number of spaces to leave above the tabulation.

In vertical placement, the number of free lines that should be left at thetop of standard lettersize paper for tabulations containing 20, 33, 41, or30 lines are 23, 16, 12, and 18.

Horizontal Centering Count the total number of spaces required in all
columns, adding the spaces between columns. The total number of spaces inthe entire line is then divided by 2. Subtract this amount from 40 to get
the starting point of the line, and add the same number to 40 to get the endof the line. Set the marginal stops at these two points, and then plan thesetting of the tabulator stops for each column.

Ix. SPECIAL CHARACTERS

Division ..ign

Multiplication sign

Equals sign

Minus sign

Plus sign

Degree sign

Exclamation Mark

Dash

Underscore

Asterisk

X

+

0

114

Question Mark

Slash or Virgule

One-half sign

One-quarter sign

At sign

Open Parentheses

Closed Parentheses

Quotation Mark

Colon

Semicolon

Apostrophe

Comma

4
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TASK #2
INFORMATION SHEET
p. 6

SPECIAL CHARACTER (Continued)t inued )

Number or Pound sign # Open Brackets [

Dollar sign $ Closed , Brackets 3

Percentage sign %

Cents sign

Ampersand sign &
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TASK #2

INFORMATION SHEET:
PARTS OF THE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRATNING

Card end envelope holder

Aligning sesta

Paper guide_ gibbon guide
Paper bail roll

Paper r0 t4.1:6 lever

Spacing release ow.fig

paper. Vail release lever

Correction taps
Type element

Margin smt.

Character position indicator

Margin release key

iMbulat

Line space regulator

Cylinder knob

Automatic line finder

Cylinder

Tabulator deer

Tabulator set

slat lock
Shan kV Space bar

OW ON 111110 NV Olt Mil ill MI al MS am leo alm

Front scale

Margin set

index key

gel space key

Power svitcb
CON / OFF)

-Return key 117
Shift Kalil

orrealne key
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TASK #2

1NDDRWITMi SHEET:' OPERATIVE PARTS OF THE TYPEWRITER

Line Space Regulator- permits adjustment for single, double, or triple line
spacing

Paper Guide - makes it possible to insert the paper accurately and evenly in
the typewriter

Cylinder Knobs - (right and left) for turning the cylinder to insert the paper

Variable Line Spacer - used for changing line spacings, and for typing on ruled
lines

Automatic Line Finder - when lever is raised a word may be written between two
lines, but closer to one than the other. The cylinder
is returned to original spacing by lowering lever and
turning cylinder knob to line of writing

Cylinder - the rubber roll around which the paper is held ix position

Shift Lock - (right and left) used for locking carriage when all capital letters
are to be typed

Shift Keys - (right and left) held down when capital letters are to be lyped

Space Bar - for spacing between, words

Tabulator Set Key - sets the tabulator stops at fixed positions

Tabulator - moves the carriage to any position where a tabulating stop has been
set

Tabulator Clearance Key - for removing all unneeded tabulator settings

Backspace Key - when pressed down, the carriage moves back one space at a time.
Useful when inserting omitted letters, making corrections,
tabulating, and centering

Return Key - is used to return the carriage to the left margin and to move the
paper upward

On and Off Key - is used to turn the electric machine on or off

Paper Bail Rolls - holds the paper firmly in place against the cylinuer

Paper Bail - holds the paper firmly in place against the cylinder

Marginal Release Key - allows the carriage to move beyond the marginal
setting

Paper Holder Bail Release Lever - when pulled forward, releases paper holder
bail so that paper can be placed under it and
to line up the paper
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TASK #2
INFORMATION SHEET: Operative parts of the typewriterp.2

Aligning Scale - used to line up the paper which has been reinserted

Card and Envelope Holders - used to firmly hold against the cylinder cards
and envelopes

Spacing Release - allows you to position a letter between two others and insert it

Front Plate - can be removed by pressing hand in back of plate and lifting
upward; is put back by pushing downward and snapping into place

Margin Set - (right and left) used to set the beginning and end of the typing
line

Paper Release Lever - loosens or holds the paper firmly in place

Front Scale - is used to indicate the margins, the set tabs, and for centering

Ribbon Guide - Controls and indicates the position of the ribbon on the
typing line

Backspace Express the carriage moves back one space at a. time very qui .'kly

Paper Guide Scale used to judge the position of the paper from, side to side

Character Position Indicator - it shows the number of spaces already passed;
it stands at the space where the next key will
strike

Character Spacing Regulator - determines the number of characters per inch
(either 10 or 12)

Impression Control - regulates the amount of pressure with which the keys
strike the paper

Correcting Key - will delete letters for correcting
purposes; backspace to

delete misprinted letter or w,Drus

Index Key - This allows you to move to the space directly bLlow the letter
just typed

Single Elements

Cartridge or Cassett /spool

Correction Tape/ribbon

Repeat Capacity Keys - usually dots, dashes, underlines and x's

End of Page Indicator/Page Gauge
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TASK #2

INFORMATION SHEET: SPANISH/ENGLISH
Algona* reglas de ortografia

Esti admitido que las dificultades de is ortografia inglesa songrandes. El estudiante no debt confiar pues, en su me.noria, parasolucionar los casos dudosos, sino que deberi consulter en seguidaun diccionario. Veamos algunos de las reglas mss elementales:1. Las palabras monosilabas que terminan en f, 1 o s prece-didas de una vocal, duplican la Catlin& consonante: full, glass, etc.Excepe.losses: gas, has, if, of, this, was, yes, add, egg, err.
2. Los sustantivos acabados en consonante precedida de unavocal carte duplican cliche consonante antes de un sufljo: blot,blotter, blotting, ate. Ex_epto flood, flooding; spread, spreading(dos vocales).
3. Las palabras bisilabas terminadas en consonante. con elcanto tintico sabre In segunda silaba, duplican la ultima conso-nante antes de un sufljo: repelled, acquitted; occur, occuring; refer,refined; confer, confining.
4. Las palabras que acaban en I no la duplican antes de unsufijo: appeal, appealing; mortal, mortality; peril, perilous. Excep-clones: gambol, gambolling; wool, woollen, woolly; travel, traveller;I worship, worshipping. (Ortor alia americana: traveler, woolen.)5. La ,alabras cuyo sonido final es ski, se escriben con ckdespues de d cone: la:k, pick, etc. Excepciones: music, physic,electric. Si e, ido de la vocal es largo se escribe imicamente ski:

gapcak,
week, a

8. La e final . Isaparece antes de ing: live, living; write, writing,etcetera. Excepciones: life, lifelike; sense, senseless (porque el su-fljo empieza en consonante). Siguiendo a c y g, la e se mantiene:change, changeable; trace, traceable, etc. Excepciones: mileage,'saleable.
7. ie se transforma en y al anadirle big: die, dying (morn).lie, lying. (Nota: dye, dyeing (tali:).
a. Despues de una consonante, la y final se convierte en ie:lady, ladies; quality, qualities, etc., pero nunca despues de unavocal: boy, boys; pay, pays; whisky o whiskey.
2. Existen palabras con un sonido de i, como en keep, pero que

ir ntescriben unas voces en ei y otras en ie. La norms es: els ies de is e, excepto despues de es: believe, grive; pero deceive,ceive.
12. Tengase en cuenta el verbo cuando la forma del plurale un substantivo represente un singular, a viceversa: The Unitedfates is a mighty country. The Orisons is the largest canton oftold. We ray the committs was appointed by the general meeting,of the committe were in hopeless disagreement; the jury wasappointed, but they were often divided.

111

11. Plurales de voces extranjeras que deben ser tenidos enenta: addendumaddenda, fungusfungi, memorandumme-oranda, radius radii, axisaxes, speciesspecies, seriesseries,indexindices (aunque tambien indixes) crisis--crises, analysisatTsas.
12. Plurales de votes compuestas: general managergeneralimagers, son-In-lawsons-in-law, man-of-warmen-of-war, wo-man servantwomen servants.

1
13. Las tonnes pant el mascullno y el femenino son diferentesalgunos casos: salesmansales woman, heroheroine, lordy, earlcountess, Sir (Winston Churchill) Lady (Churchill),M. the Queen (Her Majesty)H. 1. H. (His Royal Highness) theDoke of Edinburgh, Prince CharlesPrincess Ann.

Some Spelling Rules

The difficulties of English spelling are admittedly great. Thestudent should never trust to his memory in uncertain cases, butimmediately consult a dictionary. Here are few simple rules:

1. Words of one syllabe ending in f, I or s after a single voweldouble the last consonant: full, glass, etc. Exceptions: gas, has if,of, this, was, yes, add, egg, err.
2. Nouns ending in one consonant after a single short voweldouble the final consonant before an ending: blot, blotter, blotting,etc. But flood, flooding; spread, spreading (two vowels).

3. Words of two syllables ending in one consonant with thestress on the second syllable, double the last consonant before anending: repelled, acquitted; occur, occuring; referred, confer, con-ferring.
4. Words ending on one I do not double this before an ending:appeal, appealing; mortal, mortality; peril, perilous. Exceptions:gambol, gambolling; wool, woollen, woolly; travel, traveller;worship, worshipping. (American spelling: traveler, woolen).

5. Words ending in the ski sound have ck after a short vowel:lock, pick, etc. Exceptions: music, physic, electric. If the vowelsound is long, write only ski: speak, week, talk.

6. Final sea is dropped before ing: live, living; write, writing,etc. Exceptions: life, lifelike; sense, senseless (because the endingbegins with a consonant). After c and g the e is kept: change,changable; trace, traceable, etc. Exceptions: mileage, saleable.
7. le changes to y before ing: die, dying, lie, lying. (Note: dye,dyeing).
8. After a consonant final y changes to ie: lady, ladies; quality,qualities, etc., but never after a vowel; boy, boys; pay, pays;whisky or whiskey.
9. Words with the i-sound as in keep, but written either el or

ie. The rule is: ci before e except after et: believe, grieve; but de-ceive. receive.

10. Mind the verb when the plural form of a noun really de-notes a singular, and vice-versa: The United States is a mightycountry. The Grisons is the targets canton of Swld. We say thecommittee was appointed by the general meeting, but the com-mittee were in hopeless disagreement; the jury was appointed, butthey were often divided.
11. Plurals of forcing words to be noted: addendumaddenda,fungusfungi, memorandummemoranda, radiusradii, =saxes, species species, seriesseries, index-indices (but alsoindexes) crisis crises, analysisanalyses.

12. Plurals of composite words: general managergeneral ma-nagers, son-in-lawsons-in-law, man-of-war men-of -war, womanservant, women servants.
13. Masculine and feminine forms are different in some cases:salesman sales woman, heroheroine, lordlady, earlcoun-tess, Sir (Wiston Churchill)Lady Churchill, H. M. the Been(Her Majesty)H. R. H. (His Royal Highness) the Duke of Edin-burgh, Prince Charles, Princess Ann.

RESCUECE: CORRESPONDENCIA COMERCIAL INGLESA
ARNOLD LATT

DAIMON PUBLISHERS, BARCELONA SPAIN
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When a word processor is used, the machine niay be instructed to
highlight words that may be divided at the ends of. lines. However, the
machine cannot make the actual decision about the division of a word unless
it contains a spelling dictionary. Usually the operator must make that
decision.

Word division is necessary to keep the right margin fairly even.
However, excessive word division detracts from the appearance of a
completed document and may make reading difficult. Therefore, it should
be avoided if possible. Some general rules for dividing words are presented
here. Regardless of which rule is applied, there should be enough of the
word on the first line to give the reader the concept of the entire word.
Furthermore, the word should be divided in such a way that the reader is not
"misled" by the portion of the word that appears on the first line. For
example, the wc%rci record meaning an attested top performance should not
be divided re/cord but rec/ord.

In the following examples, the words are divided at the preferred
points. Division of some of these word! at other points would also be
acceptable, but not preferred. 11 a word is divided, the following rules
apply.

1. Divide words only between syllables (check a dictionary if in doubt
about syllabication).

mer/chant eve/ning junc/tion

2. Divide hyphenated words at the hyphen.

self-/control mother-/in-/law one-/third

3. Divide a solid word compound between the elements of the compound
word.

text/book under/stood book/keeping

4. If a single letter that is also a syllable falls within a word, divide after
the single letter.

monu/ment sepa/rate jani/tor

a. If a single letter syllable immediately precedes an ending two-
letter syllable, divide before the single letter.

heart/ily luck/ily rar/ity

b. If the single-letter syllable is an a or i followed by an ending
syllable ble, bly, cle, or cal, divide before the a or i.

flex/ible miser/able cler/ical
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SHEET: WORD DIVISION

5. If two, one-letter syllables come together
between the one-letter syllables,

soci/ety devalu/ation mini/ature

within a word, divide

6. When a suffix is added to a word that ends in a double letter, divideafier the doubled letter.

ca Wing %I/Wing buff/ing
7. If the final consonant is doubled when a suffix is added, divide between

the doubled consonant.

plan/ned incur/ring omit/ting

8. Suffixes such as ment, tive, sive, don, cian, gion, sion, tion, tious,cious, cial, tial are always treated as a single unit. Words contair;ngany of these suffixes are divided so that the suffix is retained a. aunit.

essen/tial objec/tion nutri/tious
9. Do not divide a one-syllable word.

caught burned heart

10. Do not divide after a one- or two-letter syllable at the beginning of aword.

amount not a/mount vela /tion not re/lation
11. Do not divide a two-letter syllable that ends a word.

teacher not teach/er floated not float /ed
12. Do not divide words of five or fewer letters. Division of a six-letterword is acceptable but not recommended.

about not a/bout lesson not les/son

13. Do not divide dates or addresses. However, if it becomes necessary todivide a date or an address, divide the date between the day and theyear and the address between the city and the state.

May 1, 1984 May 4/1984 Boston, MA 09713 Boston,/MA 09713
14. Do not divide a proper name. However, a surname may be dividedfrom a given name.

Mrs. Mary Faye/Ward Clay/Holt

15. Do not divide words at the ends of the first and last lines on a pageand the first and last lines of a paragraph.
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TASK #2
INFOINATION SHEET: WORD DIVISION
p. 3

4

16. Do not divide more than three or four words on each typewritten page
and at the ends of more than two consecutive lines.

17. Do not divide words written as contractions.

shouldn't not should/n't they're not theySe

18. Do not divide figures, abbreviations, or symbols.

$254000 not $250,/000 @$5.20 not @/$5.20

RESOURCE: Ward Processing Skills and Application, Flynn Walls.
Reston Publishing CO.
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TASK #2

INFORMATION SHEET: Differences Between a Computer Keyboard and a
Typewriter.

A. Keys Computer Typewriter

Space Bar moves cursor one space
as well as inserting a
character into text

advances the carriage
one space leaving a
space, blank character
in that space

Return Key advances the cursor to
the end of the present
line and places a carriage
character at the end of
the previous line

moves carrriage to the
beginning of the next
line

Tab Key moves the cursor some
number of spaces to the
next tab mark. Text gets
spaces inserted into the
area where the cursor has
advanced in as well as
moves any text over if it
is after the cursor

moves the carriage
to the next set tab
space

Shift Key
Shift Lock

By pressing "ESC" once
you get one capital
letter, (the next letter
to type). By pressing
"ESC-ESC" you get all
the characters printed
in upper case until you
press "ESC" again.

gives upper case print

Cursor Moves special keystrokes that
allow the cursor to move
through the text without

non-existent

Erase Keys

Digit 1 and letter
(L lowercase)

these keys allow the user
to erase characters as
follows:

: one character to
the left of the cursor.

G: one character to
the right of the cursor.

T: one word to the
right of the cursor.

Y: the entire line
that the cursor is situated

Lowercase letter L cannot
be used for digit 1.

must be done via:
correcting ribbon,
correctotype, erasing,
etc.

on.

Used interchangeably.
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INFORMATION SHEET

P.2

Shift Key Does not unlock uppercase.
Enters top portion of two-
character keys. Strike Caps
Lock key to return to lower-
case.

Unlocks uppercase.
Enter letters in
uppercase when
struck.

RESOURCE: Communication Skills for the Processing of Words.
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WORDPROCESSING

Word processing is the use of computers to create, view, edit, store, retrieveand print text material. Routine letters can be prepared by personnel otherthan clericals. Most pc's and microcomputers can be used as word processors byloading wp programs into the system. These programs include: Wordstar, AppleWriter, Word Perfect, Easywriter etc.

Capabilities and advantages of a word processor for

Text can be:
Keyed into the system
displayed on the screen
recorded on a storage disk (Floppy)
Carriage returns are automatic
Corrections are easy: characters, words, sentences, payagraphs and largeblock of a text can be added, deleted or moved around.Headings and page numbers can be automatically put on each page.Top, bottom, left and right margin and centering can be preset.Letters and reports can be printed on a first time basis as neededWP come with dictionaries

or spelling programs to check every word ,-a document.

Documents can be revised to meet individual needs.
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TASK #2

INFORMATION SHEET:ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF

WORD PROCESSING FOR A BUSINESS

A,vANTAGES:

I. Reduces costs in:
a: Equipment less equipment needed
b: Employees less employees needed

2. Increases the efficiency and capability of an office

3. Increases productivity

DISADVANTAGES

1. Equipment is expensive

2. Requires trained personnel

3. Word processing specialization can be boring

4. Accidents can destroy valueable records which have been
electronically stored.
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TASK #2
ATTACHMENT

TECHNICAL TERMS

1. insert 26. carriage

2. remove 27. tabulate

3. center 28. snap

4. position 29. firmly

5. characters 30. strike

6. keys 31. crease

7. home position 32. alignment

8. keyboard 33. operate

9. release 34. relocate

10. depress 35. selector

11. regulator 36. operative

12. reset 37. activated

13. straighten 38. interchangeable

14. edge 39. daisy wheel

15. adjust 40. pica

16. loosened 41. elite

17. spacing 42. mikron

18. lever 43. pitches

19. setting 44. subscripts

20. omit 45. superscripts

21. reinsert

22. portion

23. indicate

24. misprint

25. delete
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J.R.E SL

CallJNICATIVE TASK: Interpretttion of word division rules.

A. Directions On each line below one word is incorrectly divided accordingto the preferred style of word division. Write the identifying letter for thatword in the answer column.

1. (a) experi/ence (b) minia/ture (c) swim/ming
(d) self-/control

2. (a) coll/ect (b) pre/cious (c) drowned
(d) navi/gate

3. (a) ele/phant (b) text/book (c) begin/ning
(d) aren /'t

4. (a) May/l, 1984
(d) busi/ness

5. (a) change/able
(d) init/ials

(b) steady (c) May 1,/1984

(b) spell/in (c) com/mittee

6. (a) Dorothy (b) three-/quarters (c) pro/test(d) re/lation

7. (a) $19,652 (b) avail/able
(d) a/mount

8. (a) equip/ment (b) abroad
(d) self -pos/sessed

9. (a) increas/ed
(d) teacher

10. (a) essen/tial
(d) success/ful

(c) spe/cial

(c) Muskogee, /OK 74434

(b) pur/pose (c) news/paper

(b) could/n't (c) erased

B. Directionsilewrite each word in the answer column using ato indicate the preferred word division at the end of a line. If anot be divided, write C in the answer column.

1. hasn't

2. objective

3. stopping

4. brought

5. large-scale

6. vitamins

7. teacher
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TASK #2

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.ESL
p. 2

C.

8. sincere

9. floated

10. simultaneous

.Lirections:Rewrite each word in the answer column using a diagonal (I)
to indicate the preferred word division at the end of a line. If a word should
not be divided, write C in the answer column.

1. June 1, 1985

2. Houston, TX 77016

3. Mr. William B. Jones

k. $250,000

5. positive

6. Tennessee

7. corporation

8. executive

9. about

10. determine

NAME
DATE

RESOURCE: brd Processing Skills and Applications, Flynn Walls.
Reston Publishing co.
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J.R.E SL

CCMIUNICAT1VE TASK: Interpretation of word division rules.

A. DirectionsOn each line below one word is incorrectly divided
to the preferred style of word division. Write the identifying letterword in the answer column.

,.1. (a) experi/ence (b) minia/ture (c) swim/ming(d) self-/control

according
for that

F

2. (a) coll/ect (b) pre/cious (c) drowned
(d) navi/gate

A
3. (a) elelphant (b) text/book (c) begin/ning(d) aren /'t

D

4. (a) May/l, 1984 (b) steady (c) May 1,/1984
(d) busi/ness

A
5. (a) change/able (b) speil/ing (c) com/mittee

(d) init /ials
D

6. (a) Dorothy (b) three-/quarters (c) pro/test(d) re/lation
D

7. (a) $19,652 (b) avail/able (c) spe/cial
(d) a/mount

D

8. (a) equip/ment (b) abroad (c) Muskogee,/OK 74434(d) self -pos/sessed
D

9. (a) increas/ed (b) pur/pose (c) news/paper
(d) teacher

A

10. (a) essen/tial (b) could/n't (c) erased
(d) success/ful B

B. Directionsitewrite each word in the answer column using a diagonal (I)to indicate the preferred word division at the end of a line. If a word shouldnot be divided, write C in the answer column.

1. hasn't C

2. objective objec/tive

3. stopping stop/ping

4. brought brought

S. large-scale large-/scale

6. vitamins vita/mins

7. teacher teacher
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TASK #2

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.ESL
p. 2

C.

8. sincere

9. floated

10. simultaneous

cin4rPrp

C

.Rix ections:Rewrite each word in the answer column using a diagonal (/)
to indicate the preferred word division at the end of a line. If a word should
not be divided, write C in the answer column.

1. June 1, 1985 June 1,/1985

2. Houston, TX 77016 Houston, /TX 77016

3. Mr. William B. Jones Mr. William B. /Jones

4. $250,000 C

5. positive posi/tive

6. Tennessee Ten/nesee

7. corporation corpoa/tion

8. executive execu/tive

9. about C

10. determine deter/mine

NAME
DATE

RESOURCP.: Nbrd Processing Skills and Applications, Flynn Walls.
Reston Publishing co.
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TASK #2

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.R.ESL

ODMMUNICATIVE TASK: Classification/Categorization

Directions: Identify the kinds of errors you see in the letter to
Carter Products Co. Use the following categories and
list the line number where the errors are found.

# Typographical/
# Word Division Spelling # Spacing

NAME DATE
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TASK #2

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.R.ESL

COMNICATIVE TASK:
Classification/Categorization

Directions: Identify the kinds of errors yoo see in the letter toCarter Products Co. Use the following categories andlist the line number where the errors are found.

# Typographical/
# Wbrd Division

Spelling

6

12
12

# Spacing
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TASK #2

ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Interpretation of word division rules.

Directions: Cbnsult the "Word Division Information Sheet". Find the
rule thai- corresponds to each divided word on the list
below. Write the number of the rule next to the word.
The words on the list have been divided correctly.

Divided Words

1. docp/ment

2. consider/able

3. relin/quish

4, 13,295,000

5. San Francisco, /California

6. two-/bedroom

7. decide

8. vari/ety

9. class/room

10. stop/ping

11. through

12. billing

stated

14. wouldn't

15. develop/ment

NAME DATE

Rule Number

1.LIJ1)r
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TASK #2

ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Interpretation of word division rules.

Directions: Cons,dt the "Word Division Information Sheet". Find the
rule that corresponds to each divided word on the list
below. Write the number of the rule next to the word.
The words on the list have been divided correctly.

Divided Words Rule Number

1, docu/mant
4

2. consider/able 4B

3. relin/quish

4. 13,295,000
18

5. San Francisco,/California
13

6. two - /bedroom
2

7. decide
10

8. vari/ety
5

9. class/room
3

10. stop/ping
7

11. throloil
9

12. :bill/ing 6

13. stated II

14. WOUldrrt 17

15. develop/nctnt 8

NAME MTE
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TASK #2
ACTIVITY SHEET #4 J.R.ESL

COMUNICATIVE TASK: Spelling,verifica-,on

Directions: The typist must be able to identify sound-alike words. those
that have the same sound but have different meanings and spellings.
Use a dictionary and the partial list of commonly confused sound-
alike words to proofread the following letter for spelling mistakes.
Cross out the incorrect word, and write the oorrest form in the
space directly above it.

This is a partial list of the mos
commonly confused sound-
alike words.
there a place
their a word used to show
ownership
they're a short form of they
are

it's a short form of it is
its a word used to show
ownership

too also
to toward; a word often used
before verbs
two 2

fourth 4th
forth ahead, toward

compliment a flattering
remark
complement the amount
needed to make a thing
complete

RESOURCE: Real Life Employment
Skills, Handel & Angeles.
Scholastic Book Services

71 EXETER
CORPORAT11:111

Ass Premise" CA 1141115 July 18, 1981

Mr. Lex Green
109 South Cornell
Columbus, Ohio 43218

Dear Mr. Green:

Thank you for you're letter of July 9. We do not have all the

materials you ordered in stock, however, we expect a shipment

within the next too weeks. At the present time, we will be

pleased to send a partial order consisting of the principle

items as indicated on you're list. The remainder will be

fourth-coming as soon as it's made available to us buy our

supplier.

Kindly remit your check four the total by return mail. Note

that their 113 a small shipping charge.

NAME EATS

Sincerely,

Anita Perez,
Customer Service
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TASK #2

ACTIVITY SHEET #4 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Spelling,verification

Directions: The typist must be able to identify sound-alike words, those
that have the same sound but have different meanings and spellings.
Use a dictionary and the partial list of comonly confused sound-
alike words to proofread the following letter for spelling mistakes.
Cross out the incorrect word, and write the correst form in the
space directly above it.

This la a partial list of the most
commonly confused sound-
alike words.
there a place
their a word used to show
ownership
they're a short form of they
are

It's a short form of it is
its a word used to show
ownership

too also
to toward; a word often used
before verbs
two 2

fourth 4th
forth ahead, toward

compliment a flattering
remark
complement the amount
needed to make a thing
complete

IIFEECCIFCE: Real Life EMployment
Skills, Handel & Angeles.

"Scholastic Book Services

NAME

7.61-tr- EXETER
CEIRPORATIEM

San Premiss*, CA 04515 July 15, 1981

Mr. Lex Green
109 South Cornell
Columbus, Ohio 43218

Dear Mr. Green:

youR
Thank you for patire letter of July 9. We do not have all the

materials you ordered in stock, however, we expect a shipment

7-,00
within the next teo weeks. At the present time, we will be

PKWYCIA9 Lpleased tVo send a partial order consisting of the pf4:004ple

yeate
items as indicated on jeelfe list. The remainder will be

ro4r/i by
feupthcoming as soon as it's made availabla to us Ay our

supplier.

toR
Kindly remit your check fNir the total by return mail. Note

te/21that th r is a small shipping charge.

Sincerely,

Anita Perez,
Customer Service

DATE
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #2
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Spelling and verification

Directions: Compare the original and its typewritten copy shown below. Look
for spelling and punctuation mistakes. In the space above each
line, write the correct spelling of each misspel.led word. Add
missing punctuation, and cross out those marks that should not
be there. The first line has been done for y'u.

ffreariarfarartattiTCCerst

W4'4 4eJle"Awydk4zder, .j
comfiyhys?44f4ApkAaheaxm,w7!

ker/4.1 homkIr (14,10A-et The
04:04**4(

nedniy com,oee stPEer when
edk/I, ?At leityitotk tO104,w 4r
ti 7461denniee, oui peo/her I

roarts. 1104y 6gs/flew firto
gist?.

avd/O 014044' sysAlltr 4r' evw'if
ver/407con dnd141no/wil/ eitictdet

S%see fech4o/ofy her pro-
gress-eV 10 4e pint where oak)
reffieore founds' dr4o.r1 nalrireil,

'Qd /y ,144Wer evereker

#eric compokes eon he

ApeeN6MV.

NAME

theme 44.4446A
Within the.nezi two Lleza.erls, computers that will be

comon in American homes and offices. The public is all

ready accustomed to hearing odmpyter boices when call

the telephone company for time temperature, and

westher reports Many business firms use qudio output

systems for credit verifacation and financial calculations.

Since technology haw progressed to the point where

audio response sound almost natural; a vastly wider

market for these compuers can be perdicted,

RESOURCE: Real Life Employment Skills,

Scholastic Book Services.

LATE

Handel & Angeles.
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HALER INC . /HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK 4;2

ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Spelling and verification

Directions: Compare the original and its typewritten copy shown below. Look
for spelling and punctuation mistakes. In the space above each
line, write the oorrect spelling of each misspelled word. Add
missing punctuation, and cross out those marks that Should not
be there. The first lire has been done for you.

irearafficafirttattettetti

lhe next two decades, '
cont/Paker lhof s1k AO/ heamtvikni

4rnericeo homer on °Meer. The
poVie gilrea4, occurtome /0 1

neaf,iy eominder voier when

cd/'ng t`A. idernne eaniftmi

tefrperolvre, And wither

reports. NeMy hvs-Meir firm/ ksel,
al/C110 °Spot sysfron-1- credit
veri4eafiOn and 4a4c/ed eakaa

.S.e)ee technology hatpro-
. ye:Tel 1 Me Itvnt where oileio

tripwire rounds' abtio.r,`
a Kan* loWee mocker
ihete Gompayletr afn he
peedhan/

NAME

-71e/xt iexazfea
Within the,.t i two.clexar....ds, computers thatii2-.v1.11 t3

co/nirgini
4seniela in American homes and offices. The public is

AIR4-64/ CICe5 c1911/4/ready accustomed to hearing ccaapyter belees. when eerii-

the telephone company for timejtemperature, and

er
ken464 As.)dio
loparptil reports.,Many business firms use itkithe output

VeRn=i4froll
systems for credit usp),,fa,eathen and financial calculations.

hA
Since technology ha

S
w progressed to the point where

o k:/5
audio response ev

5w
fliel almost natural\ a vastly wider

COPIPOTR6 PReokTg"ci.market for these eampuexs can be perdictea.

IDATE

Real Life Employment Skills, Handel & Angeles.
Scholastic Book Services.



TASK #2

EVALUATION-J.R.E EL

WRITTEN TEST

I.

HALER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Directions: If the word or word group is divided correctly, write C in the
answer column. If the word or word group is divided incorrectly, rewrite it
correctly in the answer column.

1. Rita/ H. Martinez

2. self-/reliance

3. they /r'e

4. R and/D

5. e/rased

6. be/gin

7. stopp/ing

8. around

9. bet/ter

10. Chicago, IL/60604

II. You have typed the following list of addresses from a handwritten page.
There are many different kinds of mistakes Find the mistakes and write
the corrections in the margin.

Rkardo /la NefleTilfirie(ge

o'is" Oak pr 60$40 RS

wise, VA 2f29) Meg

Ps. t Waltham
1t Spring at
Mit/o4Yr: 05701

/N-fon

Pso geoth
goidad ey% Al
3s9o/

nx.MayAnntk
1112 Ashbre in.
Belle 1%04 fr's

(2201
s.

' /le TeicA' Soo
Al se6k tine
EW,IsAwy471jim

724
ildrM Oggs,

Breaker
995'0/

NAME

Mr. Rielterdo Cruz
846 Oak Dr.
Wise, VA 24293

Mrs. E. ',Valtham
18 Spring Ct.
Rutlanf, VT 08701

Mr. Martin Oggs
118 Breaker Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99501

Ms. Nellie Talmadge
22-30 Goshen Rd.
Tupelo, Miss. 33801
Ms. Maryanne Frank
112 Ashtree Ln.
Belle Plain, KA 82208

Mr. Jack Soo
Marble Mnr.
Ellenburg, WA 98828

LATE

RESOURCES: Word Processing Skills and Applications, Flynn Walls. Reston Publishing Co.
Real Life Employment Skills. Handel & Angeles. Scholastic Book Services
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TASK #2
EVALUATION-J .R.ESL

WRITTEN TEST

I.

HALER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Directions: If the word or word group is divided correctly, write C in the
answer column. If the word or word group is divided incorrectly, rewrite it

correctly in the answer column.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Rita/ H. Martinez

self-/reliance

they /r'e

R and/D

e/rased

be/gin

stopp/ing

around

bet/ter

Chicago, IL/60604

Rita H./Martinez

C

theyr 'e

R and D

erased

begin

stop/ping

around

C

C

II. You have typed the following list of addresses from a handwritten page.
There are many different kinds of mistakes Find the mistakes and write
the corrections in the margin.

i fele Ricanio : NW/,k Xibrie(fe

1 GgS- Oak Or 2230 6o.tken

.14/ise/X4 ;Of) 7i*,,A1C3trol

L; Waltham

it Spring Ct
Rvi/o4i,Vr. as70/

Ms. Dell &Ion
Pso lath gif
ifiilniew afg

'

PV.friarrAmiranle

II/2 Ashlree

Beteg,* fr's
(2208

/41/: lJOat*,Dos,
Breaker RS

Anelvra5e, Ale 995'01

Mr. Fbleitecrdo Cruz
845 Oak Dr.
Wise, VA 24293

Mrs. E. Waltham
18 Spring Ct.

-Pfutianf, VT 05701 d
Mr. Martin Oggse) l/A/
145 Breaker Rd.
Anchorage, AK 99501

/Zicande-

Ms. Nellie Talmidge
22{30 Goshen Rd.
Tupelo, Miss., 33801
Me. Maryanna Prank

'HQ Ashtree Ln.
Belle Phan. 14 52208

Mr. Jack Soo
Marble Mnr,
Bilertbur-g, WA 98828

DATE

2230
/r75

ky AA/n/

1/12-

P.1-f/ We A-5

/ /6A/5 iviy y ct 2- .6

Word Processing Skills and Applications, Flynn Walls. Reston Publishing Co.
Real Life EmplGyment :kills, Handel & Angeles. Scholastic Book Services
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Ex. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

NAME

H& ER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #2
EVALUATICN-VWATIONAL

WRITTEN TEST: Parts of a typewriter

Directions: Label each part of the typewriter from the list below. Place the
number of the part in the space provided. The first one has been
done for you.

Card and envelope holder
Aligning scale
Ribbon guide
Paper guide
Spacing release
Paper bail release lever
Correction tape
Margin set
Index key
Type element

11. Margin set
12. Character position
13. Margin release key
14. Tabulator
15. Tabulator clear
16. Tabulator set
17. Shift lock
18. Backspace key
19. Power switch - on/off
20. Return key

BATE

indicator
21. Line space regulator
22. Cylinder knob
23. Automatic line finder
24. Cylinder
25. Shift key
26. Correcting key
27. Space bar
28. Paper release lever
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #2
JOB SHEET #1: CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS IN A LETTER

PRACTICE

Directions: The attached letter contains IL word division, 4 spelling and
2 spacing errors. Check and correct the errors and retype
the letter.

I. MATERIALS

a. Typewriter
b. 8-1/2 x 11 paper
c. pencil or pen
d. dictionary

II. FORMAT

Fu l block simplified
Left imrgin at 20
Right imrgin at 90



MCER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #2
JOB SHEET #1: CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS IN A Lcalui

PRACTICE

ZENITH CORPORATION
611 Forest Road

Staten Island, NY 10302

December 8, 198-

The Carter Products Company
114 Orange Boulevard
Newark, NY 07113

Gentler n:

Itis good to know that you are taking prompt action in rega-
rd to the subject order. However, we have not yet heard from t-
he trucking firm.

Since you do not wesh us to deal directly with the trucking firm,
we would appreciate your cooperation in getting in touch with them at on-
ce so that we will be abel to plan our summer sales campaign.

As you requested, we are enclosing a photostatic cope of our inv-
oice.

Your helpwill be greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,

Mark L. Davidson, Manager
Adjustment Department

MLD/xz

Enc.
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TASK #2
JOB SHEET #2: CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERFOPS IN A LETTER

EVALUATION

Directions: The attached letter contains 5 word division, 5 spelling and
2 spacing errors. Check and correct the errors and retype
the letter.

I. MATERIALS

a. Typewriter
b. 8-1/2" x 11" paper
c. pencil or pen
d. dictionary

II. FORMAT

Indented style
Left margin at 12
Right margin at 77
Set tab at 17 and 45
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HAGER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #2

JOB SHEET #2
EVALUATION

February 5, 1972

James R. Simpson Co.
1025 Gulf Raod
Miami, Florida 33149

Gentlemen:

Some moths ago I started an agency for the representation
of various namufacturers. Thanks to the excellent connections
which I enjoy with trade outlets in this city, business is pro-
gressing very well.

I beleve I could do a good job of distributing your prod-
ucts here. If such a proposition isof interest to you, I woul-
d appreciate your letting me know on what terms you would be wi-
lling to let me represent vou.

I will, of course, be happy to supply you with a list of ref-
erences as well as any further informationyou may require.

May I hear fron vou soon?

Yours very truly,



1

1

RACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONALTRAIN1NG

TASK #2

PERrORMANCE TEST

TASK: Oorrect typographical errors .

Directions:Demonstrate mastery of taskbydbingthe following:

This
letter.
and

test correc ap 1 - errors in a

spelling
accura

YES

,

evaluators yuur ability to:
You will be given a typed document with 5 word division, 5

2 spacing errors. Cbrrect them and retype the document with 100%

No. Your perfolm4oce will be' ev4luJied using Ole iLcmS below.
All must be "YES"

:

NU

I. Was correct format used?

Were all spelling errors found and corrected?

. Were all spacing errors found and corrected?

Were all word division errors found and corrected?

Was document free of typographical errors?

6.

7.

.

i .

Lz: Art71v,N:

148



TASK # 3
OPEN, NAME A FILE, KEYBOARD A DOCUMENT AND SAVE THE

FILE



als am am MI IN MI NM In I11 III311 NM MI MI NM IIII0

RELATED COMMUMICATIVE TASK: Understand directions sequentially stated, identify meanings of signs and symbols.

VOCATIONAL TASK :# 3: Open, name a file, keyboard a document and save the file.

r'ERFORANCE Given an APPLE 11 Plus microcomputer, program and
OBJECTIVE and save it on the data file disk. A check-list will

data file disks, open and name a file and keyboard
be used to rate your performance. All items

LANGUAGE
FLNCTIONS

a handwritten document
mint receiv_a a YES rating.

STRUCTURES

STEPS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE TECHNICAL TEMS

1.

2.

J.

4. SEE ATTACHMENT

5.

6.

7.

Block System
Character Replace
Command Text
Cursor
Data file
Delete

Directory
Document

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS

Imperatives

Stbject/verb agreement

Passive: Reading Comprehension

FUNCTIONS

Identify meanings of symhols and abbreviations
8.

Exit Understand directions9.
File

10.
Justify

11.
Program12.
Program Disk

13.
Rename

14.
Run

15.
Scroll

Screen
TOOLS AND MATERIALS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND Rr.OL'..LE
Program disk
Data file disk VOCATIONAL

J.R.E.Microcomputer
I. LEARNING STRATEGIES

1. LEARNING STRATEGIESBACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

a. Facilitator demonstrates procedure to a. Facilitator lectures (small group)
Computer safety rules
Knowledge of microcomputer booting open, name and save a file on microcomputer. on Imperatives.procedure. b. Facilitator demonstrates procedure to re-b. Facilitator lectures on subject/SAFETY name and delete a file.

verb agreement.Care and handling of disks c. Practice-participants practice using menus- c. Participants complete ActivityAdjust brightness of monitor Activity Sheets.
Sheets #1, IA, 2 and 3.

d. Hands-on practice (individual) Participants
open, name a file, keyboard a document and
save she file.ATTITUDES

Concentrate on proper sequence
of operation. . EVALUATION Performance Tests 2. EVALUATION - Performance Test

. RESOURCES
3. RESOURCES

Information, Operation, Job and
Activity Sheets.

a. Facilitator
b. Activity Sheets



HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
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TASK #3

INFORMATION SHETT: OPENING MENU

OPENING MENU
--- Preliminary Commands--- : --File Commands-- : -System Commands-, L Change logged dill drive

R Run a programF File directory now UN P PRINT a file
: X EXIT to systemH Set help level

- -- Commands to open a +Ile E RENAME a file 1 -WordStar Options-D Open a document file
: 0 COPY a file M Run MailMergeN Open a non-document file 1 Y DELETE a file S Run SpellStar

directn,v of disl 11:

When you load your worrlstar program disk, this is the first menu that
appears on your screen.

The opening menu has three sections:
1. Preliminary commands - beginning commands.
2. File commands - control the files.
3. System commands - control the program.

1. Preliminary Commands:

L Type L to change disk drive.
EX. Type L b: (changes disk drive from A to B )

F File directory - Shows what files are on the disk.
H Sets the help menu.

Help menu is a reference area which explains the commands
D Opens a document file.
N Opens a non-document file.

2. File Commands:

P Starts the print sequence.
E Rename a file (change the name of a file).
O Copy a file ( you can copy a file on the same disk or on to

another disk).
Y Delete a file (you use this to erase a file).

3. System Commands:

R Run a program.
X Exit to system, (to leave Wordstar).
M Run mailmerge - operate the mailmerge program.
S Run Spellstar - operate the Spellstar program.
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TASK #3

INFORMATION SHEET Page 2
,.. ONSCREEN MENU > >

-Margins '14 Tabs- : -Line Functions- : --More Toggles-- 1 -Other Menus-
L Set left margin :C Center text :3 4ustify now OFF : (from Main only)
R Set right margin:S Set line spacing :V Vari-Tabs now ON :^3 Help "K Blocs
X Release margins :

I Set N Clear tab: ---Toggles--- :E Soft hyph now OFF 1.'0 Onscreen
:H Hyph-help now OFF :"Q Quick -P Print

6 Paragraph tab :W Wrd wrap now ON :D Prnt disp now ON :Space Bar returns

11

F Ruler from line :T Rlr line now ON : Pge breal' now ON you to Main Menu.

HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

The Onscreen Menu controls the format (apperance) of your document.
To thethe Onscreen Menu Eau O. The Onscreen Menu has four sections.1

I. Margins and tabulation.
II. Line Functions
III. Toggles
IV. Other Menus

I. Margins and Tabs

L Sets your left margin Ex. 'OL 15
R Sets your right margin EX. 'OR 65
X Releases the margins Ex. 'SOX
I Set a tab Ex. AOI 20
N Clear a tab Ex. "'ON 20
G Set a paragraph tab Ex. A OG
F Set a ruler line Ex. AOF

II. Line Functions

C Put at center of screen Ex. ^OC
S Sets the line space Ex. AOS = single space

III. Toggles - Switches to turn features on or off.

W Wordwrap sets an automatic return.
T Underlines like a ruler
J Justify - lines up the right margin

Vari-tab - a variable tab
H Adds hyphens automatically
E Adds a soft hyphen
D Gives a print displays
P Page break - shows you the end of the page

IV. Other menus

J Gives you the help menu
Q Gives you the quick menu
O Gives you the onscreen menu
K Gives you the block menu
P Gives you the print menu

Space bar - hit the space bar and you go back to the main menu.
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3
INFORMATION SHEET Page 3

MAIN MENU

B:LESSON7..DOC PAGE 1 LINE 1 COL 01 INSERT ONMAIN MENU
'--Cursor Movement-- -Delete- -Miscellaneous- -Other Menus-S char left D char right G char "I Tab "E' Reform (from Main only)A word left F word right DEL chr if "%i INSERT ON/OFF #3 Help '1 Bloc(E line up x line down T word rt"L Find/keplce again"C Oulci 'P Print--Scrolling-- Y line RETURN End paragraph ^0 Onscreen2 line down W line up ^N Insert a RETURN

C screen up R screen down ^U Stop a command
L - I I - I - I -

This menu appears on your monitor when you open a file:

R

The main menu has four sections:
I. _ Cursor movement - controls your cursor and screen.

II. Delete - Erasing letters, words and lines.
III. - Miscellaneous Format commands.
IV. - Other menus - Commands you use to go to other menus.

I.cursor Movements

A. Cursor Commands
"

Means control (you press the control key and the letter that
the symbol).

S- Moves the cursor 1 character (letter) left.
D- "

so * * so 11 right.
A- ft ,, * 1 woLd to your left.
F- le * * 1 word to your right.
E- * * es 1 line up.
X- le

"
it 1 line down.

B. - Scrolling

Z- Moves the screen 1 line down.
W- Moves the screen 1 line up.
C- Moves the screen up.
R- Moves the screen down.

* You can combine these commands with the command Q.
Q. Means quick.
Ex. QR moves your cursor to the beginning of your file.

QC moves the cursor to the end of your file.



HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

INFORMATION SHEET
Page 4

II: Delete:

G - deletes (erases the character (letter) the cursor is on).Del - Erases (erases the character to the left)
T - Erases the word to your right.
Y - Erases an entire line.

III. Miscellaneous:

I - Goes to the tabulation.
B - Reform (arranges a passage according to your format ins-

tructions).
- Controls inserts - Ex. to insert (ADD) a word.

L - To find a replace a word or character return- hit the returnkey to end a paragraph.
N - Insert a return (ADDS a space or ends a line).
U - Stops a command.

IV.Other Menus:
J - Gives you the help menu (information, reference).
K - Gives you the block menu.
Q - Shows you the quick commands.
P - Gives the print menu which controls the printer.
O - Gives the onscreen menu (format).
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TASK #3
ATTACHMENT
TECHNICAL TERMS

BLOCK:
CHARACTER:
COMMAND:

CURSOR:

DATA FILE:
DELETE:
DIRECTORY:
DOCUMENT:
EXIT:
FILE:
JUSTIFY:
PROGRAM:

HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

To set aside a part of your document.
A letter, number or symbol.
A word to which the computer responds immediately.
EX: Print, List, Esc.
A blinking square or a small line, which lets you
know where the next character will appear or where
a change may be made.
A disk containing information.
To erase, to remove.
A list of files on a diskette.
Any text (information) you put on a disk.
To leave EX: Exit WS.
Information or program saved on .a disk.
To make the text end at the margin.
A number of instructions which make the computer
perform a task.

PROGRAM DISK: A diskette which contains the program instructions.
RENAME: To change the name.
RUN: A command to start a program.
SCROLL: Rolling the screen yp or down.
SCREEN: The monitor display.
SYSTEM: The computer and its parts.
REPLACE: To change for another.
TEXT: Information typed and saved on a computer.
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HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
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TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET #1, J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understand directions

A. DIRECTIONS: Using computer terminology for opening, naming
and saving a file, write an appropriate verb for
each of the following nouns.

EXAMPLE: NOUN

Monitor

NOUN

1. Monitor

2. Disk drive covers

3. File

4. Program disk

5. Prompt

6. Keyboard

7. Menu

8. Storage disk

9. Directory

10. Cursor

11. Command

12. Computer

NAME DATE

157

VLRB

Turn on

VERB



HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
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TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET #1, J.R.ESL
...

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understand directions,

DIRECTIONS: Using computer terminology for opening, naming
and saving a file, write the verbs which correspond
to the following nouns.

EXAMPLE: NOUN VERB

Monitor Turn on

NOUN VERB
1. Monitor

(111r-b-J1441:444444a04,,,at/VIatch)
2. Disk drive covers (Open/Close)

3. File (Open/Close/Name/Save/Delete/
4. Program disk (Insert/Take out) Rename)

5. Prompt (Look fur)

6. Keyboard (Keyboard/Use/Type
7. Menu (Read/Consult)
8. Storage disk (Insert/Take out/Format)

9. Directory
(Read/Consult/Find)

10. Cursor (Move)

11. Command
(Give/Use)

12. Computer (Boot/Turn on/Turn off)
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TTSK #3
ACTIVITY SHEET # 1A J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASKS: Subject/verb agreement
Imperatives
Sentence conversion

B. DIRECTIONS: 1) Write a complete declarative sentence for each pair of nouns/verbs
you combined in ACTIVITY 1

2) Convert the declarative sentences to imperative sentences.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

DECLARATIVE SENTENCE

1.

IMPERATIVE SENTENCE

I turn on the monitor. Turn on the monitor.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

NAME DATE
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TASK #3
ACTIVITY SHEET #1A J.R.ESL

CaMMUNICATIVE TASKS: Subject/verb agreement

Imperatives
Sentence conversion

B. DIRECTIONS:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1) Write a complete declarative

you combined in ACTIVITY 1
2) Convert the declarative sentences

DECLARATIVE SENTENCE

sentence

1.

2.

3.

for each pair of nouns/verbs

to imperative sentences.

IMPERATIVE SENTENCE

I turn on the monitor. Turn on the monitor.

Ivan closes the disk drive covers Close the disk drive covers

Sandra deletes the file
Delete the file

Jim takes out the program disk
4. Take out the program disk

I look for the prompt
5. Look for the prompt

You type on the keyboard
6. Type on the keyboard

I consult the program to fine. the carma37. Consult the program

is formats a storage disk 8. Format a storage disk

Carmen displays the directory 9. Display the directory

I move the cursor up 10. Move the cursor up

I use a program command 11. Use a program command

Miquelina turns off the microcomputer 12. Turn off the microcomputer

NAME LATE
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3
AuflurY Shr= #2 J.R.FSL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Organizing directions in sequential order

DIRECTIONS: Organize the imperative sentences in sequential order as they
would appear if they were part of a list of directions to open,
name and save a file. Write the sentences in sequential order
on the spaces provided.

1. Turn off main switch.
2. Close disk drive doors.
3. Change disk drive to B:.
4. Pick a name for your file.
5. Open disk drive doors.
6. Switnh on the monitor.
7. Insert program disk and data disk.
8. Save your file.
9. Turn on the main switch.
10. Remove program disk and data disk.
11. Open a file.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

NAMP. DATE
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HALER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3
ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Organizing directions in sequential order

DIRECTIONS: Organize the imperative sentences in sequential order as they
would appear if they were part of a list of directions to open,
name and save a file. Write the sentences in sequential order
on the spaces provided.

1. Turn off main switch.
2. Close disk drive doors.
3. Change disk drive to B:.
4. Pick a name for your file.
5. Open disk drive doors.
6. Switch on the monitor.
7. Insert program disk and data disk.
8. Save your file.
9. Turn on the main switch.

10. Remove program disk and data disk.
11. Open a file.

1. Open disk drive doors

2. Insert program disk and data disk.

3.

4.

5.

Close disk drive doors

Turn on the main switch

Switch on the monitor

6. Change disk drive to B:

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Open a file.

Pick a name for your `'.le.

Save your file.

Remove program disk and data disk.

Turn off main switch.

NAME DATE
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3
ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Identify meanings of signs and symbols

DIRECTIONS: Match each symbol with the sentence that is closest to its meaning.
Place the symbol in the space provided next to the sentence.
The first one has been done for you. (Consult the menus on the
information sheets)

L ^X IbB AT
As E AOS Ay
F A OX Y A0

Acc 0 P AK
D "'JD N A u

Ex. 1. Jane changed the disk drive.

2. Joseph moved the cursor to the left.

3. Alice displayed the file directory.

4. Carmen centered all titles.

5. We opened a document file.

6. Joan moved the cursor one line down.

7. I renamed that file.

8. I released the margins.

9. Mary copied your file on my disk.

10. Andrew moved the cursor to the right.

11. I reformed the paragraph.

12. Miguel set the line spacing.

13. Bill deleted that document.

14. The secretary printed the document.

15. We opened a non document file.

16. Omar deleted the word to the right.

17. Mary deleted 1100 entire line.

18. I opened the onscreen menu.

19. Noemi displayed the block mere ,.

20. I stopped the aliT

NAME DATE
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FACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.R.E9L

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Identify meanings of signs and symbols

DIRECTIONS: Match each symbol with the sentence that is closest to its meaning.
Place the symbol in the space provided next to the sentence.
The first one has been done for you. (Consult the menus on the
information sheets)

L A x 4E1 AT
AS E AOS Ay

v AOX Y A0
A0c 0 P AK
D AD N AU

1.

2.

3.

Jane changed the disk drive.

Joseph moved the cursor to the left.

Alice displayed the file directory.

AS

4. Carmen ,.::Intered all titles. AOC

5. We opened a document file.

6. Joan moved the cursor one line down. ' X

7. I renamed that file.

8. I released the margins. A OX

9. Mary copied your file on my disk. 0

10. Andrew moved the cursor to the right. ^ D

13 I reformed the paragraph. B

12. Miguel set the line spacing. " OS

13. Bill deleted that document.

14. The secretary printed the document.

15. We opened a non document file.

16. Omar deleted the word to the right. AT

17. Mary deleted the entire line. n y

18. I opened the onscreen menu. n 0

19. Noemi displayed the r)ck menu.
20. I stopped the command. ^ U

CATE
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HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Complete the sentences by filling in the correct Wordprocessin
Term.

WORDPROCESSING TERMS:

Block Delete Justify Scroll
Character Directory Program Screen
Command Exit Program Disk System
Cursor File Rename Replac,.
Data File Run Text

1. To is to set aside a part of your document.
2. Information typed and saved on a computer is called,.
3. A word like (Print, List, Esc.) is called a
4. The computer and its parts are known as the
5. A is a disk containing information.
6. To change the name of a file on a disk i to
7. To make the text end at the right margin is io
8. Any text (information) you put on a disk is called a
9. The is the list of files on a diskette.

10. The is a number of instructions which make the computer preform
a task.

11. When you you make the screen go up or down.
12. You when you change for another file.
13. Information saved on a disk is called
14. You when you leave a system.
15. is a coeand which starts a program.
16. A is a disk which contains program instructions.
17. The monitor display is called a
18. To erase or remove is to
19. A letter, number or symbol is a
20. A is a blinking square, symbol or line which lets you know where

the next character will appear or when a change may be made.

NAME: DATE:
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATICNAL TRAINING

TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Complete the sentences by filling in the correct Wordprocessing
Term.

WORDPROCESSING TERMS:

Block DPlete Justify Scroll
Character Directory Program Screen
Command Exit Program Disk System
Cursor File Rename Replace
Data File Run Text

1. To (block) is to set aside a part of your document.
2. Information typed and saved on a computer is called (document)
3. A word like (Print, List, Esc.) is called a (comma nom)
4. The computer and its parts are known as the (system).
5. A(data file)is a disk containing information.
6. To change the name of a file on a disk is to rename).
7. To make the text end at the right margin is to (justify) .

8. Any text (information) you put on a disk is called a (file)
9. The(directory)is the list of files on a diskette.

10. The (program) is a number of instructions which take the computer preform
a task.

11. When you (scroll) you make the screen go ur or down.
12. You (replace) when you change for another file.
13. Information saved on a disk is called (text)
14. You (exit) when you leave a system.
15. (Run) is a comand which starts a program.
16. A(program4,44)is a disk which contains program instructions.
17. The monitor display is called a (screen) .

lb. To erase or remove is to (delete) .

19. A letter, number or symbol is a(character)
20. A (cursor) is a blinking square, symbol or line which lets you know where

the next character will appear or when a change may be made.

NAME: DATE:
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET 412 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Listed below are Wordstar commands from the "opening menu".
Match the commands with the appropriate functions.

ANSWERS COMMANDS

1. Change logged disk drive AR

2. Run SpellStar AL

3. Shoe file directory AF

4. Exit to system AH

5. Delete a file AD

6. Run a program AN

7. Set help menu "P

8. Open document file AE

9. Start print sequence n 0

10. Rename a file A Y

11. Open a non document file AS

12. Run Mailmerge AX

13. Copy a file AM

DATE:
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET 112 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Listed below are Wordstar commands from the "opening menu".
Match the commands with the appropriate functions.

FUNCTIONS

1. Change logged disk drive

2. Run SpellStar

3. Shoe file directory

4. Exit to system

5. Delete a file

6. Run a program

7. Set help menu

ANSWERS

(AL)

COMMANDS

A R

(AS) AL

(nF) AF

("X) AH

(A.Y) AD

(nR) AN

(nH) A P

8. Open document file (AD) hE

9. Start print sequence (AP) AO

10. Rename a fi_. (AE) AY

11. Open a non document file (AN) AS

12. Run Mailmerge (^ M) A X

13. Copy a file WD) AM

NAME: DATE:
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET 413 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Match the WordStar furctdcns -with the following commands from the
Onscreen Menu. (Consult Information Sheet)

WORDSTAR COMMANDS:

OL OF V AQ
OR OC H AO
OY OS E AK
OI W D AP
ON T OP
OG OJ AJ

WORDSTAR FUNCTIONS WORDSTAR COMMANDS

1. Set the tab
2. Set a page break
3. Put at center of screen
4. Open the help menu
5. Show the quick menu
6. Set left margin
7. Justify
8. Set a variable tab
9. Set a paragraph tab

10. Show onscreen menu
11. Set right margin
12. Underline
13. Add hyphens automatically
14. Set line space
15. Show the block
16. Clear a tab
17. Show the print menu
18. Set a ruler line
19. Add a soft hyphen
20. Set an automatic return
21. Give a print display
22. Release margins

NAME: DATE:
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET #3 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Match the WordStar furrtims with the following commands from the
Onscreen Menu. (Consult Information Sheet)

WORDSTAR COMMANDS:

OL OF V Ac
OR OC H AO
OX OS E AK
OI W D AP
ON T OP
OG OJ AJ

WORDSTAR FUNCTIONS WORDSTAR COMMANDS

1. Set the tab (On
2. Set a page break (OP)
3. Put at center of screen (OC)
4. Open the help menu
5. Show the quick menu 7772
6. Set left margin 7OLT
7. Justify 7OJT
8. Set a variable tab 7,7VT
9. Set a paragraph tab (OG)

10. Show onscreen menu (A.0)
11. Set right margin (OR)
12. Underline (^T)
13. Add hyphens automatically (AB)
14. Set line space (OS)
15. Show the block (AK)
16. Clear a tab (ON)
17. Show the print menu (AP)
18. Set a ruler line (OF)
19. Add a soft hyphen (AE)
20. Set an automatic return T571-
21. Give a print display (AD)
22. Release margins 7571

NAME: DATE:
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

I TASK #3

ACTIVITY SHEET #4 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Match the WordStar functions with the following commands from
the Main Menu. (Consult Information Sheet)

I/

WORDSTAR COMMANDS:

AS AX AG AB AJ
AD A Z DEL AV AK
AA A41 AT

Y
AL A Q

AF C AN A P
AE AR AI AU n 0

11 WORDSTAR FUNCTIONS WORDSTAR COMMANDS

1. Move screen line up
2. Delete
3. Move screen up
4. Open onscreen menu
5. Move cursor 1 character left
6. Display print menu
7. Erase character to the left

11

8. Display quick commands
9. move cursor 1 line up

10. Erase the word to the right
11. Move screen 1 line down
12. Open block menu
13. Open help menu
14. Move cursor 1 character right
15. Erase entire line
16. Stop a command
17. Move cursor 1 line down
18, Go to the TAB
19. Move screen down
20. Move cursor 1 word to the left
21. Reform
22. Controls inserts
23. TD find and replace a word
24. Insert a return
25. Move cursor 1 word to the right

NAME: DATE:
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HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGNAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK 1/3

ACTIVITY SHEET #4 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Y .tch the WordStar functions with the following commands from
the Main Menu. (Consult Information Sheet)

WORDSTAR COMMANDS:

AS AX AG AB AJ
AD AZ DEL AV hi(

AA AW AT AL A Q

AF AC AY AN AP
AF AR AI AU h0

WORDSTAR FUNCTIONS WORDSTAR- COMMANDS

1. Move screen line up (AE)
2. Delete (AG)
3. Move screen up 1AC)
4. Open onscreen menu 177-
5. Move cursur 1 character left AS
6. Display print menu FP
7. erase character to the left (DEL)
8. Display quick commands (AU)
9. move cursor 1 line up LID_

10. Erase the word to the right (AT)
11. Move screen i line down IAZL
12. Open block menu ILL
13. Open help menu

/LU_
14. Move cursor 1 character right LID_
15. Erase entire line

ILI)LL
16. Stop a command (AU)
17. Move cursor 1 line down (AX)
18. Go to the TAB ALE!
19. Move screen down (AR)
20. Move cursor 1 word to the left (AA)
21. Reform Lai_
22. Controls inserts 122EL
23. To find and -eplace a word . tad_
24. Insert a return

11.111.
25. Move cursor 1 word to the right

IL' EL
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3
ATTACHMENT
STEPS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
OPEN, NAME AND SAVE A FILE:

1. Obtain operation sheet.
2. Obtain WS program disk and data disk.
3. Open disk drive covers.
4. Insert WS program disk in Disk Drive (A).
5. Insert data disk in Disk Drive (B).
6. Close disk drive covers.
7. Turn monitor switch (on).
8. Turn soft card switch (down).
9. Turn main switch (on).

10. Look for prompt (A) on monitor screen.
11. At prompt, type WS and hit return key.
12. Look at message "Micropro 3.0" on monitor.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Hit return key. /

Find (L) on "No File Menu".
Change disk drive, press L on keyboard, hit return key.Type B: Hit return.
Find (D) on opening menu, hit D and return key.
At prompt "Name of file to Edit", type "my file".
Hit return key.
Save your file type4KD.
Open disk drive covers.
Type X to leave WS.
Take out WS program disk and data file disk.
Turn monitor switch (Off).
Turn soft card switch (Up).
Turn main switch (off) .



HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3
ATTACHMENT
STEPS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

KEYBOARD A TEXT

1. Obtain operation sheet.
2. Obtain WS program disk and data disk.
3. Open disk drive covers.
4. Insert WS program disk in Disk Drive (A).
5. Insert data disk in Disk Drive (B).
6. Close disk drive covers.
7. Turn monitor switch (on).
8. Turn soft card switch (down).
9. Turn main switch (on).

10. Look for prompt (A) on monitor screen.
11. At prompt, type WS and hit return key.
12. Look at message "Micropro 3.0" on monitor:'
13. Hit return key.
14. Find (L) on "No File Menu".
15. Change disk drive, press L on keyboard, hit return key.
16. Type B: hit return.
17. Find (D) on opening menu, hit D and return key.
18. At prompt "Name of file to Edit", type "my flit.. ".
19. Hit return key.
20. Sot left margin ( OL)
21. Set right margin ( OR)
22. Set a Tab ( 0I)
23. Set line spacing ( OS)
24. Keyboard the handwritten Text.
25. Check the keyboarded text against the original

for typographical and spelling errors.
24. Save your file Type ( KD)
25. Open disk drive covers
26. Type ( X) to leave the system.
27. Take out WS program disk and data file disk,
28. Turn monitor switch off.
29. Turn soft card switch (UP)
30. Turn main switch (OFF)



HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 3

ATTACHMENT

STEPS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
RENAME AND DELETE A FILE

1. Obtain operation sheet.
2. Obtain WS program disk and data disk.
3. Open disk drive covers.
4. Insert WS program disk in drive (A).
5. Insert data disk in drive (B).
6. Close disk drive covers.
7. Turn monitor switch (on).
8. Turn soft card switch (down).
9. Turn main switch (on).
10. Look for prompt (A) on monitor screen.
31. At prompts, type WS and hit return key.
12. Hit return key.
13. Find (L) on "NO file Menu".
14. Press L on keyboard hit return key.
15. Type B: hit return.
16. Find (R) on "Opening Menu".
17. Type R and hit return key.
18. At prompt name of "file to rename", type 1, hit return.
19. At prompt "New file name" type 1A, hit return.
20. Find (Y) on "Opening Menu".
21. Type Y and hit return.
22. At prompt "name of file to delete", type 2, hit return.
23. Leave wordstar system, type x, hit return,
24. Open disk drive covers.
25. Take out WS program disk and data file disk.
26. Turn monitor switch (off).
27. Turn soft card switch (up).
28. Turn main switch (off).
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RACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 3

OPERATION ST-IEET: CPEN,NAME AND SAVE A FILE
I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. Monitor
c. Disk drives (2)
d. Key board
e. WS program disk
f. Data file disk

TI. PROCEDURE

1. Obtain operation sheet.
2. Obtain WS program disk and data disk.
3. Open disk drive covers.
4. Insert WS program disk in Disk Drive (A).
5. Insert data disk in Disk Drive (B).
6. Close disk dfive covers.
7. Turn monitor switch (on).
8. Turn soft ward switch (down).
9. Turn main switch (on).

10. Look for prompt (A) on monitor screen.
11. At prompt, type \NS and hit return key.
12. Look at message "Micropro 3.0" on monitor.
13. Hit return key.
14. Find (L) on "No File Menu".
15. Change disk drive, press L on keyboard, hit return key.
16. Type B: Hit return.
17. Find (D) on opening menu, hit D and return key.
18. At prompt "Name of file to Edit", type "my file".
19. Hit return key.
20. Save your fcle.tyPe^K1).
21. Open disk drive covers.
22. Type X to leave WS.
23. Take out WS program d.,;k and data file disk.
24. Turn monitor switch (Off).
25. Turn soft card switch (Up).
26. Turn main switch (Off).
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

OPERATION SHEET: KEYBOARD A TEXT

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. Disk drives (2)
c. Keyboard
d. WS program disk
e. Data file disk

II. PROCEDURE

How to keyboard a text. ..

1. Obtain operation sheet.
2. Obtain WS program disk and data disk.
3. Open disk drive covers.
4. Insert WS program disk in Disk Drive (A).
5. Insert data disk in Disk Drive (8).
6. Close disk drive covers.
7. Turn monitor switch (on).
8. Turn soft card switch (down) .

9. Turn main switch (on).
10. Look for prompt (A) on monitor screen.
11. At prompt, type NS and hit return key.
12. Look at message "Micropro 3.0" on monitor.
13. Hit return key.
14. Find (L) on "No File Menu".
15. Change disk drive, press L on keyboard, hit return key.
16. Type B: Hit return.
17. Find (D) on openinc, menu, hit D and return key.
18. At prompt "Name of file to Edit", type "my file".
19. Hit return key.
20. Set left margin ( OL)
21. Set right margin ( OR)
22. Set a Tab ( OI)
23. Set line spacing ( OS)
24. Keyboard the handwritten Text.
25. Check the keyboarded text against tne original

for typograpnical and spelling errors.
24. Save your file Type ( KD)
25. Open disk drive covers
26. Type ( X) to leave the system.
27. Take out WS program disk and data file disk.
28. Turn monitor switch off.
29. Turn soft card switch (UP)
30. Turn main switch (OFF)
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BilINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 3
OPERATION SHEET: RENAME AND DELETE A FILE

I. MATERIALS

II.

a. Microcomputer
b. Monitor
c. Disk drives (2)
d. Keyboard
e. WS program disk
f. Data file disk

RROCEDURE

1. Obtain operation sheet.
2. Obtain WS program disk and data disk.
3. Open disk drive covers.
4. Insert WS program disk in drive (A).
5. Insert data disk in drive (B).
6. Close disk drive covers.
7. Turn monitor switch (oh).
8. Turn soft card switch (down).
9. Turn main switch (on).
10. Look for prompt (A) on monitor screen.
11. At prompts, type WS and hit _eturn key.
12. Hit return key.
13. Find (L) on "NO file Menu".
14. Press L on keyboard hit return key.
15. Type B: hit return.
16. Find (R) on "Opening Menu".
17. Type R and hit return key.
18. At prompt name of "file to rename", type 1, hit return.
19. At prcmpt "New file name" type 1A, hit return.
20. Find (Y) on "Opening Menu".
21. Type Y and hit return.
22. At prompt "name of file to delete", type 2, hit return.
23. Leave wordstar system, type x, hit return.
24. Open disk drive covers.
25. Take out WS program disk and data file disk.
26. Turn monitor switch (off).
27. Turn soft card switch (up).
28. Turn main switch (off).
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIOPAL TRAINING

TASK 43

JOB SHEET: OPEN , NAME AND SAVE A FILE
(PRACTICE)

DIRECTIONS: Using Wordstar on the microcomputer open, name and
save a file.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer

b. Monitor

c. Keyboard

d. Wordstar disk

e. Data disk

II. PROCEDURE *

-

1. Turn on Microcomputer

2. Boot Wordstar

3. Change disk drives

4. Open a file and call it "Practice"

5. Save the file named "Practice"

* See operation sheet "How to open, name and save a file."



HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 3

JOB SHEET: KEYBOARD A TEXT

PRACTICE

DIRECTIONS: Keyboard the attached typed text on an APPLE II Plus
Microcomputer. You must open a file, name it (PRACTICE)
and keyboard the text. Sa"e your file.

I. MATERIALS
a. Microcomputer
b. Disk drives (2)

c. Keyboard
d. WS program disk
e. Data file disk

II. PROCEDURE

See operation sheet

III. FORMAT

Set a 60 character line length.
Set left margin at 1.
Set right margin at 60.
Indent paragraghs 5 spaces.
Set a tab at column 6.
Set line spacing for double space.
Double space between paragraghs.
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN's CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 3

JOB SHEET:KEYBOARD A TEXT
PRACTICE

Your NOA (New Operator Assistant) is another important source of

information. We realize that as a new employee, you will have many

questions as you begin your new job. To a!,!ist you, ..e will assign

a NOA to help you during your first week on the job. As you 9rnw

Anziv-.6.41,a4.
with the company. you will become a NOA to othersA

Your employment packet contains a company brochure that lists

benefits, off-hour classes, and recreation activi,ies and clubs.
Mt Ceptfring

The brochure also :xplains-impr suggestion award policy--suggestions

can bring you personal recognition AND add extra dollars to your

payche,...k.

Plan for advancement. There are six job levels within the

Center. They are defined in the Word/Information Processing Job

Descripti,:T. Gqide, which is also in your employment packet.

We hope you will find that the Word/Information Processing

Center is a friendly and challenging place to work.
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TASK #3

JOB SHEET:
(PRACTICE)

HACER INC. / HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

RENAME AND DELETE A FILE

DIRECTIONS: A. Find a file named "Change" on your date disk.
Change the name of the file to (your name).

then

B. Delete (erase) the file you have just renamed.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer

b. Monitor

c. Keyboard

d. Wordstar disk

e. Data disk

II. PROCEDURE

A. Rename a file

I. Turn on microcomputer

2. Boot Wordstar

3. Change disk drives

4. Find file called "Change " on directory
rename it (EDUCATION)

5. Save the file

B. Delete a file

1. Find file called "EDUCATION" on directory
2. Delete (erase) the file.

* See operation sheet "How to Delete a File."
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #3

JOB SHEET: OPEN, NAME AND SAVE A FILE

(EVALUATION)

DIRECTION: Using Wordstar on the microcomputer
open, name and save a file.

I. Materials

a-Microcomputer

b-Monitor

c-Keyboard

d-Wordstar disk

e-Data disk

II Procedure *

1-Turn on Microcomputer

2-Boot Wordstar

3-Change disk Drives

4-Open a file and call it "TEST"

5-Save the file named "TEST"

* See operation sheet "How to open, name and save a
file".
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TASK #3

JOB SHEET: KEYBOARD A TEXT

EVALUATION

DIRECTIONS: Keyboard the attached handwritten text on an APPLE II Plus
Microcomputer. You must open a file, name it (EVALUATION),
and keyboard the text. Save your practice.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. Disk drives (2)
c. Keyboard
d. WS program disk
e. Data file disk

I. PROCEDURE

See operation sheet

III. FORMAT

Set a 60 character line length.
Set left margin at 1.
Set right margin at 60.
Indent paragraghs 5 spaces.
Set a tab at column 6.
Set line spacing for single space.
Double space between paragraghs.
Underscore the sentence " How to be a Dictator.
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TASK #3

JOB SHEET: RENAME AND DELETE A FILE
(EVALUATION)

DIRECTIONS: A. Find a file named "Change" on your data
file disk. Change the name of the file to
(your name).

then

B. Delete (erase) the file you have just re-
named.

I. MATERIALS

a. microcomputer

b. Monitor

c. Keyboard

d. Wordstar disk

e. Data disk

II. PROCEDURE *

A. Rename a File

1. Turn on microcomputer

2. Boot Wordstar

3. Change disk drives

4. Find file called "Change" on directory
rename it (your namP.

5. Save the file

B. Delete a file

1. Find file called "your name" on directory
2. Delete (erase ) the file.

* See operation sheet "How to Rename and Delete a File."
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TASK #3

PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Open, Name and Save a file

Directions: Demonstrate mastery of this task by doing the
following:

This test evaluates your ability to: Open, Name and Save a file usingWordStar. You will be given a program disk and a data filedisk. Open a file, Name it and keyboard a document, then saveit.

.

No. Your performance will be evaluated using the items below.
All must be "YES"

YES NO

I. Opened disk drive covers?

9. Correctly handled floppy disk?r--

3. Inserted program disk in disk drive A?

4. Inserted data disk in disk drive B?

5. Closed disk drive covers before turning on computer?

6.

.

Turned on switches in proper sequence?

Opened a file?

. Named the file?

9. Saved the file?

po. Took out floppy disks?

Tr..1.ulu.%;:
Cut,.: Arri-livr!.;111Lic..Cucti-ori:.-; 1;lyilZALuft.:
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TASK # 3

r--

PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: KEYBOARD A TEXT

Direction s Demonstrate mastery of this task by doing the
following:

Thii

a handwritten
be
it,

No

test evaluates yuur ability co: Open afile, name it and
text on an APPLE II Plus Microcomputer.

given a program disk and a data file disk, Open a file,
keyboard the text and save it on your data file disk.

Your perfuria.,nce will be cv..1,1u.Aed ub1118 the ii L'Auw.
All MUbC be "YES"

keyboard
You will

name
-

YLS
NU

1. 1. Opened disk drive covers?

9 2. Correctly handled floppy disks ?

..i

3.

4.

Correctly inserted program and data file disks?

Closed disk drive covers before booting?

5
5. Tuiaed on switches in proper sequence?

6.

6.

7.

Booted WordStarStar programcorrectly?

Set correct margins and tabulations?

8.
8.

Set correct line spacing?

9
.

Double spaced between paragraghs?

10
i0

Document was free of typographical an. spe ing
errors?

Date Atte Its InsL-nztor's Signature
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PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Rename and delete a file.

Directions: Demonstrate mastery of this task by doing the
following.

This test evaluates your ability to; Rename and delete a file, youyou be given a program disk and a data disk. Rename af 31e on the disk and delete another file.

No. Your performance will be evaluated using the items below.
All must be "YES"

YES NO

Opened disk drive covers?

Correctly handled disks?

Inserted program disk in drive A?

4. Inserted data disk in drive B?

5. Closed disk drive covers?

6. Booted microcomputer in proper sequence?

Renamed file #1?

Deleted file #2?

Took out floppy disks?

0. Turned off microcomputer?
____

1T4.4.:Jit.:t.:
Ceti.: , A rri.nq ,r:-; 1.111.3.1uu:Liar 1-.; L;iyi,..4t.t_uL.:
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TASK #3

PERKIRMANCE TEST

TASK:dpen, and save a file. Rename
yboard a te

and delete a file.Kext.
This checklist will be used by the JRE instructor to evaluate the
participant during the vocational performance.

Were the directions using imperatives understood?
YES NO

Were the signs and symbols easily identified?

Trainee Date Attempts Instructor's Signature:
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TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A MEMORANDUM ON AN APPLE II PLUS
MICROCOMPUTER
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RELATED CC.MMUNICATIVE TASK: Understand directions, seek clarification and employ listening skills.

VOCATIONAL: TASK: #4 Type, save and print a memorandum on an Apple Il Plus microcomputer.

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE

Given a handwritten memo with format, type the material, save and print the file with 100% accuracy.

STEPS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE TECHNICAL TERMS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7. SEE ATTACHMENT

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.

Format

Paragraph
Edit

First Time Final
Column
Draft

Tabulation
Memorandi.m

Single Space
Heading

Typographical Errors
DOS Commands
L D

WS Commands ESC/ESC
OL, OR, ONA, OS, OC, KD

LANGUAGE
FUNCTIONS STRUCTURES

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS
Active: Speaking
Passive Reading Comprehension

Listening

FUNCTIONS

seeking clarification
Understanding directions

Modals (for polite

request for

clarificat n)

Imperatives

(for instructions)

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

DOS Disk
Data Disk
Handwritten Memorandum

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

Knowledge of Microcomputer
Operating System

SAFETY

Care and handling of disks
Knowledge of safety rules

ATTITUDES

Concentrate on speed and
accuracy

192

VOCATIONAL

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES
a. Lecture (small group)

Facilitator instructs participant
on parts of memo and memo styles.

J.R.FSL

I. LEARNING STRATEGIES

b. Facilitator Demonstrates Commands
and procedure for margins, centering
line spacing and capitalization.

c . Partaulaintz coiplete activity skeet.

d. Ibrds-cn Particaprts tyi. e a

airrororarn o a nucrautFuter.
2 EVALUATION - Performance test

a. Observation of participants
completing task.

c. Check for correct memorandum.
3. RESOURCES

a. Information,OperaLion, Activity and Job 2.

b. Facilitator Sheets

c. Communication in Action 3.

d. 1,calstar Padilla] alli12

a. Facilitator demonstrates how to use modals
polite request for clarification using
example dialogue sheet.

b. Trainees read handwritten draft of memo
and ask for clarification of handwriting.
Facilitator extracts these questions and
writes tnem on blackboard.

1. Write correct sentences corresponding to
ends of sentences-Ac _ivity #1.

2. Write imperatives for commandsrActivity#2
3. Seek clarification using modals-Activity #3
4. Put sentences in order-Facilitator Worksheet

and Activity Sheet #4.

EVALUATION

Performance Test
RESOURCES
a. Activity Sheets b. Facilitator
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HACER INC/ HIS2ANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
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TASK # 4

INFORMATION SHEET: WORDSTAR BASICS

RESOURCE: WORDSTAR TRAINING GUIDE
MicroPro International Corporation
1299 Fourth Street
San Raphael, California 94901
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INFORMATION SHEET
Page 1

Starting Your Computer

The following are the approximate steps
you must take to start up your computer
The steps are not the same for all
mac! les. so there may be some
differences between the steps shown here
and the steps required for your computer

1 Turn on the start Switch (or turn the
start key)

2 Press the RESET button (not all
machines requile this step)

3 Press the space bar (nut all machines
require this step)

4 Insert your diskettes:

a Insert the WordStar diskette (a
boot diskette containing an
installed WordStar) into the first
drive (usually called drive a )

b Insert your work diskette into the
second drive (usually called drive
b) if required.

5 Type h (for boot) after the question
mark (')) (Underlining indicates an
entry item in this guide )

Take a moment right now to ask
someone for the exact procedures for
your machine. and write them down tor
reference Later you will typo limn usury
WordStar

Starting WordStar

Now start WordStar by following these
steps

1 After the screen prompt A> type .v

(lor WordStar) c.nd press RI_TUlir
(With some systems, you may lype
something a little dille.rent )

a first you will see the MicroPro
copyright hies Sage lor a rew

seconds

b Then you will see li:,1 (ul mem
of commands entitled "editing n
file,- with a tliteCtory (111(11.1 it Th
is about how your screen shook
lrd,

«<NOFILE MENU>>>
- --Preliminary Commands-- - -File Commands-

!. Change logged disk drive
F File directory oil IONI P Print a file

H Set help level
- Commands to Open a File - - E Rename 2 file

0 /Open a document file 0 Copy a file

N Open a nundocument file Y Delete a file

DIRECTORY of disk A:

-System Commands-
R Run a program
X Exit to system

- WordStar Options-
M Run MailMerge
S Run SpellStar

CHAPTRI.00C CHAPTRI.BAK CHAPTR.DOC CHAPTR.BAK

CONTENTS FILEI.DOC FILELBAK FILE2.00C

LETTER.00C LETTER.BAK MAILMRGE.OVR TEST.00C

WS.COM WSMSGS.OVR WSOVLYLOVR

Typical "editing no file" Display
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INFORMATION SHEET
Page 2

If required, type L to request to
Change the logged disk drive. (This
will be required if the Word Star
programs are on one disk and your
document files are on another )

a. When the prompt NEW LOGGED
DISK DRIVE (letter, colon,
RETURN)" appears, type b and
press RETURN. (In some cases,
you may type c or ci )

b. The "editing no file" menu will
return with the same list of
commands (but a different
directory)

This time press D to "create or edit a
Document file" (the explanation is in
the upper left-hand corner)

When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
EDIT? appears, type the name of your
file (say Practicp ) and press
RETURN

lopping WordStar /
After you have finished typing (for now,
illuew lines for practice should be enough),

can stop WordStar as follows
. While holding down the CTRL key

with one finger, type KD with another
IThis will save your document file and
return you to the "editing no file"
menu.

IWhen the "editing no file" menu
appears, press X

WordStar will stop and you will see B (or
Iething similar) somewhere on the

, en , nos means that the.operating
system is now running. Your operating
s em allows you to copy files, delete
fi , and check your work space. See the

uat on your operating system to learn
how to perform these functions.

111

return to WordStar from your
o ating system, see "Starting WordStar"
e r ter in this lesson.

I

Stopping Your Computer

If you plan to be away from the
machine for a while, you may want to turn
tne computer off completely Here is how
to do this.

1 When the B> prompt appears.
release each of the diskettes (Never
leave diskettes running in the
machine while you are away.)

2. Store the diskettes in a safe place
until you are ready to return to your
machine

3 If appropriate, turn off the switch (or
key) on your machine (This may not
be good for some machines, so
check with your supervisor before
doing this.)

196

Help from WordStar

Whenever WordStar is running, you will
never be lost for long It you don t
remember which key to push. WordStar
will remind you. For example. as soon as
you enter WordStar, the -editing no file"
display is there to tell you which keys yuu
can push. (By the way, il you push the
wrong one, the worst thing that can
happen is that you will get something
different from what you were expecting
The scene depicted below is not likely to
take place )
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INFORMATION SHEET
Right now let's take a quick look at the

gther menus that WordStar displays for
ou. To see these menus, you will have to

start WordStar and create a document file:

With the "editing nc lile" menu on the
screen, press 0 to create a document
tile

When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
EDIT'? appears, type Practice and
press RETURN.

After several messages come and go
on the screen (WAIT, NEW FILE), the
lower half of the screen will be
cleared and the new file will be ready
This is how the screen should look

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Page 3
4 While holding down the CTRL key

with one finger, type J to see the Help
Menu (Just remember, J stands for
help Note. This is a joke; there is no J
in "help ")

a. When the Help Menu appears,
look it over, then press R to read
about the ruler line

b. After taking a look, press the
space bar to return to the Main
Menu

Help Levels

You also have a choice in how much
help you want WordStar to give you

All the help I cal get (level 3)

A lot of help (level 2)

A little help (level 1)

No help (level 0)

When you first start WordStar, you got
help level 3 autanaticPlly Yuu will
probably want to stay with level 3 through
thus entire course Flowey(q cn nit' l'Illi it

the booklet, we'll talk about how you can
switch lo a lower help level when you're'
ready Less help usually means IMO
screen area to work with

B:PRACTICE PAGE i LINE 1 COL I INSERT
< < < MAIN MENU ---.

-- Cursor Movement -- I Delete I Miscellaneous
AS char lett ^0 char right I "G char 1 I Tat "B Reform
AA word left "F word right I OEL chr II I AV Insert On or 011
"E line up ^X line down 1 AT word rt I AL Find/Replce again

Scrolling I AY line I RETURN End paragraph
AZ line up AW line down I I 'N Insert a RETURN
AC screen up ;R screen down I I AU Stop a command

ON

Other Menus
Prom Main only)
".1 Help ^K Block
AO Quick AP Print
AO Onscreen

a The very top line is called the
status line and tells you the
name of your document
(B PRACTICE, file Practice" on
disk drive B ), your current page,
line, and column number, and
other information (INSERT ON is
One example).

b. The next eight lines give the Main
Menu itsell. (All you need to do
now is just glance over it.)

c. The tenth line of the display, with
L on the left and R on the right, is
called the ruler line. This tells
you where your margins and tabs
are currently set:

(1) L marks the left margin.

(2) R marks the right margin

(3) Each l marks a regular tab
setting.

(4) Each N marks a decimal tab
setting.

The Main Menu

5. While holding down the CTRL key
with one linger, type 0 to see the
Quick Menu (Press the space bar
when you are ready to return to the
Main Menu )

6 Repeat Step 5 with the other letters to
see the rest of the menus

a. K Block Menu

b. 0 Onscreen Formatting Menu

c. P Print Menu

7 While holding the CTRL key with one
finger, type KO with another to
release and discard the file.

Any lime you push one of these keys to
begin a WordStar tunction, if you wait a
few moments, the menu will appear to
help you.

19.7

R

N,

../

Selecting a WordStar Function

II you want to Select a fellow:I on a
typewriter (set a niargin, clear a tab, and
so on), there is usually one key
designated for the !unction With WordStar
you select some functions with a single,
keystroke, just the way you would select a

typewriter function (With Wordair, it will
be a letter key like D, rather than a special
function key like TAB,) Other functions you
select by pressing a combination of keys

There are also a number of functions
related to printing that you soloct by a third
mPthod This method will be described in
the Extended Coupe (Lessoro. 13 18)
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Inserting and
deleting text

In Lesson 4 you teamed how to move the cursor in any direction either a short distance or a longer distance In this lessen
you will learn hew to add to and delete from text you have already typed First we need a file to work with

1 When the "editing no file" menu
Iappears on your screen, press D to
open a document file

2. Take a moment to look at the
iinformation on the screen

In response to the prompt NAME OF
FILE TO EDIT?, type Letter and press
RETURN.

IT§erting a New Paragraph

ow at the file is open, use the cursor
I ion keys you have learned to move the
cursor to the blank line above "Sincerely"

r the end of the letter Now follow
e steps:

1 Look at the upper right-hand corner of
the screen and make sure you see
"INSERT ON" on the status line. ll you

ill
don't, press CTRL V (AV) to make it
appear.

, Press the RETURN key Since
automatic insertion is on, this will

'Icreate an extra blank line above
I "Sincerely."

a f`')w type the following additional
Iparagraph exactly the way you see it:

One item 3we have to be sure to
cover when we get together is is
that plant we have over in Burbank.

that plant we have over in Burbank. RETURN

4 Press CTRL KS (AKAS) to save your
file

5 When the text reappears, press CTRL
OP ("Q AP) to return to the place
where you left off last time

As you can see, WordStar inserts the
text a character at a time while you type
The first RETURN creates a blank line for
you to begin typing With this one blank
line as a starting-point, you can type as
much text as you like. The RETURN at the
end is to create a blank line between the
new paragraph and "Sincerely." There are
several mistakes in the text to be
corrected later. But first you are going to
insert more sentences

Inserting New Sentences

Now press CTRL A to return to the end of
the previous line, leave two spaces after
the period, and add these sentences to
the paragraph you have lust typed. "I need
to hear what you think about this Maybe
there's more to this than we realized Keep

198

in touch The paragraph should now look
like this

One item 3we have to be sure to
cover when we gLt together is is
that plant we have over in Burbank.
that plant we have over in Burbank.
I need to hear what you think about
this. Maybe there's more to this
than we realized. Keep lit touch.

With WordStar, once you have found
your place, there is no difference between
adding a character, a word, a sentence, or
even more Just make sure the INSERT
ON message is on the screen and start
typing

Deleting a Character

CTRL

The first mistake we r eed to correct is
the 3 in front of "we" in the first line of the
new paragraph

1 Use the cursor motion keys to
position the Cur;,uf over the 3 in
"3we'

2. Press CTRL G (AG) to delete the 3.

CTRL G (AG) deletes one character at a
time If you want to delete more than lust a
single character, you can use other keys.
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Recovering from Errors

Suppose you select a Word Star function
and then find that you actually wanted
another function Word Star allows you to
interrupt the undesired function in the
following way

1 While holding down the CTRL key
with one finger. press U with another

2 When you see the screen prompt
INTERRUPTED Press ESC Key
press the ESCAPE key (often idede(J
ESC)

3 Now you arc true to select another
function

Suppose you open a file and discover
that it isn't the lite you wanted Or suppose
you open the right Ile, but make some
mistakes that are so hard to correct that it
would be easier to start from the

' beginning In uither case, WordStar allows
you to abandon Ane file and make another
selection'

1 While holding down the CTRL key
ufith one finger, type KO with your
other fingers

2 If yogi have done any typing or made
any changes in the file, the following
message will appear on the screen
ABANDON EDITED VERSION OF
FILE (name of filer (Yip) .

a Type Y it you are sure you want
to abandon the file and there is
no reason to save it

b Type N if you change your mind
and decide to save the file after
all

3 The tile you had open will be
abandoned and you are now free to
open another file (or the same one
again)
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Moving
the cursor

In Lesson 3 you found that certain keys can be used to move the cursor from one place on the screen to loonier In trio,
lesson you are going to take a closer took at alt the different ways of moving the cursor

'P
oving the Cursor One
osition

We begin by moving the cursor one
Sition at 2 time. But first we have to

have an open document file to work with.
Ilow these steps to re-open the tile you
med Letter

When the "editing no file" menu ".
app'ars on your screen, press D
In response to the prompt NAME OF
FILE TO EDIT'', type Letter and press
RETURN

Now the status line, the main menu,
and the ruler line will appear in the
upper halt of the screen, with the first
fourteen lines of your letter in the
lower half. If you turned off the
Computer after the last chapter, you'll
have to reset the ruler line(margins)
for the "Letter" file.

While holding down the CTRL key
with one finger, type C with another
(for short, "Press CTRL C"). This will
move the cursor Cown to line 12 (to
the felt of "with").

Press CTRL F five times to move the
Cursor across to the a in the Second
"as."

Now that the Cursor is luC3I00 in the
noddle of a paragraph. you can try moving
the cursor around one position at a time

1 Press CTRL 0 to move one position
to the right

2. Press CTRL E to move up one
position (one line).

3 Press CTRL S to move one position to
the left
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5

Press CTRL X to rriuvc. duwmI ol It
1Ju:Alion (one line)

Press these keys ,;everal more lust
in any order

Look at the arrangement of these four
keys (D. E, S, and X) on your keyboard
Note that they form an approximate
diamond shape These four keys make up
what we call the "cursor control diamond
Any time you hold down the CTRL key
and press one of these keys. you move
the cursor one position

In reference to our conversation
earlier today, I wviuld like to meet
with you as souks,* possible. We
must discuss AllailAB possibilities of
merging Beauty, Inc. and Heavy
Beating.

4.1
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roving the Cursor One Word

Return the cursor to the a in as and
fess CTRL F several times Continue
essing CTRL F until the cursor reaches
e end of the paragraph Now press

CTRL A several times Continue pressing

lir

RL A until the cursor is back at the
ginning of the paragraph
As you look at your keyboard and the
itlowing illustration, you can see that

se two keys (A and F) are also part of
"cursor control diamond These keys

move the cursor one word at a time in one
ection or the other. As you just noticed,
y continue m' Ing from one line of text

to another

I

a

I
I
I
I

In reference to our conversation
earlier today. I would like to meet
with you asOngiossible. We
must discuss "Bain possibilities of
merging Beauty. Inc. and Envy
Dealing.

Scrolling

Al your location near the end of the
letter, press CTRL W several litriQS The
cursor will not move (unless it is on the
very bottom line of the screen), but the
entire display will move down one line fur
each CTRL W Now press CTRL Z a fey,
times, and watch the display move up
This is called scrolling

Looking at your keyouard and the
following illustration, you can see that
these two keys (W and Z) are also part of
the "cursor control diamond The E, S, X,
and D keys make up the "inner diamond,'
while the W, A, Z, C, F, and R keys make
up the outer diamond

201

In reference to our conversation
earlier today. I would like to meet
with you as soon as pcssible. We
must discuss ABallAB possibilities of
merging Beauty, Inc. and Heavy
Dealing.
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loving the Cursor One
men

the cursor is still on the I in "In," press
CTRL X twice to move it down one line 10

w in itri Now at this location press
RL R. The cursor should lump all the

way up to the J in "July Now press CTRL
return Press CTRL C again to move

t

Icursor down to the J in "Jim Winters
ooking at your keyboard cind the

following illustration, you can Sou that
e two keys (R and C) are also part of
'cursor control diamond These keys

move the cursor up or down a distance ol
Screen /Actually, it's about

t

Ie-fOurths of one screeneleven lines
ext when fourteen are displayed

I reference to our conversation
rlier today, I would like to meet
th you as soon as possible. We

ust discusslaIll possibilities or
erging Beauty. Inc. and Heavy
eating.

Moving to the Edges of the
Text Area

Using the cursor motion keys you have
learned, move the cursor back to the word
"ds" In 'a', pOsSiblo Now hold down Inc:
C1RL key and press OS (A shortur way
01 saying it is, "Press CTRL OS ") CTRL 0
is the quick" key, which makes things
happen raster So when you press CTRL
OS, the cursor moves quickly to the kilt
side of the screen Now press CTRL OD
and watch the CurSOr move to the light
mania)

I lo/I pro..', (.. I HI 01- mitt iv,110111,.
Cur:,Or mew' to Ulu top ol 11-1C.: R.:Xi area

Finally press CTRL OX (or OX tor short)
and watch the cursor return

As you have probably notir.iyi 3Iready
trIQ lour keys you have boon ut-,Ing AI ilh
CTRL 0 (E. S. X and D) are the tour keys
of tne cursor control diamond Without
CTRL 0 they move the CuR;Or Only urn:
put,ition in ,irly of lour dill:(,11011', mu,
CTRL 0 they Mow: the r.ur,,or lo tto
edge of IIIC: text area in WI/ clircclion

202

In reference to o r I conversation
earlier today.1 w Id like to meet

4
must discuss "Bo 1*B possibilities of
merging Beauty, nc. and Heavy
Dealing.

A 0
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oving to Either End of Your

Using the keys you have learned, move
the cursor back to the middle of the first
aragraph of the letter (to the "as" in as
ossible"). Now press CTRL OR ("OAR),
nd watch the cursor move up to the first

line, Next, Press CTRL OC (AO" C) and
atch the cursor move down to the end of
e file

Once again, these two keys (R and C)
e part of the cursor control diamond.

( ithout CTRL 0 ("0), they scroll up or
own a distance of one screen (actually,

three-quarters of a screen), with CTRL 0
O), they move the cursor either up to the
eginning of the lile or down to the end of

the file.

Repeating a Function

a a key

Word Sta allows you to repeat any
function (o any keystroke) many times
without having to keep pressing the keys.
Since this is a lesson on cursor motion,
let's use a cursor motion function as an
example

1 Press CTRL OR ("0"R) to move the
cursor to the beginning of the file

2 Press CTRL OOF ("0"0"F) to start
the cursor moving through the text a
word at a time

3 Alter watching the cursor move for a
while, press the space bar to stop It

41.

In reference to o r conversation
earlier today, I w uld like to meet
with you as soon possible. We
must discus).1a Ii possibilities of
merging Beauty, nc. and Heavy
Dealing.

INote that CTRL OR ("OAR) will move
ly- cursor to the beginning of the file,
regardless how large the file However, if
ou have a very large file and you want to
Jrn to the beginning of the tile quickly,

ress CTRL KS ( "K "S) instead This will
save a copy of your file and move the
ursor to the beginning much faster than
TRL C 1 (NOAR).

I
I
I
I

V

You have seen CTRL 0 (AO) used with
various other keys to give you various
"quick" functions When you press CTRL
0 twice, followed by a third keystroke
(CTRL F in the example above), this tells
WordStar to keep repeating this keystroke
until you press the space bar Try Steps 2
and 3 again, only use CTRL 00A
("0"0"A) in Step 2 this time. This will start
moving the cursor backwards a word at a
time

203

Saving Your File

Early in this guide, you learned that
WordStar operates in your computer and
that your files are stored on diskettes
About every half hour or so, you should
save a copy of the file you are working on
Then WordStar will transfer your most
recent changes to diskette, where they will
be stored (and where they will be safer) In
thiS lesson you have not fealty made any
changes to your file (Letter), so this will be
lust for practice.

While holding down the CTRL key, type
KD (Another way of saying this is Press

CTRL KD." A third way of saying it is,
"Press AKAD ") WordStar will save your lite
on diskette and return to the editing no
file" menu

You pressed CTRL KD this time
because you were finished with the 111U

But other times. when you plan to save
your file and then make more changes to
it, CTRL KS (AK'S) is a little fast( .r

Again, as a caution. computers rely on
electrical power. and electrical power can
fail or fluctuate So protect you filos by
saving thorn Save them often during a
typing session, and always save them at
the end of a session Never leave bn
unsaved tile unattended while you are
awl, from the keyboard
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Continuous Scrolling

From the current location of the cursor
at the end of the file. press CTRL OW
("QV), and watch the screen begin
scrolling down (while the cursor moves up
to Stay on the screen) You can slop the
scrolling at any time by pre...,sing CTRL 0
again or by pressing the space bar If you
press CTRL OZ ("OI), the text will begin
scrolling up

These two keys (W and L) once again
complete Inc cursor control diamond
Without CTRL 0, these keys scroll only
one line either up or down, with CTRL 0,
these keys scroll continuously

In reference to oi.r conversation
earlier today. I meld like to meet
with you as soon possible. We
must discuss A 8 ' B possibilities of
merging Beauty. nc. and Heavy
Dealing.
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Inserting and
deleting text

11.1111

In Lessor 4 you learned how to move the cursor in any direction either a short distanceor a longer distance Iri this lusun
you will learn how to add to and delete from text you have already typed First we need a file to work with

When the "ec ) hle" menu
appears on y( _reen. pass D to
open a document file

Take a moment to look at the
information on the screen

In response to the prompt NAME OF
FILE TO EDIT'', type LPIter and press
RETURN

Inserting a New Paragraph
..-I ,

Now at the file is open, use the cursor
motion keys you have learned to move the

trsor to the blank line above "Sincerely"
ar the end of the letter Now follow
ese steps.

t,

Look at the upper righthand corner of
the screen and make sure you see
"INSERT ON" on the status line. If you
don't, press CTRL V (AV) to make it
appear.

Press the RETURN key Since
automatic insertion is on, this will
create an extra blank line above
"Sincerely

Now type the following additional
paragraph exactly the way you see it

One item 3we have to be sure to
cover when we get together is is
that plant we have over in Burbank.
that plant we have over in Burbank. RETURN

4 Press CTRL KS (AKAS) to save your
file

5 When the text reappears, press CTRL
OP ("OAP) to return to the place
where you left off last time

As you can see, WordStar inserts the
text a chardcter at a tune while you type
The Iirst RETURN creates a blank line for
you to begin typing With this one blank
line as a startingpoint, you can type as
much text as you like The RETURN at the
end is to create a blank line between the
new paragraph and "Sincerely." There are
several mistakes in the text to be
corrected later. But first you are going to
insert more sentences.

Inserting New Sentences

Now press CTRL A to return to the end of
the previous line, leave two spaces alter
the period, and add these sentences to
the paragraph you have just typed "I need
to hear what you think about this Maybe
there's more to this than we realized Keep

205

in touch The paragraph should now tout(
like this

One item 3we have to be sure to
cover when we get together is is
that plant we have over in Burbank.
that plant we have over in Burbank.
I need to hear what you think about
this. Maybe there's more to this
than we realized. Keep in touch.

With WordStar, once you have found
your place, there is no difference between
adding a character, a word, a sentence or
Oven more Just make sure the INSERT
ON message is on the t:creen and start
typing.

Deleting a Character

CTRL G

The first mistake we need to correct is
the 3 in front of we" in the first line of tho
new paragraph

1 Use the cursor motion keys to
position the cursor over the 3 in
"3we

2 Press CTRL G (AG) to delete the. 3

CTRL G (AG) deletes one character at
time If you want to delete more than just
single character, you can use other keys.
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Deleting a Word

CTRL
........../

T

The next mistake to correct s the extra
is in the second line of the new

paragraph

1 Position the cursor over the i in the
Iffsris'

2 Press CTRL T (AT) to delete the word

CTRL T (AT) deletes one word at a time
This includes the space that follows the
word, it also includes any punctuation that
may loilow the word

Deleting a Line

CTRL Y

The third mistake to correct is the line
that was typed twice

1 Pc' ton the cursor anywhere in one
of the extra lines

2 Press CTRL Y (AY) to delete the line

CTRL Y (AY) deletes one line of text
from your file There arc also ways to
delete part of a line

Deleting to the Left

Q DEL

Next, well delete the rest of the
unwanted sentence, which is on the sixth
line of the paragraph

1. Move the cursor to the K in "Keep
2 Press CTRL 0 DEL (AQADEL) to

delete than we realized (On some
keyboards, DEL (DELETE) is called
RUBOUT )

CTRL 0 DEL (AQADEL) deletes from in
front 01 the cursor to the beginning of Use
same line (to the left) The character on
which the cursor is resting is not deleted
This is how your new paragraph should
look now

One item we 1-,iie to be sure to
cover when we get together is
that plant we have over in Burbank.
I need to hear what you think about
this.

Keep in touch.

These deletions have 641 both mirgins
a little ragged In a rtionient, we'll lake,
care of that Right now we are going to
consider ways of inserting and deleting
blocks of text that you have already typed

206

Deleting to the Right

CTRL 0 Y

The next correctir,ri to illavr. I. ir ii( I.:ii.
the sentence, Maybe there s more to this
than we realized" We can I ur.).: CTRL Y
here because the scritenc.., ,sr.1 un a 1 ri.

by A',(:11 So 111:111)(:(1111 Mit , If 10 : .,,,,(I 4, it 4

fifth line of the paragraph

1. Move the cursor to the M in Maybe

2. Press CTRL OY (''O^Y) to deit.,.te
"Maybe there's more

CTRL OY (^0AY) deletes from where
the cursor is located to the end of the
same line (to the right) The character on
which the cursor is resting is deleted As
you might have guessed, you can also
delete to the lett
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Copying a Paragraph

CTRL K
.11=11011. rq

Suppose that alter looking at your letter
you discover that you have typed this new
paragraph in the wrong location It really
belongs between the other two
paragraphs Word Star allows you 10 copy
the entire paragraph to the new location

1 Mark the beginning of the paragraph

a Move the cursor to cclurnn 1 of
the line above your new paragraph
(the line above One item '')

b Press CTRL KB (^FOB) to mark
the beginning of the block of text
you are going to copy (You will
see <B> appear in front of the
cursor)

2 Mark the end at the paragraph

a Move the cursor to column 1 of
the line below your new paragr3ph

(the line below "IQ Pr in touch ')

b. Press CTRL KK (AKAK) to mark
the and of the block ot text you
are going to copy. (Either the
block will becom, highlighted or
<K> will appear.)

3. Copy the paragraph to the new
location:

a Move the cursor to column 1 of
the line between the other two
paragraphs (the line above
"Please call

b Press CTRL KC ("KAC) to copy
the marked paragraph to the new
location

Deleting a Paragraph

CTRL K

Now you are going to go back
and delete the paragraph !roof the old
location

1 Mark the beginning of the paragraph
a Move the cursor to column 1 of

the line above the paragraph (the
line abovo "Ow: )

b Press CTRL KB (^KT) to mark the
beginning of the block of text you
are going to delete (You will sec
<B> appear in front of the
cursor )

2 Mark the end 01 the paragraph

a Move the cursor to column 1 of
the line below the paragraph the
line below "Keep in toudi )

b Press CTRL KK (KAKI to mai k
the end ot the block of text to be
deleted (Either the. block will
becoin(: highlighted or will
appear )

3 Press CTRL KY ('KAY) to delete
marked paragraph

You don't have to copy a block of text
from one location to another iind then tju
back to the old location to delete Thib ria:3
just been lor the practice WordStar has
another feature that moves text Irorn one
location to another without leaving a cop/
behind at the old location

207
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Moving a Paragraph

CTRL K
11...woom.

V

After looking at your letter or a while,
you decide that the new paragraph you've
inserted really belongs at the end as a
postscript You can move the paragraph to
the end of the letter with one command
after marking it:

1 Mark the beginning of the paragraph

a Move the cursor to column 1 of
the line above the paragraph (the
line above On item ")

b i- ress CTRL KB (AKAB).19 mark

the beginning of the block of text
you are going to move (You will
see <B> appear in front of the
cursor )

2. Mark the end of the paragraph.

a Move the cursor to column 1 of
the line below the paragraph (the
line below "Keep in touch.").

b. Press CTRL KK (AKAK) to mark
the end of the block of text you
are going to move (Either the
Woo; will become highlighted or
<K> will appear.)

3 Move the paragraph to the new
location:

a. Move the cursor to column 1 of
the blank line above the initials
(the line above "JW/s1")

b Press CTRL KV (AKAV) to move
the marked paragraph (No copy
will be left at the previous
location.)

Inserting "P.S."

Now for a final touch you can insert
"P S. in front of the paragraph you lust
moved.

1. Press CTRL KH (AKAN) to turn ofl the
highlighting (and hide the markers)

2. Move the cursor to the 0 of One
item

3 Look at the upper right-hand corner of
the screen to check for "INSERT ON
If it isn't there, press CTRL V (^V) to
make it appeal

4 Type 'P S (with a space after the
second period) in front of "One item

5 press CTRL B (AB) to reform the
paragraph

6 Press CTRL KO (AKAD) to save your
file

7 Look at the direciory loi LLTTI. R 13AK
your backup file

Any time you mess up a paragraph with
insertions or deletions, you can tidy it up
again by pressing CTRL B (AB) You can
press AB either at the beginning of the
paragraph or at any line further down, as
long as the cursor precedes the untidy
places

Printing Your File

Just for practice. you can now print your
file on your printer

1 When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press P (Make sure the
printer is ready and that the paper is
lined up at the right position )

2 When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
PRINT') appears, type Letter and
press ESC (ESCAPE) Now your letter
will be printed with the new
paragraph.

208
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Forming paragraphs
In this section you will learn how to enter paragraphs correctly, how to split one paragraph into several, and how to merge,

several paragraphs into one You will also learn how to select unjustified right margins and how to select double or triple
spacing

First, you will create a new document
file and (if you haven't exited from
Word Star since Lesson 5) reset the
original margins.

1 Create a new file called "Control":

a When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press D

b When the prompt NAME OF FILE
TO CREATE OR EDIT? appears,
type Control and press RETURN

c First the WAIT and NEW FILE
messages will appear on the
screen, then the file will be ready

2 Reset the lett margin to column 1 Of
necessary)

a Press CTRL OL (^0 AL) to request
a new left margin

b When the question LEFT
MARGIN COLUMN NUMBER?
appears, type 1 and press
RETURN.

3. Reset the right margin to column 65 01
necessary)'

a. Press CTRL OR (^OAR) to request
a new right margin.

b. When the question RIGHT
MARGIN COLUMN NUMBER?
appears, type Q and press
RETURN.

Even though you have already typed
this text as two separate paragraphs,
Word Star makes it easy for you to change
this.

Typing Separate Paragraphs

Enter the following text exactly as you --
see it here

The CTRL key on your keyboard is very similar to the SHIFT key in
many ways First of all, you always press it while you are
pressing another key; pressing it by itself doesn't do anything
Like the SHIFT key, the CTRL key changes what happens when you

press some other key And like the SHIFT key, the CTRL key is
located near the 'eft side of the key cluster However, pressing
the CTRL key while you are pressing another key does not usually
produce a visible character on the screen and never produces a
printed character RETURN
RETURN
Instead 01 saying, "While holding down the CTRL key with one
linger, press 0 with another," we can be briefer by just saying,
"Press CTRL 0," This is like saying, "Press SHIFT 0 The
difference is that pressing CTRL 0 will activate a WordStar
function, while pressing SHIFT 0 will merely display a capital
letter 0 on the screen. 11 we want to be even briefer still, we
can say, "Press 0" instead of, "Press CTRL 0 RETURN

209
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Joining Paragraphs

Just for practice, you will first join the
two paragraphs you have typed into one
larger paragraph.

1. Move the cursor just past the last
word of the first paragraph (to the first
blank space past "character."), as
follows:

a. Place the cursor in the left-hand
margin of the blank line between
the two paragraphs

b. Press CTRL A (AA) to move the
cursor back up to the end of the
previous line

2 Press the space bar twice to leave
room between the two sentences

3. Press CTRL G (AG) twice
a With the first CTRL G. the blank

line between the paragraphs will
vanish

b With the second, the first word of
the second paragraph will move to
the cursor

4 Press CTRL B (AB) twice to reform the
new paragraph.

17

Even though you entered this text in block
style, there's nothing to keep you from
changing that now.

Changing to Indented
Paragraphs

WordStar makes it easy for yod to
change to indented paragraphs after you
have already typed them.

1

2

3

Move the cursor to the beginning of
the first paragraph (the T in "The
CTRL kev ...")
With INSERT ON showing in the
upper right-hand corner of the screen,
press CTRL I (Al) to indent the first line
of the paragraph io the first tab stop

Press CTRL B (AB) to reform the
paragraph

You will see the cursor stop in the
middle of "anything This is WordStar's
way of asking you if you want to
hyphenate this word To hypenate, back
the cursor up to t.ie t and press the key
1,-). Now WordStar will continue reforming

Hyphenating Words During
Splitting a Paragraph Reform

Now you are going to split into smaller
paragraphs the larger paragraph you have
just formed

1. Using the cursor control keys you
have learned, move the cursor to the
H in "However...." in the sixth line

2. With INSERT ON showing in the
upper right-hand corner of the screen,
press RETURN twice.
a With the first RETURN, "However.

.." moves to a separate line
b With the second, a blank line

appears between the new
paragraphs

Press CTRL B (AB) to reform the
second paragraph

Repeat Steps 1-3 to form a third
paragraph beginning with "Instead of

10

Repeat Steps 1-3 for the second two
paragraphs While you are reforming the
second paragraph, WordStar will stop to
hyphenate "another.'

1

2

If you don't want to hyphenate
"another," just press CTRL B (AG)
again WordStar will move "another"
to the next line and go on

If you want to hyphenate "another,"
use CTRL S (AS) to back up the
cursor to the o and press the hyphen
key WordStar will place a hyphen
after "an" and then go on to the end
of the paragraph

210

Rejoining Paragraphs

Now you are going to rejoin the first and
second paragraphs'

1

2

3

4

5

Using the cursor control keys you
have learned, move the cursor past
the last word in the first paragraph
with two spaces between the period
and the cursor (CTRL F or CTRL A
should do this automatically )

Press CTRL G (AG) twice to bring the
.." two paragraphs together

Press CTRL G (AG) five more times to
remove the indentation

CTRL B (AB) to reform the new
paragraph

Press CTRL KD (AKAD) to save a
copy of your file

Now the text is about the way it was
when you first entered it, except that each
paragraph begins with an indented line

Printing Your File

To print your completed file follow these
steps

1 When you see the "editing no file'
menu, press P to request printing
(Make sure the printer is ready and
the paper is positioned correctly )

2 When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
BE PRINTED? appears. type Control
and press ESCAPE Your file will be
printed on the printer
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b. When the prompt "ENTER space
OR NEW LINE SPACING (1-9)
appears, type 2 (no RETURN
required).

c. LINE SPACING 2 will appear in
the upper right-hand corner of the
screen (on the status line)

Turn off justification.

a. Press CTRL 0 ( "0)

b. If the menu shows that
justification is now ON, press
CTRL J (AJ) to
turn it off.

c If the menu shows that justification
is already OFF, press the space
bar to leave it that way

d The next time you type AOAJ, you
will turn justification back on
again

Reform the first paragraph

a. Leave the cursor at column 1 of
the first line of the first paragraph
("The CTRL key ")

b Press CTRL 3 (AB) to reform the
paragraph

Reform the second paragraph

a Move the cursor down to column
1 of the first line of the second
paragraph ("Instead of ")

b. Press CTRL B ( "B) to reform the
paragraph.

Print your file again.

a. When you see the "editing no file"
menu, press P to request printing

b. When the prompt NAME OF FILE
TO BE PRINTED? appears, type
Control and press ESCAPE

c. The printed result should look like
this

The CTRL key on your keyboard is very similar to the SHIFT

key in many ways First of all, you always press it while you

are pressing another key, pressing it by itself doesn't do any-

thing. Like the SHIFT key, the CTRL key changes what happens

when you press some other key And like the SHIFT key, the CTRL

key is located near the left side of the key cluster However,

pressing the CTRL key while you are pressing another key ones not

usually produce a visible character on the screen and never

produces a printed character

Instead of saying, "While holding down the CTRL key voth one

finger, press 0 with another," we can be briefer by just saying

"Press CTRL 0 This is like saying, "Press SHIFT 0 The

difference is that pressing CTRL 0 will activate a WordStar

function, while pressing SHIFT 0 will merely display a capital

letter 0 on the screen If we want to be even briefer still, we

can say, "Press 0" instead of, "Press Cl RL 0

Line Spacing and Justification

You can set any line spacing from 1 to
9 by pressing "O "S, and typing a number
When you set a value other than 1
(single-spacing), e g , 2 (double-spacing),
you will see a message in the upper
right -hand corner of your screen (LINE
SPACING 2). You probably won't have
many occasions to use any setting other
than 1, 2, or 3 for line spacing

You can turn off justification of the right
margin by pressing "O "J once The next
time you press AOAJ, you will turn
justification back on again You can
always tell whether you have turned
justification on or off by looking at the text
you are typing Another way to tell is to
press "0 and look at the menu after J
(either ON or OFF will appear highlighted)
If you don't want to change it, just press
the space bar.

211

If you select double spacing and
unjustified right margins before you begin
typing, th^n you will see the text appear
with these features on the screen But if
you have already typed the text and then
select these features, nothing will happen
to your text until you reform each
paragraph one at a time This means that
WordStar allows you to change the
settings as often as you like, which
means, in turn, that you could type each
paragraph of.your file with different
settings for printing

Any WordStar features you select will
remain in effect until you exit from
WordStar, even if you switch to a different
file
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In this lesson you will learn the different ways you can save your file after a typing session, you will learn how to mark a block
of text to be moved, copied, or deleted, and you will learn how to move, copy, delete, or rename an entire file

1 In Lesson 1 you learned that it is
important to save the file you are working
on fairly often to avoid losing text In this
lesson you will practice the four ways of
saving (or not saving) your file after a
session of typing

'Saving Your File
and ContinuingI CTRL 1

If you are going to spend a lot of time on
a typing job, you should interrupt the job
from time to time to save your file, then
resume work (Remember, no text is
saved until you request to have it saved,
and until it is saved, it can be lost ) Here is
n example of the procedure

K S

1.1. When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press D

°a When the prompt NAME OF FILE
TO EDIT? appears, type Control and

11/3.

press RETURN.

Now you have an open file. In a real
typing situation, you would be
spending some time with this file For
now, assume you have been working
with the file for a while, and move the
cursor to the middle of the file

4

5

6

Press CTRL KS (AKAS) to save the
file

''ter a short time (and some noises
from your disk drive), you will see
your file return to the screen

Press CTRL OP (^O^P) to return the
cursor to where it was before you
saved the file

Pressing CTRL KS (AKAS) allows you to
save a copy of your file on disk, then
continue typing where you left off Now
leave your file just the way it is for the next
exercise

Saving Your File
and Going to Another
WordStar Operation

K D

If you have completed work on one file
and you plan to do something else with
WordStar (like opening another file or
printing the same file), you can save the
file and return to the "editing no file" menu

1 With file "Control" still open from the
previous exercise, press CTRL KD
(^K^D) to save the file
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2,- Again, the file is saved, but this time
WordStar displays the "editing no file"
menu instead of the file after the save

Pressing CTRL KD (AKAD) allows you to
save your file and go to another file or
begin anther WordStar operation

Saving Your File
and Stopping
WordStar

CTRL K X

If you have completed work on your file
and you are also completing a session
with WordStar, you can save your file and
exit from WordStar at the same time

1 When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press D.

2 When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
EDIT? appears, type Special and
press RETURN

3 Now you have an open file from
which to exit

4 Press CTRL KX (AKAX) to save your
file and exit from WordStar

1')
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After saving your file, you will find that
WordStar is no longer running Type
aws (or just ws and press RETURN to
restart WordStar.

Pressing CTRL KX (AKAX) allows you to
save your file and exit from WordStar
Once you are out of WordStar, you may
want to run utility programs under your
computer's operating system. For example,
your operating system probably has
programs to check the amount of space
left on your disk or to copy or delete files

IAbandoning a Filr

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CTRL a

If you work on a file for a while and
discover that you have made some big
mistakes that you want to get rid of, you
can abandon the file instead of saving it
By doing this, you retain your previous
version of this file, which is still on disk
(and which doesn't have the mistakes)
You may also want to abandon a file that
you have just opened by mistake

1. When WordStar is running again and
the "editing no file" menu appears,
press D.

2. When the prompt NAME OF FILE
TO EDIT) appears, type Special and
press RETURN.

3. Now you have an open file again
Suppose you have messed it up and
want to get rid of it

4. Press CTRL KO (^K^O) to abandon
the file

Pressing CTRL KO (^K^O) allows you
to abandon a file that you don't want to
keep The next time you open the file with
this name, you will get the previous
version of it.
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Marking a Block

WordStar allows you to move, copy, or
delete a block of text of any size The first
step is to mark the beginning and end of
the block that you want to deal with. Here
is a sample procedure'

1 Open the file "Special":

a When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press D

b When the prompt NAME OF FILE
TO EDIT? appears, type Special
and press RETURN

2. Set the beginning marker

a Move the cursor to the blank line
above the first paragraph

("Boldface Printing")
b Press CTRL KB (AKAB) to mark

the beginning of a block (<B>
will appear on the screen )

3 Set the ending marker.

a Move the cursor straight down to
the blank line between the fourth
and fifth paragraphs (left-hand
margin, just above Subcripts")

b Press CTRL KK (^K^K) to mark
the end of this block

c If your screen has the capability,
you will see the four paragraphs
become highlighted

If your screen is not capable of
highlighting, <K> will appear on
the screen

i

t, '

d.

In Lesson 11, you learned how to move
the cursor to any one of ten numbered
markers. For your convenience, WordStar
also allows you to move the cursor quickly
to the block markers <B> and <K>

1. Press CTRL QB (^Q^B) to move the
cursor to the beginning marker <B>.

2. Press CTRL QK (^OAK) to move the
cursor to the ending marker <K >.
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Now you are ready to deal with this
block of text. (An easy way to
remember these letters is to think of
the word Block, which begins with B
and ends with K ) One of the things
you can do with the block is to move
it to somewhere else in the he The
following section explains how to do
this

Moving a Block

CTRL H V

After typing your text, you may decide
that a certain sentence, paragraph, or
group of paragraphs belongs in a different
location WordStar allows you to move it
as a block of text For practice you will
move the four paragraphs you just
marked in the previous section

Press CTRL QC ('0^C) to move the
cursor to the end of the file

2. Press CTRL KV (^WV) to move the
four paragraphs to this location

3 Now press CTRL OR ("Q^R) to
return the cursor to the beginning of

6, the file, then move it straight down to
the blank line above the first
paragraph ("Subscripts")

4 Press CTRL KV (AKAV) to return tht,
four paragraphs to their original
ircation (The block markers are silo
in effect, even though you have
already moved the block once )

Pressing CTRL KV (^K^V) allows you to
move a block of text from one location to
another. After the move, the block will no
longer be in the previous location Another
thing you can do with a marked block of
text is to make a copy of it somewhere
else in the hle (or the same place) The
next section explains how to do this
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',Deleting a Block

CTRL ICI Y
.111

IIn the previous section, you made an
extra copy of the four paragraphs that
were marked. For practice you will delete
one of them.

It Press CTRL KH (AKAN) to make the
block markers reappear on the
screen.

Press CTRL KY (AKAY) to delete the
marked block (It doesn't matter
where the cursor is located )

13. Press CTRL KO (AKAO) to abandon
the file (Now the block markers are
gone.)

$2.
Zir

IPressing CTRL KY (^KAY) allows you to
delete a block of text that has been
marked The block is gone and so are the

Imarkers. (The block-hiding feature (CTRL
KH) can be used to protect you from an
accidental deletion )

Writing a Block
to Another File..

CTRL K iwl
So far you have been handling blocks

of text only within the same file. Now you
will learn how to transfer a block out of the
current file into another file Here are the
steps

1 Reopen the file "Special".

a When the "editing no file" menu
Copying a Block appears, press D

b. When the prompt NAME OF FILE

CTRL K C
EDIT? appears, type Special

and press RETURN
2 Set the beginning marker

You may want to repeat a certain block
of text in more than one place in your file
For practice, you will make a copy of the
four paragraphs you marked in a previous
section

1 Press CTRL OC (^0^C) to move the
cursor to the end of the file

2 Press CTRL KC (^KT) to copy the
four paragraphs to this location

3 Press CTRL KC (^KT) to make
another copy (Thu block markers
remain in effect, even after you have
copied the block The markers remain
until you save your file or mark
another block of text )

4 Press CTRL KH (AKAN) to hide the
block markers (This can sometimes
be a helpful precaution.)

Pressing CTRL KC (^K^C) after block
markers have been set allows you to
make a copy of a block of text at the
place where the cursor is currently
located The original block is not changed
Another thing you can do with a marked
block is to delete it. The next section
explains how to do this

1'1
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4

5

a When the file appears, move the
cursor to the blank line above the

st paragraph ("Boldface
Printing").

b Press CTRL KB (^K^B) to mark
the beginning of a block

3. Set the ending marker

a Move the cursor down to the
blank line between the fourth and
fifth paragraphs Oust above

"Subscripts") (CTRL C (AC)
twice should do it )

b Press CTRL KK (AKAK) to mark
the end of this block.

Write the block to a temporary file
named "x."

a. Press CTRL KW (AKAW) to
request a block write

b When the prompt NAME OF FILE
TO WRITE MARKED TEXT ON'?
appears, type x and press
RETURN

Press CTRL KO (AKAO) to abandon
"Special

WordStar write this block to a new
file named "x Now you will learn how to
read the block from this new file into
another file (It's usually a good idea to
give temporary files like x short, one-letter
names to make them easy to use and
easy to identify.)
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Reading One File
into Another

I
K

I I
R

1

In the previous section, you marked a

block of text and then wrote it into a new

file. Now you will read this new file into still

another file

1, Reopen the file "Control':

a When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press D

b. When the prompt NAME OF FILE

TO EDIT? appears, type Control

and press RETURN

Summary: Moving Text from
One File to Another

The exercise you have just completec
in the previous two sections illustrates
how you copy text from one file to
another It's a two-step procedure in
WordStar

First mark the block of text to be moved
and write it to a temporary file

Then open the target file, position the
cursor and read the text from the
temporary file

2 Read "x" into "Control":

a. When the file appears, move the
cursor down to the blank line
between the two paragraphs

b Press CTRL KR (AKAR) to request
a file read

c When the prompt NAME OF FILE
TO READ? appears, type x and
press RETURN

WordStar will read the entire contents of
file "x" into file "Control Scroll the screen
up and down to check this The four -.
paragraphs of file "x," which originally
came from file "Special," have been
inserted into file "Control This is how you
copy text from one file to another (You
can press CTRL KQ (AKAQ) to abandon
file "Control ")

Now a copy of the text has been
transferred from the original file to the
target file via a temporary file, as shown in
the following illustration

I 1

Original File

4
AKAW

-->

Temporary File

Before

AKAR

Target File

Moving Text from One File to Another
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After
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Copying a File

INow you will learn how to make a copy
of a file:

- 1. When the "editing no file" menui appears, press 0

2. When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
COPY FROM? appears, type I and
press RETURN.

When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
COPY TO? appears, type y and press
RETURN

CTRL K
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Note that you don't have to use the

"editing no file" menu to rename a file.
You can also use CTRL KE (^K^E) if
you're in the middle of a file (it doesn't
have to be the file you're renaming)

0

13

Word Star will make a copy of file "x,"
called file "y To verify this, look at your
Idisk directory, which usually appears
under the "editing no file" menu You can
also open file "y" to see that it is the same

INote that you don't have to 3e the
"editing no file" rr -nu to copy a file. You
can also use CTRL (^K^O) if you're in
the middle of a file (it 'sn't have to be

Ithe file you're copying)

Renaming a File

CTRL] K E

WordStar allows you to change the
name of a file

11. When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press E

12. When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
RENAME" appears, type x and press
RETURN.

3. When the prompt NEW NAME'
appears, type z and press RETURN

WordStar will change the name of file
I"x" to file "z." File "x" no longer exists You
can verify this by looking at your disk
directory, which usually appears below the
i"editing no file" menu You can also look
at the actual file.

1. When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press D

When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
EDIT? appears, type z and press
RETURN

After glancing over the file, press
CTRL KD (AKAD) to save a copy of it
on disk.

12.

1113.

Deleting a File

CTRL K J

Finally, Wordstar allows you to delete
any file you have entered

1. When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press Y.

2. When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
DELETE' appears, type z and press
RETURN.

WordStar will delete file "z You can
verify this by looking at your disk directory,
which usually appears below the "editing
no file" menu.

Note that you don't have to use the
"editing no file" menu to delete a file You
can also use CTRL KJ (AKAJ) not CTRL
KY if you're in the middle of a file (it
doesn't have to be the file you're deleting)
(Since Y is the "no-file" key for deleting a
file, you may think that CTRL KY is the
key sequence to use when you're in
another file But CTRL KY is for deleting a
marked block )

Restoring a Lost File
from the Backup File

Any lime you lose a file, you can restore
it from the backup file that WordStar
created the last time you saved a copy of
it For example, suppose you realized after
deleting "z" that you really wanted to keep
the file You could restore "z" from "z.bak"
as follows

216

1 When the "editing no file" menu
appears, press 0

2 When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
COPY FROM? appears, type z bak
and press RETURN.

3. When the prompt NAME OF FILE TO
COPY TO? appears, type z and
press RETURN.

WordStar will make a copy of "z bak,"
called "z You can verify this by looking at
your disk directory This new "z" will
contain all the changes you made before
the last time you saved it You can make a
copy of a backup file, but you can never
edit the backup file itself

19.d
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PRINTER COMMANDS
====

These commands are to aid the user of the APPLE 2 PLUS
system, interfaced to an EPSOM MX-80F/T dot matrix printer.
If you have any other questions, refer to the epson manual
tac consult Jose.

SOME SIMPLE FUNCTIONS

These basic functions will allow the user to program
the printer. They can also be embeded into a standard basic
program for printing text or messages.

1) JPR#1 : PRINT CHR$(27)"A" CHR$(ls)
*** this command allows the user to set the space between
lines to any number, (1s= spaces + 128), desired. Note: each
character occupies seven vertical spaces. You should
therefore set the spaces in increments of 12 units; ( 7 for
the letter and 5 for the interline space ).

For example;

single space ===> n is set to
double space ===> n is set to
tripple space ==> n is set to

12
24
36

2) 7PR#1 : PRINT CHR$(27)"C" CHR$(FL)
*** this command sets the form length to any nummber of
lines, (fl). This will cause only fl number of lines to be
printed on any one page.

3) 1PR#1 : PRINT CHR$(27)"E"
*** tuns on enphasised printing mode.

4) 1PR#1 : PRINT CHR$(27)"F"
**$ turns off enphasised printing mode

5) 1FR#1 : PRINT CHR$(27)'6"
*** turns on double strike mode

6) 1PR441 : PRINT CHR$(27)"H"
*** turns off double strike mode

### NOTE ###

Every command above must be followed by the command;
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or the output will go to the printer, so that if this is not
desired will only esrve to waste paper.

CLOSING NOTES

These are basic iostructions and do not completely
describe all of the functions of the EPSON printer. All of
the functions described here are only inplemented in
innediate execution mode, ( only when you see; ] , as the
prompt).

Also note that once set, the only way to turn them off
is through inrediate execution mode or turning the printer
off and then on again.
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Setting Up Your LX-80 Printer

Setting up your LX-80 printer is a simple matter of attaching two
parts, putting in the ribbon and paper, and connecting the primer to
your computer.

This chapter will have you printing a test pattern within fifteen to
twenty minutes and doing more complicated work not long alter.

Printer Parts
First, see that VOLI 11.1Ve all the parts you need. In addition to,this

manual, the printer box should ,.ontain the items shown in Figure 1-1

Paper separator
7-7777.7.

7.

. , .

-----.1

Paper teed knob

Power cord'

In the United States, the printer is delivered with the power
i:ord attached

Figure 1-1. Minter part)

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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In addition to the items in the box, you need a cable and possibly
an interface board. The cable connects the printer to your computer,
and the interface board is necessary only for those computers that
can't use the LX-80's Centronics® parallel interface. Your computer
manual or your dealer will tell you which cable you need and whether
or not you need a special interface.

Printer Location
Now that you have unpacked your printer, you should choose a

suitable location for it. The main requirement, of course, is that the
printer be close enough to your computer for the cable to reach. Also
remember the following:

Use a grounded outlet, and do not use an adapter plug.

Avoid using electrical outlets that are controlled by wall switches.
Accidentally turning off a switch can wipe out valuable informa-
tion in your computer's memory and disrupt your printing.

Avoid using an outlet on the same circuit breaker with any large
electrical machines or appliances. These can cause disruptive pow-
er fluctuations.

Keep your printer and computer away from base units for cordless
telephones.

Protect the printer from direct sunlight, excessive heat, moisture',
and dust. Make sure that it is not close to a heater or other heat
source.

Paper Feed Knob Installation
Now that you have chosen where to set up your LX-80, the first

lnd simplest piece to install is the paper feed knob, which you use to
manually advance the paperjust as you do on a typewriter. To
install the knob, merely push it onto the shaft found in the hole or. the
right side of the printer. (See Figure 1-2.) The shaft has one flat side
that must be matched with the flat side of the hole in the knob.

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, 1NC.
Torrance, CA
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Figure 1-2. Paper feed knob installation

Ribbon Installation
The LX-80 printer uses a continuous-loop, inked fabric ribbon,

which is enclosed in a cassette that makes ribbon installation and
replacement a clean and easy job. The parts of this cassette are labelled
in Figure 1-3.

Knob

Pin

Ribbon

Pin

Figure 1-3. Ribbon cassette

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S.MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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To install the ribbon, first open the lid at the front of the LX -8O so
that you can see the print head assembly shown in Figure 1-4. Move
the assembly by hand to the center of the printer so that the other
parts of the printer will not get in your way. Also be sure that the
paper bail is against the black roller so it too will not be in your way.

Note: Moving the print head by hand when the printer is turned on
can harm the printer. Always be sure that the printer is turned
off before you move the print head.

Figure 1-4. Print head assembly

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA'
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Then hold the ribbon cassette so that the small knob is on top and
the exposed section of ribbon is away from you. Insert the cassette in
its holder by first sliding the pins at the back of the ribbon cassette
under the small hooks on the holder. (See Figure 1-5.) Then lower the
front of the cassette so that the exposed section of ribbon can fit
between the print head nose and the silver ribbon guide. Push down
until the cassette tits firmly in place..

['gun' 1-5. Ribbon cas3ette installation

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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Now turn the knob on the cassette in the direction of the arrow to
tighten the ribbon. As you turn the knob, see that the ribbon slips
down into its proper place between the prim head nose and the silver
ribbon guide (Figure 1-6). If it doesn't, guide it with a pen or a pencil.

figure 1-6. Ribbon placement

Ribbon Replacement
When your printing begins to become light and you need to re-

place the ribbon, lift the front of the cassette to remove it and then
follow the above instructions with a new cassette. If you have been
using your printer just before you change cassettes, be aware that the
print head becomes hot during use. Be careful not to touch it. Ako
remember never to move the print head by hand when the printer is
turned on.

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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Paper Loading
Now put a sheet of paper in your LX-80 so you can test it. Figure

1-7 shows the names of the parts that you need to know.

Figure 1-7. LX-80 ready for paper loading

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA'
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See that the printer is turned off, open the front lid, and push the

friction lever back and the paper bail forward. Then move the print
head by hand to the Lenter of the printer and feed the paper into the
paper slot in the top of the printer.

When the paper will not go any farther, turn the paper feed knob
to advance it as you would with a iype riter. 'ruin the knob until the
top of the paper is at least 3/4-Inch above the ribbon guide. Then push
the paper hail Against the paper. if the paper becomes crooked, pull
the friction-release lever forward, straighten the paper, and push the
friction lever hack.

If you have the optional tractor unit for continuous pin-teed paper,
see Appendix E for instructions on its use.

,

Control Panel

Now that your paper is loaded, it is time to plug in the printer and
see what the buttons on the control panel do. First, see that the power
switch on the right side of the printer is oft; then plug in the pow er
cord. Now turn on the power switch and look at the control panel on
the right side of the top of your LX-80.

Figure 1-8. Control panel

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S*MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA.
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There are several buttons and indicator lights on the control panel.
Their primary functions are described below:

The POWER light glows green when the power is on.

The READY light glows green when the printer is ready to accept
data. This light flickers somew..at during printing.

The PAPER OUT light glows red to indicate that the printer is
out of paper or the paper is loaded incorrectly.

....

The ON LINE light glows green when the printer can receive
data.

The ON LINE button switches the printer between on-line and
off-line status. When the printer is on-line, the ON LINE light
glows and the' printer is ready to accept data.

The following two buttons woi k only when the printer is off-line.
If the ON LINK light is on, pri:ss the ON LINE button to put the
printer off-line before you use these buttons.

The FE (1201m I red) button ads ances the paper to the top of the
next page.

The LI (Line Feed) button advances the paper one line at a time.
The control panel buttons can also be used to turn on several

printing functions using a feature called SelecType, which is described
in Chapter 2. In addition, you'll find another use for the LI' and H
buttons in the next section.

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA.
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Connecting the LX-80 to Your Computer
Make site that Ixth tine printer and tine Mic=arputer
are turned off before yzu ccrnect tie printer.

Remember that each computer system has its own way of com-
municating with a printer. If your computer expects to communicate
through a Centronics parallel interface, all you need is a cable. If your
computer requires any other kind of interface, you will also need an
interlace board.

If you don't know what a Centronics parallel interface is, your
computer manual or your dealer will tell vou what you need. Then,
once you have plugged your printer cable into your printei and
computer, you will probably never think about interfaces again. (If
you do want the technical specifications, however, you can find them
in Appendix 1.)

The first three steps in connecting your printer and computer are
shown in Figure 1-10. Plug one end of your printer cable into the
cable connector of your LX-80 printer. The plug is shaped so that
there is only one way it will fit the connector. Now secure the plug to
the printer with the Wile clips on each side of the connector. Theseclips insure that your cable will not be loosened or unplugged
accidentally. If your cable has a grounding wire, fasten it to the
grounding screw below the connector.

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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't:E=7),JOcH3

.c---Groundingscrew

Grounding
../ WITe

Wire clip

Figure 1-10. Cable connection

Next connect the other end of the printer cable to your computer.
On most computers you can easily find the correct connector for the
printer cable, but if you arc not sure, consult your computer manual
or your dealer.

First Printing Exercise
Now it is time to see something more interesting than the test

pattern from your LX-80 printer. Your next step depends upon what
kind of printing you plan to do. If you have a word processing or
other commercial software program, just load the program in your
computer, follow its printing instructions, and watch your LX-80
print. If you plan to use your LX-80 for printing program listings,
load a program and use your computer system's listing command
(LLIST for Microsoft' BASIC, for example).

Note: If all the lines of your first printing exercise are printed on top

of each other, don't worry. There is nothing wrong with our
printer. All you have to do is change the setting of a small
switch in the back of your printer. See the section on automa-
tic line feeds in Appendix D.

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER ' S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA. . 230
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Using the Optional Tractor Unit

The optional tractor unit allows you to use continuous paper with
pin feed holes along the sides. The unit is adjustable so that the
continuous paper can be any width from 4 to 10 inches.

Printer Location
When you use the tractor and continuous paper, you must put

your LX-80 where the paper can flow freely in and out of the printer.
Use a printer stand or any other arrangement that fits your working
area. Just make sure that the paper coming out of the printer does not
interfere with the paper going in and that the paper going in does not
catch n the primer cable. Because of the cable, it is usually be!.1 for
the paper that feeds into the printer to be stacked somewhat behind
the printer instead of directly beneath it. Two possible setups arc
shown in Figures E-1 and E-2.

Figure E-1. Continuous paper with printer stand

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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Figure E-2. Contintano paper zzvthuut 31.ind

Tractor Unit Installation
To ir.stall the removable traetoi unit, first pull the friction le\ er

tosvaru the fi um of the printer. Then hold the ti actor with the gears
to the right as shown in Figure E-3.

Figure E-3. Tractor placement

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
L]PSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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In each tractor slot are two pegs that fit into the notches on the
tractor fittings. Tilt the tractor back so that the rear notches fit over
the rear pegs. Then til' .he unit forward until it clicks into place.
That's all there is to it.

Now Install the paper separator and pull out the paper guide' as
shown in figure E-4. Fit the notches in the bottom corners of the
separator over the pins at the front of the paper slot. The separator
keeps the paper that is coming out of the printer from being pulled
back in. Pull out the paper guide at the back of the printer. This _guide
helps keep the incoming paper from catching on the printer cable'.

Figure C-4. Paper separator am: ,,aper guide

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER ' S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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When you want to use single sheet paper in your LX-80, you can
remove the tractor unit quite easily. Just push back the two tractor
release levers shown in Figure E-5, tilt the unit backwards, and lift it
Lp.

Figure E -5. T?actor relea3e lez.'ers

Loading Continuous Paper
Once your tractor is installed, you can load continuous paper. Se::

that the printer is turned off, and open the front lid. Then move the
print head to the center of the printer, and pull the paper bail away
from the platen (the black roller) just as you did for single sheet
loading. (Look back at Figure 1-7 if you need to check on the names
of any of these parts.)

Now, using Figure E-6 as your guide, pull the locking levers for-
ward so that you can move the pin feed holders to the left and right.
Put the left holder approximately 3/4 of an inch from the extreme lett
position and then push the locking lever back to lock that holder in
place. Leave the other holder unlocked.

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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N

Figure E-6. Pin feed holder adjustment

Next, open the pin feed covers as shown in Figure E-7 and feed the
paper under the paper separator and into the paper slot; push the
paper throush until u comes up between the ribbon guide and the
platen.

Figure E-7. Open pin feed cover

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, 1NC.
Torrance, CA
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Next pull the paper up until the top is above the pin-feed holders.
Fit the holes on the left side of the paper over the pins in the left
holder and close the cover. Now fit the right side of the paper in the
right holder, moving the holder as needed to match the width of the
paper. Close the second cover, make sure the paper has no dips or
wrinkles, lock the right holder in place, and push the paper bail
against the paper.

Now you are ready to set the top of page position. Turn the
paper-feed knob to advance the paper until lerforation between
sheets is approximately 1/8 of an inch 1,elow the top of the ribbon
guide, as you see in Figure E-8.

11111121111

11111ft

QAMMINNIMMW

re

Figure E-8. Top ofpage poslizon

When you turn on your LX-80, it will remember this top of page
setting and will use it when any program tells it to move to the top ofthe next page. If you later find that your word processing or other
applications program is putting your printing too high or too low on
the page or is printing on the perforations, cheek to bee that your top
of page setting is correct.

Once you have set the top of page, each time you finish printing a
document, push the ON LINE button to put the printer off-line and
then push the FF button once to advance the paper so that you can
tear off your just-printed pages and the paper will be in the rightposition to begin the next document.

RESOURCE: SPECTRUM LX 80 PRINTER USER'S MANUAL
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
Torrance, CA
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The memorandum is an effective form of brief written communication,
used to carry information from one office to another. The memo
carries communication upwards or downwards.

Memos give information about routine operations, clarify procedures,
explain or announce changes. Memos call for an action by employees.

II. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEMO AND LETTER

1. Memos cost less (no letterhead paper)
2. Memos are delivered internally
3. Letters are usually longer
4. Memos have a different format

IIIII. FORMAT

A. Address

1. Center Title "Memorandum" (capitalize)
2. Details:

To: for whom is the memo
From: from whom is the memo
Subject:or Re (Regarding)
Date: current date

B. BODY

Most memos are in three short paragraphs.

Paragraph i1....What action is needed.
Paragraph 112....Why action is taking place
Paragraph 113....How action will be carried out

2 37
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MEMORAND'iM

TO All emplo.ees

FROM Ron Martinez, Assistant Vice President, Human Resources

DATE: February 1, 19--

SUBJECT: Parkin,! decals

1-elective Match 1, 19--, parking decals will be required on all vehicles
parked in company lots. Vehicles without company decals will be towed.

The Je,als will help to ensuli paiking spae lor company employees. Many
,

snopper.; and employees 01 other companies have been using, the First Avenue
parking lot, forcing our employees to louk lot :-pace on the street.

Unit supervisors will distribute registration cards. Complete the Lards
and drop them in the company mail no later than Feblualy 7, 19--. Decals
ter ea,h registered vehicle will be distlibuted on Feblualy 15, 19--.

Illus. 2-3

Resource: Communication in Action: Eggland, Southwestern Book Pub.

Beverage Prices

July 1, 19-- All Employees

All hot and cold beverages purchased from the breakroom

machines will soon cost ten cents more. This price increase

is the first in two years. It is due to the increased cost of________

labor and wholesale material chargus.
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TECHNICAL TERMS

COLUMN: one or more lines of vertical type

DRAFT: the first or preliminary writing which is to
be revised or copied.

EDIT:
to prepare, change, revise written material.

FIRST NAME FINAL:

FORMAT:

HEADING:

MEMORANDUM:

PARAGRAPH:

SINGLE SPACE:

TABULATION:

a typed copy which is in the final stage-no
corrections needed.

the general physical appearance of a letter,
memorandum or report.

title or caption of a pag.

a short inhouse or interoffice written
corm unication.

a distinct portion of a writing dealing with
a particular point or idea.

set on vertical space or line on a typewriter
or computer.

a specific space set on a typewriter or computer.

TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR: a typing error.
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HOW TO GET STARTED WITH WORDSTAR

To get started with WordStar follow these steps:

1 Insert WordStar program disk
into drive A (left side).

2 - Insert WordStar storage disk
into drive B (right side).

- Push softcard switch DOWN
(on the back of the c nputsr).

4 - Turn Screen Switch on. Turn Main
Switch on (on the back left of
the computer).

5 When A> appears on the screen
type ws and hit return.
Wait till the <<< NO-FILE MENU appears.

B

softcard switch

main switch

6 - To change logged disk drive do the following:

a) type L
b) type b: and press RETURN.

7 - Type d (OPEN A DOCUMENT FILE)

- Type the name of your file. Make sure you start the name
with B: (example B:name.la) and press return.

9 - To set the left margin :

a) Hold down the CTRL (control) key.

b) Type 0 (ONSCREEN MENU).

c) Type L

e0

gyg shut
of piper is 00 spa ceS
or columns wide

d) Type the column number for the left margin (example : 10)

and hit return.

10 - To set the right margin follow these steps:
0$61

4*4

a) Hold down the CRTL key.
l

b) Type Q (ONSCREEN MENU)
1110

c) Type R

d) Type the column number for the right margin (example a 65)

and hit return.
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11 To clear all the tabs follow ',these steps:

a) Hold down the CTRL key.

b) Type 0 (ONSCREEN MENU)

c) Type N

d) Type a and hit return.

12 To set a tab follow these steps:

a) Hold down the CTRL key.

b) Type 0 (ONSCREEN MENU)

c) Type I

L----!----!----!----R

L = left margin
R = right margin
! = tab stop

d) Type the column number where you want the tab (example
15) and hit return.

Start typing your letter or document.

14 To type capital letters do the following:

a) To type ONE capital letter ("--

Ag;press ESC ONCE

b) To type ALL capital letters
press FSC TWICE

c) To go back to lower case
(after ALL CAPS - ESC ESC)
press ESC ONCE AGAIN

15 - To center a title follow these steps:

a) Type title.

b) Hold down CTRL key.

c) Type 0 (ONSCREEN MENU)

d) Type C

16 To jump from tab to tab:

a) Hold down CTRL key.

$gd

al,/ SEE ..rme Arno/AL

ItEravr HAS K iSrTT5
No Two *MI5 1,4A1 5

WP""oviolD eV Two5
Memo I NAff To ellcrSPA"
RDA TOE CE VIER

ti
W.1104

rLeTSe,

ALE PiCw Mr*"

(The Old Vi.).)

1

b) Hit the letter I until you get to the desired column.
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17 - To move cursor to the right s

a) Hold down CTRL key.

b) Hit E to move word by word.

c) Hit D to move character by character.

18 - To move cursor to the left :

a) Hold down CTRL key.

b) Hit A to move wo-d by word.

c) Hit S to move character by character.

19 - To m..ve cursor up or down

a) Hold down CTRL key.

b) Hit E to go up.

c) Hit X to go down.

COME
ANIMA

20 - To underscore a word :

a) Place cursor at the beginning of the word.

b) Hold down CTRL key.

c) Hit P (PRINT MENU) \Y\

d) Hit 5

e) Bring cursor to the end of the word.

4) Hold down CTRL key.

g) Hit P (PRINT MENU)

h) Hit S.

21 - To make deletions:
gou I AM

f0
n

" tAsEor

AeOcA

PC4cwet;(:-

111044,
Oft",

f".,

a) to delete one CHARACTER ri,,, 4, FvNI.
press CTRL 6 .0 iy

b) to delete one WORE`
p-ess CTRL T

,"

c) to delete one LINE L I
WORE`

press CTRL Y
d) to delete character to the le t of cursor press <-
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22 - To save text on the diskette :

a) Hold down CTRL key.

b) Hit K (BLOCK MENU)

c) Hit D

23 Take program and storage disks out
of drives and place them into their
protective envelopes.

24 Turn main switch off.

Material developed by HACER INC. prior to Grant period.
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WORDSTAR - NIVEL I

COMO COMENZAR CON WORDSTAR
,..

Para comenzar con WORDSTAR eJecute los siguientes pasos :

1 lnserte el diskette de programa de WORDSTAR en el drive A(lado izquierdo).

2 - lnserte el diskette de almacenamiento de WORDSTAR en el
drive B (lado derecho).

3 Teclee PR#6 y golpee a RETURN.

4 - EmpuiE el interruptor en la ;carte trasera de la computadorahacia abajo.

5 Cuando A.' aparezca en la pantalla teclee ws y golpee a
RETURN.

6 Cuando el me ,' NO FILE aparezca en larpantalla golpee
la letra d.

7 - leclee el nombre de su archivo. Asegurese de comenzar elnombre de su archly° con El: (e)emplo B:pererdoc) y golpeea RETURN.

8 Para ajustar el margen izquIerdo :

a) mantenga presionada la tecla CTRL (control).

b) golpee la letra 0

c) suelte la tecla CTRL

d) golpee la letra L

e) teclee el numero de la columna para el margen
izquierdo (ejemplo : 10) y golpee a RETURN.

9 Para ajustar el margen derecho :

a) mantenga apretada la tecla CTRL

b) golpee la letra 0

c) suelte la tecla CTRL

d) golpee la tecla R

e) teclee el numero de la columna para el margen de la
derecha (ejemplo : 65) y golpee a RETURN.

10 Para borrar todas las tabulaciones (----1----!---) :

Developed by HACER INC. 1980
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a) mantenga la tecla CTRL apretada

b) golpee la F para moverse de palabra en palabra

c) golpee la D para moverse caracter por caracter.

17 Para mover el cursor hacia la derecha

a) mantenga apretada la tecla CTRL

b) golpee la tecla A para moverse de palabra en palabra

c) golpee la tecla S para moverse caracter por caracter

18 - Para mover el cursor hacia arriba o hacia abajo :

a) mantenga la tecla CTRL apretada

b) golpee la E para ir hacia arriba

c) golpeu la X para ir hacia abaJo

19 Para subrayar una palabra :

a) coloque el cursor al comienzo de la palabra

b) mantenga apretada la tecla CTRL

c) golpee la tecla P

d) suelte la tecla CTRL

e) golpee la tecla S

4) Ileve el cursor al final de la palabra

g) mantenga la tecla CTRL apretada

h) golpee la tecla P

1)..suelte la tecla CTRL

j) golpee la tecla S

20 - Para grdbar text° en el diskette

a) mantenga la tecla CTRL apretada

b) golpee la tecla K

c) suelte la tecla CTRL

d) golpee la tecla D
Developed by HACER INC. 1980
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p. 3 a) mantenga apretada la tecla CTRL

b) golpee la tecla 0

c) golpee la tecla N

e; teclee la letra 'a' y golpee a RETURN.

11 Para preparar una tabulacion :

a) mantenga apretada la tecla C1RL

h) golpee la tecla 0

c) suelta la tecla CTRL

d) golpee la tecla I

e) teclee el numero de la columna donde va la tabulacion
(ejemplo : 65) y golpee a RETURN.

12 Comienze a teclear su carta o documento.

13 Para teclear mayusculas tenga en cuenta lo sigulante

a) si va a teclear t sola mayuscula golpee a ESP
(escape) una

b) Si quxere que salgan todas mayusculas golpee a ESP
dos veces.

c) si quiera volver a teclear minusculas despues de
teclear todas mayusculas (ESP ESP) golpee ESP una
vet mac.

14 Para centralxzar un titulo haga lo siguiente :

a) teclee el titulo

b) mantenga apretada la tecla C1RL

c) golpe,e la tecla 0

d) suelte la tecla C1RL

e) golpee la tecla C

'5 Para saltar de tabulacion a tabulacion

a) mantenga apretada la tecla CTRL

b) golpee la tecla I hasta Ilegar a la col mna deseada.

16 Para mover el curson hacia la derecha :

Developed by HACER INC. 1980 246
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COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Seeking clarification using modals

DIRECTIONS: Write complete polite requests for clarification by
combining the fragments from 1 through 7, with those
from A through I. Use the attached sheet.

Examples:- V113oube kind enough to read this word to me?

Combination (2) and (E)

- Would you minJ spelling this for me?

Combination (3) and (C)

1. I wonder if you could...

2. Would you be kind enough to...

3. Would you mind...

4. Would you please...

5. Could you...

6. Could you please...

7. I'd appreciate it if you could...

A. ...help me with this?

B. ...read this for me?

C. ...spelling this for me?

D. ...tell me what this word is:

E. ...read this word to me?

F. ...tell me if you think there is a space there?

G. ...help make out this word?

H. ...tell me if this is a number or a letter?

I. ...tell me if this is a period or a comma?
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Ex. 1)a. Combination 1 and A

b. I wonder if you could help we with this

2)a. Combination and

b.

3) a. Combination

b.

4)a. Combination

b.

5) a. Combination

b.

6)a. Combination

b.

7)a. Combination

b.

and

and

and

and

and
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ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R EST
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Ex. 1) a. Cot 1

b. wonder if _you_ could help_ rre.withthis,?_

2) a. Cc,(Lf.Latiol. 2 anc B

b. Would you be kind enough to read this for me ?

aJ a. Co on 3 al: t. C

b. Would you mind spelling this for me?

1;) a. Cc), u.11,,L.lor. 4 D
-- - - --- - -

b. Would you please tell me what this word is ?

) a. Liur, 5

b. Could you read this word to me ?

C.) a. Co: 6 LLG F

b. Could you please tell me if you think there is a space nere ?

77) a. col

b. I would appreciate it if you could tell me if this is a
------- - _ - - -- -

number or a letter ?

NAME 1:171TE
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COMMUNICATIVE TASK:

DIRECTIONS:

COMMAND

1. ^ OC

2. r ONA

3. /. P

4. /' OR

5. KD

6. r OL

7. /' OS

8. ESC ESC

Understanding directions

Write an imperative sentence for each of the
following commands.

Ex: L Change logged disk drive.

B: Log into drive B.

D Open a file and name it.

IMPERATIVE

NAME DATE
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COMMUNICATIVE TASK:

DIRECTIONS:

COMMAND

1. ' OC

2. ' ONA

3. P

4. OR

5. KD

6, OL

7. OS

8. ESC ESC

Understanding directions

Write an imperative sentence for each of the
following commands.

Ex: L Change logged disk drive.

B: Log into d rive B.

0 Open a file and name it.

IMPERATIVE

Center the word.

Clear all tabulations.

Print a file.

Set right margin.

Save the file.

Set left margin

Set line spacing.

Capitalize the sentence.

NAME DATE
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COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Seeking clarification using modals

DIRECTIONS: You have been given a written directive for a memorandum to
be typed which is incomplete. Write 5 polite requests for
clarification necessary to complete your task.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Ex. Could you please tell rre what date you want typed on this memorandum?

7-e-e 74G Serne
azaw ,fricditaeir? ote.

G.RfaartA-
iitelc;/ite Imre WV/et' 4ce ,t/d(fiezrzez,,, 4:,-

"211/0 :4 pa .474 teodt_i ,f4;

de,474-r-4," &eta-

etiefear- ye afote-: lezzee-e; t
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ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.R.E5L

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Seeking clarification using modals

DIRDCTIONS: You have been given a written directive for a memorandum to
be typed which is incomplete. Write 5 polite requests for
clarification necessary to complete your task.

Ex. Could you please tell me what date you want typed on this memorandum?

7/4; genzi
gciataa("? e

G.N(11 Ya0)-'

?Vic,iee ace Aid :4( zi e/ot: "ha
pa /11,7,/zoep4e,_, 24.0c.),1; 100.c_
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1. Would you like an indented or full block format ?

2. Could you please tell me who the memorandum is addressesd to ?

3. Would you mind telling me what the first word in the last paragragh is ?

4. Would you mind telling me the subject of the memorandum ?

5. Can you tell me when you would like this memorandum sent ?

NAME DATE
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HACER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VCCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4

ACTIVITY #4

FACILITATOR WORKSHEET: J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Listening comprehension

DIRECTIONS: The facilitator will read the following sentences. On the
answer sheet, the participants have a list of steps which
are not in the proper order. As the participants hear each
step, they must write the step number in the spaces provided
on their worksheet. Read each step once.

1. Obtain WbrdStar disk and data disk.

2. Turn on the main switch.

3. Turn on the monitor.

4. Insert WordStar disk and data disk.

5. Boot WDrdstar.

6. Change disk drive from A to b:.

7. Open a file and name it "Memo".

8. Keyboard the information.

9. Check for typographical and spelling errors.

10. Save your file.

11. Print the file.



HALER INC ./HISPANIC WOMEN'S 'ENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4
ACTIVITY SHEET #4

COM4UNICATIVE TASK:

J.R.E SL

Understanding directions (aural)
Listening skills

DIRECTIONS: The following list contains the steps from the procedure to
type, save and print a memorandum. These steps are not in
the correct sequential order. The facilitator will read the
steps in the proper order. As you hear each step, write the
step number in the spaces provided on your list.
Listen carefully, each step will be read once. The first one
has been done for you.

Print the file.

Turn on the monitor.

Open a file and name it

Save your file.

Keyboard the information.

Boot WordStar.

Check for typographical and spelling errors.

Change disk drive from A to b:.

Obtain WbrdStar disk and data disk.

Turn on the main switch.

Insert WbrdStar disk and data disk.

DATE
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HACER INC./IIISPANIC WOMEN'S C ITER
BILINGUAL vocATIouu TRAIN 1100

TASK #4

ACTIVITY SIIEM'

COMAUNICA'rIVE TASK:

.R.E SL

Understanding directions (aural)
Listening skills

DIRDCTIONS: The following list contains the steps from the procedure to
type, save and print a mmorLndum. These steps are not in
the correct sequential order. The facilitator will re.td the
steps in the proper order. 11,,s you hear each step, write the
step nuirber in the spices provided on your list.
Listen carefully, each step will be read once. The first one

1 1

has been done for you.

Print the file.

Turn on the monitor.

Open a file and name it "M2.1TO".

Save your file.

Keyboard the inforrration.

It WordStar.

Check for typographical and spelling errors.

Change disk drive from A to b:.

Obtain WordStar disk and data disk.

Turn on the main switch.

Insert U)rdStAlr disk and data disk.

4

7

I0

8

5

9

6

__1-___

3

2

NAME DATE
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HACER, INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4

ACTIVITY SHEET - VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: The following memorandum is arranged incorrectly
in terms of paragraph order and memo format.
Retype the memo in the correct order and format.
Use attached sheet to retype mearomm1.111 on a typewriter.

Unit supervisors will distribute registration cards. Complete
the cards Pnd drop them in the company mail no later than
February 7, 1988. Decals for each registered vehicle will be
distributed on February 15, 1988.

ejg.

3. The decals will help to ensure parking space for company employees.
Many shoppers and employees of other companies have been using
the First Avenue parking lot, forcing our employees to lock
for space on the street.

4. MEMORANDUM

5. Effective March 1, 1988, parking decals will be required on all
vehicles parked in company lots. Vehicles without company decals
will be towed.

6. SUBJECT: Parking Decals

FROM: Ron Martinez, Assistant Vice President,
Human Resources

DATE: January 10, 1987

TO : All employees
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HACER, INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VorlTIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4 ANSWER SHEET

NOTE: The memorandum should be typed by the student as follows:

MEMORANDUM

DATE: January 10, 1988

TO: All Employees

FROM: Ron Martinez, Assistant Vice President,
Human Resources

SUBJECT: Parking Decals

Effective March 1, 1988, parking decals will be
required on all vehicles, parked in company lots.
Vehicles without company decals will be towed.

The decals will help ensure parking space for
company employees. Many shoppers and employees of
other companies have been using the First Avenue
parking lot, forcing our employees to look for
space on the street.

Unit supervisors will distribute registration cards.
Complete the cards and drop them in the company
mail no later than February 7, 1988. Decals for
each registered vehicle will be distributed on
February 15, 1988.

ejg.
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4
ACTIVITY SHEET-VOCATIONAL

NAME DATE
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4

ATTACHMENT
STEPS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

1. Obtain format instructions for memorandum.
2. Obtain handwritten memorandum.
3. Use facilitator to clarify illegible words.
4. Obtain WS disk and Data disk.
5. Boot WS into the computer.
6. Change j'"sk drive from (A) to (B).
7. Open a file and name it Memo (D).
8. Set left margin at column 6 ("OL).
9. Set right margin at column 72 ("OL)

10. Clear tabs ("ONA).
11. Set line space for single space ("OS)
12. Center title "Memorandum" ("OC).
13. Capitalize headings, press ESC key twice to lock capitals (press ESC once

to remove capitals).
14. Type the memorandum.
15. Check and correct typographical errors.
16. Save the file (use", kd)
17. Turn on printer, turn switch up on back of printer.
18. Insert (8-1/2 x 11) paper in printer (line up edge of paper to red line).
19. Print the file, use (P, hit return).
21. At prompt, name of (file to print), type memo, hit return key.
21, At print option (disk file output Y/N) type N.
22. At print option, (start at page number) hit return.
23. At print option, (stop at page number) hit return.
24. At print option, use form feeds (Y/N) hit return.
25. At print option, suppress page formatting (Y/N) hit return.
26. At print option, pause for paper change between pages (Y/N), hit return.
27. At print option, (ready printer) press return.
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RACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINCUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK#4

OPERATION SHEET

OPERATION: TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A MEMORANDUM

I. MATERIALS

A. MICROCOMPUTER

1.MONITOR

2.DISK DRIVES

3.KEYBOARD

4.WORDSTAR DISK

S.DATA FILE DISK

1. Obtain format instructions for Memorandum.
2. Obtain handwritten memorandum.
3. Use facilitator to clarify illegible words.
4. Obtain WS disk and Data disk.
5. Boot WS into the computer.
6. Change disk drive from (A) to (B).
7. Open a file and name it Memo (D).
8. Set left margin ("OL).
9. Set right margintkOL).
10. Clear tabs ("ONA).
11. Set line space ("C6).
12. Center title "Memorandum" ("OC) .

13. Capitalize headings, press ESC key twice to lock capitals (pres:; ESC once
to remove capitals).

14. Type the nemorandum.
15. Check and correct typographical errors.
16. Save the file (use" kd) .

17. Turn on printer, turn switch up on back of printer.
18. Insert (8-1/2 x 11) paper in printer (line up edge of paper to red line).
19. Print the file, use (P, hit return).
20. At prompt, name of (file to print), type memo, hit return key.21. At print option (disk file output YIN) type N.
22. At print option, (start at page number) hit return.
23. At print option, (stop at page number) hit return.
24. At print option, use form feeds (Y/N) hit return.
25. At print option, suppress page formatting (Y/N) hit return.
26. At print option, pause for paper change between pages (Y/N), hit return.
27. At print option, (ready printer) press return.
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TASK #4

JOB SHEET

PRACTICE

HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

: Type, Save and Print a One Page Memorandum.

DIRECTIONS: The attached irennrandurn to be distributed

TO: SALES DEPARTMENT

FROM: MARY SMITH, SALES MGR.

SUBJECT: FOURTH QUARTER SALES

DATE: CURRENT DATE

T. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. WordStar disk
c. Data disk

II. FORMAT

Set up the attached handwritten memorandum using the r*.andard
To/From style.

Left margin - column 10
Right margin - column 75
Line spacing - single space
Center title
Capitalize headings
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TASK# 4
JOB SHEET
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
LILINCUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK#4

JOB SHEET: Type, Save and Print a One Pace Memorandum.
EVALUATION

DIRECTIONS: The attached memorandum to be distributed

TO: !.LL EMPLOYEES

FROM: RON MARTINEZ

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT

HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION

SUBJECT: PARKING DECALS

DATE: CURRENT DATE

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. WS disk
c. Data disk

II. FORMAT

Set up the following handwritten
merry random using the standard To/From style.

Left margin - column 6
Right margin- column 72
Line spacing - single space
Center title
Capitalize headings

RESOURCE: Communication in Action,
Williams, Eggland.
South Western Publishin
Pelham Manor, NY
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK#4

JOB SHEET:TYFe, Save and Print Memorandum.

EVALUATION
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RESOURCE: Communication in Action, Williams, Eggland.

South Western Publishing On., Pelham Manor, NY
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4

PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Type, save and print a memorandum

Directions: Demonstrate mastery of keyboarding a memorandum on a micro-
computer.

This test evaluates your ability to type, save and print a memorandum. The
facilitator will give you a handwritten memorandum which you must keyboard.
You must submit a hard copy with 100% accuracy,

IJo. Your performance will be evaluated using the items below.
All must be "Yes".

YES NO

1. Was correct format used?

2. Was memorandum free of typographical errors?

3. Was memorandum saved on disk?

4. Was memorandum printed correctly?

Trainee DateiAttampts Instructor's Signature

.....-
..,....-- ...---.
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
bILINCUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #4

PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Typev save and print a memorandum

This checklist will be used by the JRE instructor to evaluate the
participant during the vocational performance.

Did particip4.-ts use correct modals for
1. polite request of clarification?

YES NO

2. Did participant understand oral
clarifications?

3. Did participant understand written
directions?

Trainee Date Attempts Instructor's Signature
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TASK # 5
TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A LETTER ON AN APPLE II PLUS

MICROCOMPUTER



1

TASK #5
INFORMNTION SHEET:

Parts of the letter
and will contribute
styling of business

PARTS OF THE LETTER

HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

BUSINESS LEMURS

must be arranged in a sequence that will make the letter meaningfulto attaining the purposes of the message. Company policy determinesletters.

1. Letterhead - centered
2. Date - 2 spaces below letterhead (can be typed at right, at left, or centered).3. Inside Address - 4 spaces under date line.
4. Salutation - 2 spaces from inside address.
5. Body- 2 spaces below Salutation
6. Closing - 2 spaces below last line of body (Capitalize the first word only).7. Signature - 4 spaces below closing.
8. Reference Initials - left margin, 2 spaces below last line of signature section.

LET.WHEAD

Design of the letterhead helps to project the company's image, An opinion of thecompany may be formed based on its letterhead.

The letterhead includes name of organization, address, telephone number, and anindication of the type of business in which the organization is engaged.

(For a typed company letterhead, center information; for a personal letter, block
information with placement of closing).

COMMONLY USED STATIONERY SIZES:

Use line length of Set Margins
at

Start Date
Line on

Standard: 83 "x11" Line 15 50 spaces (pica) 25-80
60 spaces (elite) 20-85

Baronial: 53 "x83" Line 12 40 spaces (pica) 30-75
50 spaces (elite) 25-80

Monarch: 74flx1O3n ) Line 14 50 spaces (pica) 2.)-80Official: 8"x1O3ll ) 60 spaces (elite) 20-85

DATE

Place with style of letter - Month, Day, and Year.

INSIDE ADDRESS

Includes the name (often a title) and address. Always use a title of respect -Mr., Mies, Mrs., Ms. Use professional titles if known - Professor, Dr., etc.

Developed by HACER INC. 1980
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RELATED COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Understand direcitons, seek clarification and utilize listening skills.

VOCATIONAL TASK: #5 Type, save and print a letter on an Apple II Plus microcomputer

210

PERFORMANCE Given a handwritten letter and verbal instructions
on the format, type a letter and print the file with 1009 accuracyOBJECTIVE in 25 minutes.

STEPS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE TECHNICAL TERMS

LANGUAGE
FUNCTIONS STRUCTURES

1.

2.
3, SEE ATTACHMENT

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
:4.
15.

Letterhead
date

inside address
salutation
body

closing
signature

reference initials
attention line

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS
Active: speaking
Passive: reading comprehension

listening comprehension

FUNCTIONS

Seeking clarificaiton

Understanding directions

Modals (for polite request
for clarification)

Imperative (for instruc-
tions)

Preposition of position
(to describe format)

TOOLS AND MATERIALS
microcomputer Keyboard
monitor WordStar disk
disk drive data file disk printer

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge of microcomputer operating
system. Knowledge of basic WordStar

molgds,ntlok4AgaManu, Main Menu,
SAFETY
Care and handling of diskettes.
Adjust brightness of monitor.
Computer Safety Rules.

ATTITUDES

Concentrate on speed and accuracy.
Use correct posture.

VOCATIONAL

I. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Demonstration: Facilitator instructs on parts
of letters and letter styles,

h. Facilitator demonstrates commands and procedures
for margins, centeiing, line spacing and capita-
lization.

. a tvity diets #1,2
d. I . Barticqrnts tyve a letter cn a

2. EVALUATION

Performance Test

3. RESOURCES

a. Information,cperaturi. Job and Activity Sheets.
b. facilitator
c. ammes.76 'VP
d. /}plied S3cietazal Ptooathres

J.R.ESL

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Facilitator lectures on prepositions
of position & gives examples on the
bla:Jdooard.

L. Participants complete Activity Sheet #1.
c. Oral Practice (modals), Activity

%tux Sheets #2,3.
d. Listening comprehension-Imperatives,

Activity Sheet #4

2. EVALUATION

Performance Test

3. RESOURCES

a. Facilitator
b. Activity Sheets
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HALER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5
INFORMATION SHEET
p. 2

The salutation usually agrees with first line of inside address.
Company: Gentlemen

Individual: Dear Miss Graham

Dear Professor Brown
Dear Mr. Emhart
Dear Dr. & Mrs. Bastus

More Formal. Dear Sir
Dear Madam
Sir

My dear Mrs. Silva

BODY

Informational content; should have two paragraphs, preferably three. If letter is lessthan 100 words, double space - indent five or ten spaces for paragraph.

CLOSING

To be appropriate in tone to salutation.

Sincerely, Yours truly, Yours very truly, Cordially yours,Sincerely yours, Very truly yours, Cordially, Very cordially yours,

SIGNATURE

Type title below typed came.

REFERENCE INITIALS

Initials may be of dictators, secretary, dictator and secretary, or other combination.MGA:CLS CFS/GCB h/n GRS:jjs

SPECIFIC NOTATIONS

Used to .expedite handling, reading and filing of business papers.

1. Method of Mailing - Airmail AIRMAIL
Registered REGISTERED
Special Delivery SPECIAL DELIVERY

2. Personal and or confidential - typed in solid capitals above inside address. Ifthis is used, method of mailing is typed under dateline.

3. Attention Line - 2 spaces belo inside address and above salutationAttention: Attention Mr. Stroll Attention Mr. Stroll
ATTENTION:

Attention of the Personnel Manager

Indicates someone may take care of matter to avoid delay.
Salutation is Gentlemen since letter is addressed to firm, not the individual.

4. Subject Line - 2 spaces below salutation; Identifies contents of letter.Subject: Subject:
SUBJECT: Subject
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TUSK #5
INFOIMTION SHEET
p. 3
5. Company Name or Signature - 2 spaces below closing in solid capitals.

HALER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

6. Enclosures - one or two spaces below reference initials. If it is an important
document, make specific reference to it,
Enclosure Enc.
Encl Encs.
Enclosures: Personal Check No. 96

7. Copy Information - if persons other than addressee are to receive copies -
2 spaces below reference initials.
CC: Copy to ...
Copies:

8. P.S. PS - 2 spaces below last notation on page.

SECOND PAGE HEADING

Sbmetimes letters cannot be completed on one page and the message must be continued
on a second and, sometimes, a third page. Plain (not printed letterhead) paper of
the same size and quality as the letterhead sheet should be used for continuation
pages.

1" from top of page - left margin- Name of addressee

Mr. Steven Frost
Page 2

February 12, 1982

ENVELOPES

1. Return Address -
2. Attenti,a Line -

3. Special Mailing -

in style used in letter. Left hand
3 spaces below return address.

Personal and confidential notations
Ex. SPECIAL DELIVERY - Solid Caps,
above address.

4. Address - single spaced, city, state and zip on same
slightly to left center.
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TASK #5 HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

INFORMt.TION SL :ET: PARTS OF THE LETTER

USING THE FULL BLOCK FORMAT

(double space)

DATE
( 4 spaces )

NAME

ADDRE.:;b

CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE
(double space)

SALUTATION
(double space)

LETTERHEAD

Opening paragraph cf BODY

(double space)

Second or Middle paragraph of BODY

(double space)

Last or Closing paragraph of BODY

SIGNATURE
TYPED NAME

(double space)

Closing
( 4 spaces)

TITLE
(double space)

REFERENCE INITIALS
(double space)

ENCLOSURES
(double space)

COPY IORMATION

274
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TASK #5 HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMENTS CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL RAINING

INFORMATION SHEET: LETTER STYLES

LETTER STYLES CAN BE GROUPED INTO TWO MAIN CATEGORIES:
1. BLOCK FORM
2. INDENTED FORM

ALL LETTER STYLES ARE MERELY VARIATIONS OF THESE TWO BASIC FORMS.
IN BUSINESS TODAY YOU WILL MOST OFTEN SEE THESE FOUR STYLES:

tV2 Barrett
Furniture

Compony

1111011 p.m 11.
mle 1.1

1.1111 1
Imo . /11D

41/.. eon Nam /1.111. .1
.1111. 16

N/A ,,
01

[NA Barrett N"41--nn'Furniture "44
Company 9,/,M.111

AA... INN to., tr.
Nog Nwo1a yr

911 N/J

No.. NW...a ,
,. 116 r......111%

I 1.

FULL BLOCK STYLE/ SIMPLIFIFD 'STANDARD BLOCK STYLE/MODIFIED BLOCK

?!7 Barrett
Furniture

ompony

Now NoN U. Ur- 1.4
Ne NW/

/19.

*0 Oa

1111

61 4091

111

11, I .
A.. '924 Nows

M./

SEMIBLCCK STYLE

ay) Barrett
Furniture
Company

64, ah

Arr. ta Iet Yr.11.....6. it _NI
1111 91.8

2
INDENTED STYLE
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5
INFORMATION SHEET

EXAMPLE OF LETTER STYLE: Full Block with Open Punctuation

December 11, 1981

four spaces

Mr. Williams L. Walker
29401 Douglas Circle
Detroit, MI 182o6

double space

Dear Mr. Walker
double space

During the past three years, we have employed about forty-five college

graduates who concur with you in feeling that banking will be a rewarding
career. But the very presence of these ambitious, well-qualified men,
Mr. Walker, makes it rather difficult for us to offer-starting jobs in
our Loan Department.

double sIace

Here is why: We feel that the adjustment and collection section of our
Installment Loan Department is the very best place to teach young men the
loaning function. Because we have several men who are preparing for
promotion to the consumer-finance section, I cannot be at all encouraging
about ewploying you directly for a position in the installment-loan field.

double space

If you wish to call on us when you arrive in Portland, it will be helpful
to both of us if you have already completed the blank that I have sent
along. I em sorry that I can't write you a more encouraging letter, but
I believe you will agree that a firm must follow the policy of internal
promotion to the highly desirable jobs in the installment-loan field.

double space

double space

four spaces

Thank you, Mr. Walker, for writing to Portland Trust.

Sincerely yours

C. A. Barnes
Assistant Cashier

double space

sa
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5
INFORMATION SHEET

EXAMPLE OF LETTER STYLE: Full Block/Simplified

December 10, 1981

four spaces

Mr. Frank L. Roberts, Manager

Fidelity Insurance Company
101 Sorrento Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

double space
LEASE BONDS ON BEHALF OF VERNON MACKEY

double space

Thank you, Mr. Robert? for your letter of March 10 in regard to Lease
Bonds on behalf of lit an Mackey. We are writing the Adam Russell
Agency to let it know o; your problem.

double space

We find on checking our riles that we have charged two different premiums
for the same type of bond. Here are the facts:

double space

1. Bond 48944, which was executed November 11, 1958, was executed for
$2,000 at the rate of $10 per $1,000. Thus, $20 was charged for the
bond. This is the correct premium.

double space

2. l'ond 61632 was executed on April 21, 1959, and a total premium of
.$20 was charged. This, of course, was an error.

double space

3. Bond 61632 was subsequently changed from $1,000 to $2,000 and an
additional $20 was ,charged, malting a total premium of $40.

doul)le space

We are correcting our records to show a premium of only $20 on bond
61632 and would appreciate your agent's correcting his records.double space

It is interesting to note that Mr. Russell wrote us on April 2 to request
that we increase the bond to $2,000. He also asked that we erase the
problem of $20 and change it to $40 at the bottom of the bond. We
unthinkingly complied with his request.

four spaces

MARSHALL LANE, MANAGER
double space

nht
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TASK #5

INFORMATION SHEET

11

four spaces

HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

EXAMPLE OF LETTER STYLE: Modified Block

December 11, 1981

Mr. Jerome E. McDonald
1184 Washington Street

Nashville, TN 38128
double space

Dear Mr. McDonald:
double space

This letter is typed in the modified-block style, which is that most

commonly used for business letters.

double space
With this style of letter, the date may (1) end at the right margin,

(2) be centered, or (3) begin at the exact center. Some firms using the

modified-block style indent all paragraphi either five or ten spaces.

The efficient typist sets tab stops to take care of all necessary

indentations.
double space

This sample letter contains mixed punctuation, which is the most popular

kind used in business letters. With this punctuation a colon follows

the salutation, and a coma follows the complimentary closing.
double space

Every letter should include the seven parts shown in this sample. The

writer's name should be both handwritten and typewritten. Although

several additional parts may be used in business letters, they are not

used by more firms. In recent years letter styles have become much

simpler. In the years ahead perhaps the salutation and the complimentary

closing may disappear.
double space

With any letter style, Mr. McDonald, try to address to address the person

by name at least once, preferably near the end of the letter.

11

double space

Ifour spaces

double space
rsm
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INFORMATION SHEET

HACER INC/HISPAdIC WOMEN'S CENTER

EXAMPLE OF LETTER STYLE: Full Block with Mixed Punctuation

December 11, 1981
double space

Our. file number: 231-45

four spaces

SPECIAL DELIVERY
double space

The Carter Products Company
114 Orange Boulevard
Newark, NY 07113

double space

11

Attention: Mr. Howard L. Dixon
double space

Gentlemen:
double space

Subject: DAMAGED MATELIALS IN OUR ORDER NO. 1168
Ili double space

It is good to know that you are taking prompt action in regard to the
subject order. As yet, however, *.ire have not heard from the trucking
firm.

double space

Since you do not wish ue to deal directly with the trucking firm, we
shall appreciate your cooperation in getting in touch with it at once so
that we shall know how to plan our summer sales.

double space

As you requested, we are enclosing a photostatic copy of our invoice.
double space

Your help will be deeply appreciated.
double space

Very truly ypurs,
double space

THE DAWSON CORPORATION

Ifour spaces

Mark L. Davidson, Manager
Adjustment Department

double space

kmg
II double space

enclosure

lidouble space
P.S. If we are to Lse the goods as planned, this matter must be settled
by July 3.

double space
cc: Mr. Frank Newcomb, Newark Branch Office
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HALER M./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIOML TRAINING

TASK #5

TECINICAL TERMS

ATTENTION LINE:

BODY:
COMPLIMENTARY CLOSING:

attention line gives attention to the
subject of the correspondence.

the text of the letter.
a polite form of ending a letter, ex; Best
regards, Yours truly, etc.

DATE LINE: indicates day, month and year letter was

INSTDE ADDRESS:

LETTERHEAD:

REFERENCE INITIALS:

SALUTATION:

SIGNATURE:

complete name, title and ac9clress where
letter is to be sent.

typed.

the printed name, address, telephone number
of the company which sends the letter.

identifies the originator of letter and
the typist.

"Dear" plus the first or last name of the
person to when the letter is ac9clressed.

handwritten name o5 the originator of the
letter.



HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

ACTIVITY SHEET #1: J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Utilizing prepositions

DIRECTIONS: Study your letter style examples. Observe how the
parts of the letters are positioned in each style.
Consult your example sheets to complete the following
sentences using:

Preposition of position: Under/to the left/above, etc.

1. In a standard or modified block style, the date is
of the body f the letter.

2. In a standard or modified block style the'inside address
and the salutation are

3. In all letter styles, the salutation is directly
the inside address.

4. The body of the letter starts two spaces the
salutation.

5. The complimentary closing is typed two spaces the
last paragraph of the body.

6. The sender's name is typed from spaces the compli-
mentary close.

7. The initials of the sender are those
of the person who typed the letter.

8. In semi-block style, the first word of each paragraph
starts 5 spaces of the left margin.
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RACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

11 TASK #5

1/
ACTIVITY SHEET #1: J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Utilizing prepositions

1/
DIRECTIONS: Study your letter style examples. Observe how the

parts of the letters are positioned in each style.

I/
Consult your example sheets to complete the following
sentences using:

Preposition of position: Under/to the left/above, etc.

1. In a standard or modified block style, the date is
(on) (the) (right) (side)of the body of the letter.

I/ 2. In a standard or modified block style thd'inside address
and the salutation are (on) (the) (left) (side)

II
3. In all letter styles, the salutation is directly (below)

the inside address.

1
4. The body of the letter starts two spaces (below) the

salutation.

11

5. The complimentary closing is typed two spaces(below) the
last paragraph of the body.

6. The sender's name is typed from spaces (below) the compli-

I/
mentary close.

7. The initials of the sender are (followed) (by) those

11

of the person who typed the letter.

B. In semi-block style, the first word of each paragraph
starts 5 spaces (to) (the) (-ight) of the left margin.

I



HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTEB
BIIINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 : J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK : Seeking Information/(modals)
Oral practice

DIRECTIONS:
Foy -late a question to ask your partner about e
vocabulary items in Column A.

request for clarification

ach of the following

Select a phrase in Column B to formulate the questions. The questions
should be intended to clarify how the orginator (your partner)
wants the letter typed.

Example: initials/Would you like...

Would you like me to put both your initials and name?

Column A

style

copies

title

date

body

specific notations

inside address

283

Column B

Would you

Could you

Would you

Would you

like...

please...

kindly...

please...



1

1

HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

ACTIVITY SHEET #2: J.R.ESL

SCORING SLEET IND FLUENCY LEVELS

Trainee's Name

Performance Objective

Date of Test

Criteria 5 4 3 2 .1

Rhetoric

Register/Style

Syntax

Vocabulary

Pronunciation

Weighted Score

Errors Noted:

Recommendation for additional work:

Resource: Miranda Associates

X 6'1

X 3 =

X 4 =

X6=

X 1 =

Evaluated by'
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RACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

ACTIVITY S} #3: J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK:: Seeking clarification
Oral Practice

DIMIXTIONS:
Look at the letter to Mr. Gardner which you have been assigned
to keyboard. Use the following modals to ask the facilitator
for clarification.

Would you like...

Could you please...

Would you kindly...

Would you please...

Example:

Ms. Ramos, could you please tell me whether this is an (s) or
an (n)?
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL.TRAINING

TASK #5

ACTIVITY SHEET #3: J.R.ESL
SCORING ZHE'iT Al)r VLULNCY LEVELS

Trainee's Name

Performance Objective

Date of Test

Criteria 5 4 3 2 )

Rhetoric

Register/Style

Syntax

Vocabulary

Pronunciation t

Weighted Score

Errors Noted:

Recommendation for additional work:

Resource: Miranda Associates
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X 6 -:-.

X 3 .

X 4 =

X 6 =

X 1 =

Evaluated by



HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

Facilitator Worksheet

ACTIVITY MEW #4 : J.R.ESL

COMIPKATIVE TASK: Listening comprehension /matching (aural)

rammoNs:
The facilitator reads the following sent.ences. On the answer sheet,
the trainees have a list of the computer commands necessary to type
save and print a letter. The commands are numbered from 1 to 10.
The trainees must list the number(s) of the corresponding computer
command to the facilitator's oral commands.

Correct Answers

3,9

7

8

2

4

10

5

1,6

Facilitator's oral commands

Change the logged ,disk drive

Open a file

Set the left margin

Set the right margin

Set the line spacing for single space

Type the letter

Save the file

Print the file
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

Student Worksheet

-ACTIVITY SHEET #4 : J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Listening comprehension/Matching (aural)

-DInCTIONS:
Listen to the facilitator's oral instructions on the procedure to
type, save and print a letter. Write the number(s) corresponding
to the computer command as you hear each sentence the facilitator
reads.

Computer Commands

1. P

2. AOR

3. B:

4. AOS1

5. AKd

6. ESC

7. D

8. ^OE

9. L

10. (no command, just typing)

The facilitator will give eight (8) instructions.

Place the number(s) of the computer command in the space provided:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

Name Date
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS : Match the terms in Column A with corresponding definition,
abbreviation, or example item in Column B.

Column A

1. attention line

2. body

3. complimentary closing

4. copy information

5. date line

6. enclosure(s)

7. letterhead

8. inside address

9. reference initials

10. salutation

Column B

a. Identifies the originator
of the letter and the typist.

b. cc:

c. The complete name or title
and address where the letter
is to be sent.

d. The printed name, address &
other communication informa-
tion of the organization from
which the letter originates.

e. Attn/Attention:

f. Enc/Encl/Encs/Encls

g. The handwritten name of the
originator of the letter.

h. Dear plus the title &/or name
of the person to whom the
letter is addressed.

i. yours truly, sincerely yours,
sincerely, Best regards, etc.

j. The text of the letters.

11. signature k. Exactly when the letter is
written.

12. subllect line 1. RE:

Name Date
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS.: Match the terms in Column A with corresponding definition,
abbreviation, or example item in Column B.

Column A Column B

1. attention line e a. Identifies the originator
of the letter and the typist.

2. body 1 b. cc:

3. complimentary closing i c. The complete name or title
and address where the letter
is to -be sent.

4. copy information b d. The printed name, address &
other communication informa-
tion of the organization from
which the letter originates.

5. date line

6. enclosure(s)

7. letterhead

8. inside address

9. reference initials

10. salutation

11. signature

12. subject line

k

f

d

c

a

h

g

1

e. Attn/Attention:

f. Enc/Encl/Encs/Encls

g. The handwritten name of the
originator of the letter.

h. Dear plus the title &/or name
of the person to whom the
letter is addressed.

i. yours truly, sincerely yours,
sincerely, Best regards, etc.

j. The text of the letters.

k. Exactly when the letter is
written.

1. RE:

Name Date
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
TASK #5 BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
ACTIVITY SHEET #2 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Study each letter styleSelectfron the letter styles listed below, the correct style
regesErrted. Wite ycur ansner utter eath pictare.

IIITER SME LIST: Full Block Standard Elock, Semi-block, Indented

La& Barrett
Furniture

Company I r.7..="..

341.41141/

Anowp IS, ION.

Main Paftlui. Iss
b.4 11.44
11.....boe, aM MU,
Imi allirms

mw11. JIiiil
Ain

411m.ii

gawp map run.
W/11 III/I1.II AM

Mewl Aar
1111.4.6

SIYLE:

Eggl Barrett
Furniture

Company
/mp, M. Sy.

&mow talheMe. Me.
imorgea Owe

1..11~1. AM YU/
Owl lit bilsal

0.1. Ye NW aim
Sin--
Mow 00 NA

11111111111111.11.11,
INimmumnommit
11110111111111111

Serf swat %
WNW/ 11111101111111111111101

II 11. Iwo
WNW

STILE:

1167 Barrett

Furniture .....

Compony --..7.--
sir.Egi"--44Pw

Jessup M. &F.

tOmme.
AMA Cow. Mei

lbw afal
D ow IN. Meow.

111101*.rWaormaisioselimaii
INISNOMOOPIMMilmidim

10611MIM111011111

O il stair P..0.

WHIT NI1111606,1

MEIN I. Jan.

SLUE:

ID Barrett
.kk7*IceagFurniture

Compony amen, M. 'I

Moor Ale 160. MM.S. 40 a.4
eliSit

km M. Jasesu

11111=1.111

tin Goon e.

OAST 1,01111111 111PosIV

Ai*

S`IYLE:
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTERTASK #5 BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
ACTIVITY SHEET #2 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Study each letter style.,Selectfran the letter styles lisced below, the correct style
meted. Write your ansiber ureer ei picture.

Lainm gam Full Block Standard Block, Semi-block, Indented

WA°=7 Barrett

Furniture
Company Woo

...r W. Ws.
5..4 Coq.* %al
lormsown. Inose 1.1)11

Ow. W. 41Norr,1

1k7.414r.e"

Iinwp 111, 1

AIM

O porp MM. pore.

Warr MOM& 01.5101

Ilomml I. Imo

Im Barrett
4Furniture

Company
J..061/ &I

Ammo. fOrsm,
(+Iwo aos
,0111..1. Mr MW I

11.4 t. Jaseat

IMMONOMINIIS
MI=

....=ww/1.

1J..

e ery 41841 War a.

11111.0001

loaafil IW I IIIM 6111eM

kl...11 Am.

SUMSTANDARD BLOCK/MODIFIED gra& INDENTED
BLOCK

igirz Barrett
Furniture

MO OM .0.

Company :%7.7.:".°

Immo, 61111..

klamob Wi.a. he.
aro boat
loripum, Wan 411/41

NM ..Iamb.

s

him MA) P.*.
11111 111111714 WIMP.

118.A4 S. Oro

W u*

rBor tt[gin;
Furniture

4.111 Law ...ow

Company

Moms 16.1.6. 1*.
lonroo Sand

_aura, Obio 1441/

an

I M. SF*

1111.._a11.1

,1.7 MAP Pea..

PlestiVal MAO

lioebet a. Ihria

srim FULL BLOCK/SIMPLIFIED
STYLEMMIDARIliaLQCK,aDiFIED BLOCK

/OPE
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5
ATTACHMENT: STEPS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

1. Obtain WORDSTAR disk and data disk
2. Obtain operation sheet
3. Obtain handwritten letter
4. Seek clarification from Facilitator on illeg,.ble

words
5. Boot the microcomputer
6. Change disk drive (A) to (B)
7. Open a file name it "Letter"
8. Set Left margin ( OL )

9. Set Right margin ( OR )

10. Set line spacing for single space (OS)
11. Type the date
12. Type inside address
13. Type the salutation
14. Type the body of the letter
15. Type the complimentary'close
16. Type the originator's name and title
17. Check for and correct typocraphical errors
18. Save and file ( KD )

19. Incert (8 1/2 x11) paper in printer
20. Print the file "Letter" (P,ESC)
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HACCIt INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

OPERATION SHEET

OPERATION: TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A LETTER

I. MATERIALS

A. MICROCOMPUTER
1. MONITOR
2. DISK D "IVES
3. KEYBOARD
4. WORDSTAR DISK
5. DATA FILE DISK

B. HANDWRITTEN LETTER

II. PROCEDURE:

110W TO TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A LETTER

,..

1. Obtain WORDSTAR disk and data disk
2. Obtain operation sheet
3. Obtain handwritten letter
4. Seek clarification from Facilitator on illegible

words
5. Boot the microcomputer
6. Chance disk drive (A) to (B)
7. Open a file name it "Letter"
8. Set Left margin ( OL )

9. Set Right margin ( OR )
10. Set line spacing for single space (OS)
11. Type the date
12. Type inside address
13. Type the salutation
14. Type the bcdy of the letter
15. Type the complimentary'close
16. Type the originator's name and title
17. Check for and correct typographical errors
18. Save and file ( KD )

19. Incert (8 1/2 x11) paper in printer
20. Print the file "Letter" (P,ESC)



HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

JOB SHEET #1 TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A LETTER
(PRACTICE)

DIRECTIONS: Type save and print the attached letter to Mr.
Gardner on a microcomputer using the four basic
letter styles you have studied. You must submit
a he ;1 copy in each style.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. Monitor
c. Disk drives
d. Wordstar disk
e. Data file disk
f. Handwritten letter
g. United Products letterhead (4)

II. FORMAT
Type the letter on each of the following styles:

1. Full block/simplified
2. Standard block style
3. Semiblock style
4. Indented style

PROCEDURE
You should use the editing functions of the Wordstar program
to reform the text to:.conform to each style.

1. Boot the microcomputer using Wordstar program
2. Keyboard the letter
3. Check for typos
4, Save and print the letter
5. Reform the letter for second style
6. Check for errors
7. Save ar.d print the letter for second style
8. Reform the letter for third style
9. Check for errors

10. Save and print the letter
11. Reform the letter for fourth style
12. Check for errors
13. Save and print the letter

Resource Letterhead: Workbook for Applied Secretarial Sciences
Seventh Edition
Fries, Rowe, Travis, Bl0ckhus
Gregg Division/McGraw Hill Book Company
New York, New York,
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
TASK #5 BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
JOB SHEET #1 PRACTICE
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TASK #5
UNITED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

500 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022

RESOURCE: Wcs,rkbook for Applied Secretarial Procedures, Fries/Rowe
Travis/Blockhus
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TASK #5 1 UNITED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

500 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022

Current date

Mr. L. A. Gardner
52 Main Street
Flushing, NY 11354

Dear Mr. Gardner:

We are happy to announce the organization of the
firm whose name, address and telephone numbers appear in
the above letterhead. Our company will deal with the
import and export of a wide variety of consuner goods,
many of which are indicated on the list attached for
your information.

As experts of long standing in this field, backed
by a staff of highly-specialized employees, we feel
confident of our ability to offer you the best of
service. With branches in the most important cities of
the world, ye are equipped to operate successfully on an
international scale. Do you have an import or export
problem? We will be glad to help you solve it.

Very truly yours,

Malcolm Corin
Vice President, Marketing

/11010E: Workbook for Applied Secretarial Procedures, Fries/Rowe
Travis/Blockhaus
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TASK #5
UNIT1?,110 PRODUCTS CORPORATION

500 MALISON AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022

Current date

Mr. L. A. Gardner
52 Main Street

Flushing, NY 11354

Dear Mr. Gardner:

We are happy to announce the organization of the

firm whose name, address and telephone numbers appear in

the above letterhead. Our company will deal with the

import and export of a wide variety of consumer goods,

many of which are indicated on the list attached for

your information.

As experts of long standing in this field, backed

by a staff of highly-specialized employees, we feel

confident of our ability to offer you the best of

service. With branches in the most important cities of
the world, we are equipped to operate successfully on an
international scale. Do you have an import or export

problem? We will be glad to help you solve it.

Very truly yours,

Malcolm Corin
Vice President Marketing
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1 500 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022

UNITED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Current date

Mr. L. A. Gardner
52 Main Street
Flushing, NY 11354

Dear Mr. Gardner:

We are happy to announce the organization of the firm
whose name, address and telephone numbers appear in the
above letterhead. Our company will deal with the

import and export of a wide variety of consumer goods,
many of which are indicated on the list attached for

your information.

As experts of long standing in this field, backed by a
staff of highly - :specialized employees, we feel confident
of our ability to offer you the best of service. With
branches in the most important cities of the world, we

are equipped to operate successfully on an international
scale. Do you have an import or export problem? We

will be glad to help you solve it.

Very truly yours,

Malcolm Corin
Vice President, Marketing



TASK #5
I500 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022

UNITED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Current date

Mr. L. A. Gardner
52 Main Street
Flushing, NY 11354

Dear Mr. Gardner:

We are happy to announce the organization of the firm
whose name, address and telephone numbers appear in the
above letterhead. Our company will deal with the
import and export of a wide variety of consumer goods,
many of which are indicated on the list attache for
your information.

As experts of long standing in this field, backed by a
staff of highly-specialized employees, we feel confident
of our ability to offer you the best of service. With
branches in the most important cities of the world, we
are equipped to operate successfully on an international
scale. Do you have an import or export problem? We
will be glad to help you solve it.

Very truly yours,

Malcolm Corin
Vice President, Marketing
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #5

JOB SHEET: Type, save and print a full block style letter with 60 character
line length using an Apple II Plus microcomputer.

THE ATTACHED LETTER GOES TO:

Mr. Howard K. Ransome, President
Peerless Novelty Supply Company
64 South Wabash Street
Chicago, Il 60633

FROM:

Robert C. Hinman
Brai.ch Manager

United Products Corporation
500 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

I. MATERIALS

A. MICROCOMPUTER

1. Monitor

2. Disk drive
3. Keyboard
4. WordStar disk
5. Data file disk

B. HANDWRITTEN DRAFT OF LETTER

II. FORMAT

1. Double space after letterhead
2. Type current data
3. Four (4) spaces between date and address
4. Set left margin
5. Set right margin
6. Type single space
7. Double space between paragraphs
8. Double space between last paragraph and closing
9. Four (4) spaces between closing and signature

SOURCE: Workbook for Applied Secretarial Procedures, Fries - Rowe - Travis - Blockhus.

Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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TASK #5
DIRECTIONS:

HALER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Type, save and print this letter on United Products
letterhead. The facilitator will give you 25 minutes
to complete this task.
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINLN0

it;

PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Type, save and print a letter on Apple II Plus micro-
computer

Directions: Demonstrate mastery of keyboarding a letter on a micro-
conputer.

Ihi7 test evaluates your ability to type, save and print a letter. The
facilitator will give you a handwritten letter which you must keyboard.
You must submit a hard copy with 100% accuracy in 25 minutes

No. Your performance will be evaluated using the items
below. All must be "Yes".

YES NO

1. Was correct format used?

2. Was letter free of typographical errors?

3. Was letter saved on disk?

4. Was letter printed correctly?

5. Was letter typed in 25 minutes or less?

Trainee Date Attempts Instructor's Signature
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TASK #5

PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Typeut,
save

and print a letter on Apple II Plus micro-

This checklist will be used by the JRE instructor to evaluate the
participant during the vocational performance.

Did participants use correct modals for
1. polite request of clarification?

YES NO

2. Did participant understand oral clarifica-
tions?

3. Did participant understand written directions?

Trainee. Date Attempts Instructor's Signature



TASK # 6

TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A MANUSCRIPT ON AN APPLE II PLUS

MICROCOMPUTER
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RELATED COZIMUNICATIVE TASK: Understand directions, employ listening skills and seek clarification-

VOCATIONAL TASK: #6: Type, save and print a manuscript on an Apple II Plus microcomputer.

?ERFORMANCE Given a handwritten manuscript, type the manuscript using a microcomputer,
OBJECTIVE save and )rint the file with 100% accuracy in

1 hour.

STEPS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE TECHN I CAL TEMS

LANGUAGE
FUNCTI ONS STRUCTURES

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

SEE ATTACHMENT

Manuscript
Report

Unbound
Left bound
Top margin

TOOLS AND MATERIALS
Microcomputer
Handwritten manuscript

WordStar disk - Data disk

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS
Passive: Reading Comprehension

Listening
Active: Speaking

FUNCTIONS

Understand directions
Seek clarification

Modals in polite request
Y/N 6 Wh questions in
polite requests

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND REOL:Ct.::

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge of microcomputer
Knowledge of booting system

SAFETY

Care and handling of disks
Computer safety rules
Adjust brightness of monitor

ATTITUDES
Concentrate on speed and accuracy

308

VOCATIONAL

. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Demonstration: facilitator outlines
manuscript format using sample typed manuscript.

b. Hands-on practice (individual)

. EVALUATION

Performance Test

. RESOURCES

a. Word Processing Skills 6 Applications
b. Reading Improvement
c. Facilitator
d. Information, Operation, Job, and

Activity Sheets

J.R. ESL

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Oral Practice Understand
directions, Activity Sheet # I

b. Modals/polite requests, Activity
Sheet # 2

2. EVALUATION

Performance Test

3. RESOURCES

a. Activity sheets
b. Facilitator

Q 0 CA
.i ti



RACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #6

INFORMATION SHEET

I. INTRODUCTION

Manuscripts or reports are essential in business for trans-

mitting information. They are usually accompanied by graphics

which highlight the information in the report. Manuscripts need

a special format which you will learn in this exercise.

II. MANUSCRIPT GUIDELINES:

A. LINE SPACING:
Double space the body of the manuscript; indent paragraphs.

B. WORD DIVISION:
1. Do not divide the last word on a page.

2. Do nog divide a word at the end of more than two con-

secutive lines in the body.

C. CENTERING:
1. The center point is 54(Elite) or 45 (Pica).

2. The left margin should be wider than the right margin

to allow binding.
D. PARAGRAPHS:

1. Do not carry the last line of a paragraph to the next page.

2. Do not start a paragraph at the end of a page if there is

no room.

III. MARGIN SETTINGS:

There are two types of manuscripts,
a. Unbound
b. Leftbound

Left Right Bottom
Top Margin

Margin Margin Margin First Page Second Page, etc.

Unbound I" l" 2" elite I"

I 1/2" pica I"

Leftbound 11/2" I" I" 2- elite I"

I 1/2" pica I"
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TASK # 6

INFORMATION SHEET
p. 2

IV. PAGINATION:

Unbound

Leftbound

HER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

First Page Second Page, etc.

center page number
on fourth lint from
the bottom cdgc
of the paper

when page number
is typed, center it
4 lines above the
bottom edge of
the paper

RESOURCE: Word Processing Skills and Applications,
Nary Anne Flynn/Elizabeth Walls.
Reston Publishing Co.

type page number
4 lines from top
edge of plgc, at
right margin; triple-
space after typing
the page number

type page number
4 lines from top
edge of page, at
right margin; triple-
space after typing
thg page ounibet
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HACLR INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
.A/LINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #6
INFORMATION SHEET: MANUSCRIPT FORMAT STYLES

UNBOUND MANUSCRIPT

I
1Y" picd; 2" elite

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTERVIEW GUIDE

An interview guide for management was constructed to assist

.
determining the structure and operations of the word processing

1"
ce. .8 that were to be visited. Specific questions on employment 1"

-.........--*.

requi, meats were included; also included were questions on the

contents of any in-company training programs.

The interview guide was validated by five members of manage-

ment, each of whom had been a member of management for at least

ten years and met one or more of the following criteria: he or

she was member of word processing installation, employed

people for word processing positions, and trained people for

employment in word processing center (or had done so in the

recent past). The five who at the criteria were from four

different bueiness organisations.

These persons were asked to indicate whether the interview

guide contained all the salient questions necessary to determine

the various procedures of word promising operation. An item

was considered valid if majority of the members of the valida-

tion team agreed that its response would provide such information.

The advice of the team was also sought for additional items per-

taining to any procedures not covered by the instruments; certain

items were added to the guide on the basis of the team's special

recommendations. On the basis of the team's final recommendations,

the guide was approved. Special thanks were expressed to the

members for their diligent work.

1
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TASK #6
HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

INFORMATION SHEET: MANUSCRIPT FORMAT STYLES

PAGE 2

LEFTBOUND MANUSCRIPT

1V

1W. pica; 2" elite

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTERVIEW GUIDE

An interview guide for management was constructed to

assist in determining the structure and operations of the

word processing centers that were to be visited. Specific

questions on employment requirements were included; also

included were questions on the contents of any in- 4mpany

training programs.

The interview guide was validated by five members of

management, each of whom had been a member of management for

at least ten years and vet one or more of the following

criteria: he or she wee a member of a word processing in-

stallation, employed people for word processing positions,

and trained people for employment in a word processing center

(or had done so in the recent past). The five who net the

criteria were from four different business organisations.

These persons were asked to indicate whether the inter-

view guide contained all the salient questions necessary to

determine the various procedures of a word processing opera-

tion. An item was considered valid if a majority of the

members of the validation team agreed that its response

would provide such information. The advice of the teem was

also sought for &national items pertaining to any procedures

not covered by the instrueento; certain items were added to

the guide on the basis of the team's spacial recommendations.

On the basis of the team's final recommendations, the guide

1" approx. 1 313
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HAGER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #6

INFORMATION SHEET: MANUSCRIPT FORMAT STYLES

PAGE 3

UNBOUND MANUSCRIPT
(SECOND PAGE)

V.

1"
Lint 4 2

After the construction and validation of the interview guide,

work was not able to proceed on the construction of the question-

naire for the administrative secretary and the questionnaire for

the correspondence secretary. These were completed shortly

thereafter.

The results of the study were sent to the members of manage-

ment who had participated in the investigations. These members

of management were able to use the information and the recommenda-

tions contained therein to make their own centers more efficient.

RESOURCE: Wird Processing Skills and Applications,
Mary Anne Flynn/Elizabeth

Reston Publishing Co.
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TASK #6

TECEINICkL TERMS

MANUSCRIPT:

REPORT:

UNBOUND:

LEFT BOUND:

a book, document or report used in business to convey
information; manuscripts are typed with double space
between lines.

an account of the result of an investigation.

term used to describe a typa of manuscript which is not
bound in book form.

term used to describe a type of manuscript which is bound
in book form; extra spacing is allcwed on'the left
margin ':Jo permit binding.

TOP MARGIN: the space bordering the printed or written matter at
the top of a page; on a manuscript it is 1".
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HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
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TASK' 86

ACTIVITY SKEET #1 J.RML

COMMUNICATIVE TASKi. Polite requests (oral)

DIREC-TLONS4 Transform the following sentences into polite requests for
clarification of the manuscript text or the instructions
to keyboard.

Example: What's this word?
More polite: Could you please tell me what word this is?

1. What letter is this?

2. I don't understand this.

3. I don't know what you mean.

4. This isn't clear.

5. I can't read this.

6. Is this a period or a dash?

1. What do you want me to do with this?

8. Isn't this a mistake?

9. This is hard to read.

10. This handwriting is awful.
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL GAINING

TASK # 6
ACTIVITY SHEET t 1 J.R.ESL

Trainee's Name

SCORING SHEET AND FLUENCY LEVELS

Performance Objective

Date of Test

Criteria 5 4 3 2 1

Rhetoric

Register/Style

Syntax
.

Vocabulary

Pronunciation

Weighted Score

Errors Noted:

Recommendation for additional work:

X 6 =

X 3 =

X 4 =

X6:

X 1 =

Evaluated by:

Resource: Miranda Associates

II 31.7



TASK #6

ACTIVITY #2: . J . R.

C CI.MMUN I CAT.I V E DISK Understand instructions given orally

DfRECTIONS: The facilitator reads the instructions: "When you hear the
following instructions, write the rules or procedures you
must follow in order to carry out the instructions."

HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTCR
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL 'TRAINING

Instructions: 1) This is going to be a bound manuscript. Could you please type it?

Instructions: 2) Please give me three hard copies of this manuscript.

Instructions: 3) Could you please type this? It's going to be an unbound manuscript.

11 Instructions: 4) The two last pages (pp.5&6) of this need to be changed. Could
you please make the changes indicated and print them again?

11

11 Instructions: 5) Could you please change this manuscript so that all the subtitles
are centered and not capitalized?

1 318



TASK #6

IfAClflt INC/HISPANIC WOMENsF CLUTCR
UILINCUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.ILESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK Understand instructions given orally

DIRECTIONS ;The facilitator reads the instructions: "When you hear the
following instructions, write the rules or procedures you
must follow in order to carry out the instructions."

Instructions: 1) This is going to be a bound manuscript. Could you please type it?

(Answer Key) Rules for margins: 1-1/2" left uargin, 1" right margin, 1-1/2"-2" top
margin, 1" bottom margin.

Instructions: 2) Please give ne three hard copies of this manuscript.

(Answer Key) Procedures for printing: print 3 times.

Instructions: 3) Could you please type this? It's going to be an unbound nanuscript.

(Answer Key) Rules for pagination: first page, 4 lines above bottom, centered; on
all other pages, 4 lines from tap at right margin.

Instructions: 4) The two last pages (pp.5&6) of this need to be changed. Could
you please make the changes indicated and prilt them again?

(Answer Key) Procedures for printing: At prompt, "start a page numbeetype 5; at
prompt "stop at page number," hit Return.

Instructions: 5) Could you please change this manuscript so that all the subtitles
are centered and not capitalized?

(Answer Key) Procedure: Go through file to find subtitles. At each subtitle type
^CC to center. Turn off Insert Mel and retype appropriate
capital letters in lower case.
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TASK #6
HALER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

IIATTACHMENT

STEPS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A MANUSCRIPT:

1. Obtain pro3ram disk and data disk.
2. Obtain operation sheet.
3. Obtain manuscript.
4. Boot the microcomputer.
5. Change disk drives.

I/
6. Open a new file and name it manuscri.(D)
7. Set left margin W.: column 10 (0^0L)
8. Set right margin at column to (^OR)
II9. Clear all tabs ("ONA)
10. Set a tab at column 15 (k0I15,Hit return) to indent

paragraph 5 spaces from left margin.
11. Type and center the title of the manuscript ("OC)
12. Double space (hit return twice), then type and center

the author's name.
13. Set line space for double space hos2)

I 14. Triple space from au thor's name (hit return 3 times) and
type the body of the manuscript.

15. Type subtitles flush with the left margin, capitalize subtitles
(all capitals) PB and leave one extra blank line above each sub-
title.

16. Use facilitator to clarify any illegible words.
17. Check for and correct typographical errors.
II18. Save the file ("KD)
19. Turn on Printer.
20. Insert letter size (81/2x11) paper in Printer.

II 21. Print the file, use (P, hit return).
II 22. At prompt, (name of file to print), type manuscri, hit return key.

23. At print option,(disk file output(Y/N), type N
I24. At print optic4, (start at page number), type 1
25. At print option, (stop at page number), type 1
26. At print option, (use form feeds (Y/N), hit esc
27. When printer is finished type P
II28 Insert letter size (8)5x11) paper in printer
29. At prompt, (name of file to print), type manuscri, hit return key.
30. At print option, (disk file output(Y/N), type N
31. At print option, (start at page number), type 2
32. At print option, (stop after page number), type 2
33. At print option, (use form feeds (Y/N), hit esc
34. Take out floppy disk
II35. Turn off microcomputer.
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TASK #6

OPERATION SHEET: Type, save and print a manuscript

I. MATERIALS:

A. Microcomputer
1. Monitor
2. Disk Drives (2)
3. Keyboard
4. Printer

B. FLOPPY DISKS
1. CPM Program Disk
2. Data File Disk

C. Handwritten manuscript.
II. PROCEDURE: How to type, save and print a manuscript.

1. Obtain program disk and data disk.
2. Obtain operation sheet.
3. Obtain manuscript.
4. Boot the microcomputer.
5. Change disk drives.
6. Open a new file and name it manuscri.(D)
7. Set left margin at column 10 ("OL)
8. Set right margin at column to (^OR)
9. Clear all tabs ("ONA)

10. Set a tab at column 15 ("0I15,Hit return) to indent
paragraph 5 spaces from left margin.

11. Type and center the title of the manuscript ("OC)
12. Double space (hit return twice), then type and center

the author's name.
13. Set line space for double space ("OS2)
14. Triple space from au thor's name (hit return 3 times) and

type the body of the manuscript.
15. Type subtitles flush with the left margin, capitalize subtitles

(all capitals) PB and leave one extra blank line above each sub-
title.

16. Use facilitator to clarify any illegible words.
17. Check for and correct typographical errors.
18. Save the file ("KD)
19. Turn on Printer.
20. Insert letter site (815x11) paper in Printer.
21. Print the file, use (P, hit return).
22. At prompt, (name of file to print), type manuscri, hit return key.
23. At print option,(disk file output(Y/N), type N
24. At print option, (start at page number), type 1
2!.. At print option, (stop at page number), type 1
26. At print option, (use form feeds (Y/N), hit esc
27. When printer is finished type P
28 Insert letter siLe (81/2x11) paper in printer
29. At prompt, (name of file to print), type manuscri, hit return key.
30. At print option, (disk file output(Y/N), type N
31. At print option, (start at page number), type 2
32. At print option, (stop after page number), type 2
33. At print option, (use form feeds (Y/N), hit esc
34. Take out floppy disk
35. Turn off microcomputer.
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
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TASK # 6

JOB SHEET: Type, save and print the attached handwritten manuscript,
PRACTICE

I. munums

1. Microcomputer
2. Typed manuscript
3. WordStar disk
4. Data disk

II. FORMAT

1. Left margin, column 10

2. Right margin column 70
3. Paragraph tab column 15

4. Top margin 2"
5. Top margin second page 1"
6. Page numbers:

Page 1-center of text, 4th line from bottom
Page 2-4 lines from top at right margin
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PRACTICE
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TASK #6
JOB SHEET: PRACTICE

p. -2
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TASK #6
JOB SHEET: PRACTICE
p. 3

t-°161't;

RESOURCE: Word Processing Skills and Applications,
Flynn/Walls, Reston Publishing Co.
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Job Sheet

Practice

HACER, 1 NC./H1 SPAN1C HOHEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TYP/KG REPORTS

General Rules

Clasic Clothing Comptiny uses the leftbound mnus.:ript

sty16 for t'/pine; manuscripts and repo. ts. 7he format fo:'

the leftboun manuscript style is a2 folloNs:'

A top margin of 2" for the fir,rt page' and i" for

sub_sequent pa, e= il, ti..,d. S. marciin_ of 1 2/2" for the

left margin and 1" for the right margin are used for all

page5. The bottom margin hould be at 1ia.5t 1" (4, all ful:

paqe3. Pages are numbered at the bottom with the number

centered approximately 1/2" from the bottom of each page

eAcept the first, Nhich is not numbered.

The body of the report is double spaced with 5-space

paragraph indentations. At least two lines of a paragra,../h

rust be included at the bottom and top of a page. A three-

line paragraph should n,,t he divided.

The main -heading is centered in all capital letters

over the line of writing. This heading is folloNed by

one blank line space and the secondary heading (if OhE

is used). If there is no secondary heading, the main

heading is followed by two blank line spaces, then the body

1 326



of the report. If there a .recondary heading, It is

centered one blank line space beloN the main he,,dznd Nith

all important Nords capitalized apd folloNed by tNo blcani

line space5, then the body of the report.

Side heading.;

Side headings are typed even Nith the left mardin Nith

all important Nord_ capitalized. The heading is underscored.

TNo blank line spacv.z precede the heading and ono blank

line space follows,

Paragrppti hg.ading.;

P c.t qr apt/ headind are typed at the

indentation point. underlined and f,/ed by a perl,,d Te.

copy beolP tim spaces after the period. U..rually only first

words are capitalized.
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TASK #6

HALER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S Cpqk
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL .12k1"1"

JOB SHEET: Type,. save and print a 3 page, handwritten manuscript.
EVALUATION
DIRECTIONS: Type, save and print the attached handwritten manuscript.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. Handwritten manuscript
c. WS disk
d. Data disk

II. FORMAT

1. Left margin, Column 10
2. Right margin Column 70
3. Paragraph Tab Column 15
4. Top margin 2"
5. Top margin second page 1"
6. Page Numbers:

Page 1 Center of text, 4th line from bottom
Page 2 4 lines from top at right margin
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JOB SHEET: Handwritten manuscript to be keyboarded.

EVALUATION
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JOS SHEET: Handwritten manuscript to be keyboarded.

EVALUATION Page 2



TASK #6

HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

JOB SHEET: Handwritten manuscript to be keyboarded.

EVALUATION Page 3
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th,

JOB SHEET
EVALUATION

To Aram y, ready no improvement has be.:ome ...-Y1/0fl;'MOUS Withreading at high speed. Reading at high speeds carries theallure of reading more books, acquiring more knowledge,and becoming, therefore, a more capable and more interes.ting
person.

There is little doubt that the ability to read rapidlyis desirable, and, today, almo'rt essential. There is also
little doubt that the reading performance of most people can
be improved. Striving for a certain reading rate, however,
is meaningless. There are many types of reading material,
various task,, and a multitude of purposes. Each of these
variation.; could cause, a substantial changi- in the
completion time of a given reading task. For e. :ample,
scahhihq a /ist of names in a telephone directory Nsitlid, if
computed in words per minute, be acomplished at a spee.1equivalent to thousanjs of words per minute. OH the otherhand, the careful and reflective reading tha4 might becarried out in conjunction with work or stud,,: activities
i'oulo yield a relatively low rate in words per minute.

;Men o reading course promises rate improvement, Itwould be logical to ask about the type of reading. theapproach, and the purpose. There are four types of reading
bi.Sed OP the different rates wt. completion, type; of ,:ontent
being read, and readig purpose.

CAREFUL READING

Careful reading may also be described a.1, critical,analytical, or thoughtful reading during which the readerpays attention to detail, reflects, and evaluates. Thistype of reading is usually employed in c*udying or reading
difficult material.

USUAL READING

Usual reading, the most commons manner of readino,applies in a Nide variety of situations such a::: readinqneNspaper articles, novels, or magazines. Th: readerusually does not have a clearly defined purpose th,d dc,mand.ieither a high level of comprehension or rapid completion.
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TASK th,

JOB SHEET EVALUATION Page 2

ACCELERATED READING

Page 2

Accelerated eeading is the type of reading most often
attempted her time is limited. To do this, the reader must,
of course, expend extra energy. He alerts himself, read;
aggressively, and attempts to cover material more quickly
than he normally would,

SELECTIVE READING

Selective reading, or attempting to read only those
parts of the material that best serve the purpose of the
reader, is moyt often applied to pratici.7 prore. Sclective
reading usually takes the form of either Si.111M1h4.7 or
scanning.

SUMMARY

Oince most readers are called upon to rpad IT: mo:t or
all of these Nays, ea..-h day, it would seem that a readinc/
course cannot jul.tifiably con:entrate its efforts OR jt1.7i Oh(
of these approaches, but must, for the maimum benefit of
the reader, provide a complEte program that would increa.;t.
his rate and effectiveness 1h all these Nays of readJnQ,
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PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Type, save and print a manuscript on an APPLE II Plus
Microcomputer.

Directions: Demonstrate mastery of keyboarding a manuscript on
a microcomputer.

This test evaluates your ability to: qTRIT--savet----7Aner1771t--a---------
manuscript. The facilitator will give you a handwritten manu-
script which you must keyboard. Yot must submit a hard copy
wit 10A accuracy in nnp hour.

[
Nu. be evoluated Libil4; Che iiumb below. YES I NO

1. Was correct i'rmat used ?

2. f Was the manuscript free of typographical errors
2. j

3-1_Wastheimanuscript saved on disk ?

4-4.. Was the manuscript printed correctly ?

5.5. Was the manuscript typed in one hour or less ?

6.

7.

8.

9.

O.

Trutlitk.x.:
!lac Arrill ,I.:.: .1.1WLCut..:LOCI:-.; :.:i...jwLuit.:

33
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TASK # 6

PERFORmANCE TEST

Type, save and print a manuscript on an Fiel-LeTTPtus.---
msx: Microcomputer.

This checklist will be used by the ME instructor to evaluate the
participant during the vocational performance.

Did participant use correct modals for
1. polite requests for clarification ?

YES NO

2. Did Part c pant un ers an
rlarification
Did participant understand written direction ?

z.

Trainee Cate Attenpts
.

Instructor's Signature
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TASK # 7
EDIT A HEAVILY PROOFREAD TEXT, AND SAVE ON AN APPLE II PLUS

MICROCOMPUTER
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RELATED COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize interjret s of ) ,Creidx rs' symbols

VOCATIONAL TASK: #7 Edit a heavily proof read text, aril awe on APPLE II Plus gicitaarrutfat", th:x1:2ruit fran Epsal pnnter with 1000 accuracy

33'7

PERFORMANCE Given a typed copy with 59 proofreading marks, edit the material
according to proofmarks,

OBJECTIVE wictcocTuter, tfEllpiant fiti bean Printer with 1()04

STEPS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE TECHNICAL TERMS

LANGUAGE
FUNCTIONS

aril save al PRIX 11 Plus

STRUCTURES
1.

2.

3. SEE ATTACHMENT
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

SEE ATTACHMENT

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS
Passive reading

FUNCT,ONS

Recognize symbols
Interpret symbols

Imperatives

TOOLS AND MATERIALS
Microcomputer
Typed letter with proofreaders marks
WordStar disk Data disk

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge of WS commands to edit a
document.

Knowledge of prooreatilnii symh n Lc_
SAFETY
Care and handling of disks
Computer safety rules

ATTITUDES
Concentrate on accuracy
Pay attention to details

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

VOCATIONAL

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Facilitator lectures on proofreading symbols
utilizing information sheets.

b. Facilitator reviews cursor movement and formating
commands on a microcomputer.

c. Participants complete activity sheets.#1,2
d. Hands on practice (individual). Participants key-

board a proofread text on a microcomputer,
type, save and print the file.

2. EVALUATION

Performance Test

3. RESOURCES

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Information, Opera:A.0n, Job and Activity Sheets
Facilitator
reyboardino for Information Processors
ffOmmenication Skills for the Processing of Wbrds
Applied Secretarial Procedures

1. LEARNING STRATEGIES

a. Facilitator demonstrates use of impe-
ratives

b participants complete Activity
Sheets #1,2,3,4 and 5.

2. EVALUATION

WrittEn

3. RESOURCES
a. Activity sheets.
b. Facilitator.
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TASK #7
INFORMATION SHEET

I. INTRODUCTION

Everyone who keyboards information must have effective proof'
reading techniques. Every typist is often required to convert
longhand into typing or keyboard typewritten material that has
been corrected or altered.

Documents in a word processing system flow through various stages.

1. INPUT Keyboarding
2. OUTPUT Printing or copying
3. REVISION Proofreading
4. DISTRIBUTION
5. STORAGE Saving text/stoing information

One of the most important steps in this process is REVISION.
REVISION INVOLVES:

Correcting
Editing
Adding
Deleting
Inserting
Replacing

symbols, characters, words,
sentences, paragraphs, or
passages within a document

Proofreading involves understanding and using proofreaders'
symbols to make revisions in a document.

There are many proofreading techniques. You should study the
proofreaders' marks and practice them until you have mastered
them. Proofreading skills 111,:ke it easier for an employee to pre-
pare and submit final copies that are error free.

PROOFREADING SAVES TIME AND MONEY. It is essential that you
produce error free documents.

Therefore every document should be checked carefully for:
spelling errors
punctuation
capitalization
format
grammatical errors
typos

As entry level clerical workers you won't be erpected to originate
correspondence, but you will be expected to check your work and
you will be expected to understand proofreader's symbols.
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INFORMATION SHEET
p. 2
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II. PROOFREADING SKILLS:

You should develop the following skills in order to be an
effective proofreader.

1. Be a good speller.
2. Know the basics of punctuation.
3. Pay attention to details.
4. Know the types of errors most frequently overlooked.
5. Take your time to proofread.
6. Be on the lookout for errors.
7. Use a dictionary when in doubt.

III. PROOFREADING TECHNIQUES:

''Avoid noise and movement. Make sure there is sufficient
light to read by. Adjust brightness of your monitor.

*Proofread material immediately after keyboarding.
*Utilize a piece of paper in proofreading text. Slip the paper
under the line you are proofing on the monitor or the typewriter
and move the screen or paper downward line by line. (This helps
you to concentrate on a single line a, a time.)

*Be careful of similar sounding words.
their/thera
an/and
too/to
buy/by

*Try reading the text backwards line by line. This forces you
to read for detail and helps you to pick out incorrect letters,
transposed letters and omissions.

*Always proofread technical or difficult material twice.
*If possible, proofread with another person.
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KEYBOARDING ERRORS

The keyboarding errors you are most apt to miss are shown below. Study
each one carefully.

COMMON PROOFREADING ERRORS

Conditions Examples
Confusion of similar words now, not; on, of, or; than, that;

yet, yes

Confusion of suffixes and word
endings

Omissions in sequence of
enumerated items

Transposition of digits in
numbers

Transposition of letters
within words
Misspelled words, names, and
words sounding alike

Omissions and additions of
letters

Omissions in long words

Omissions, additions, and
transpositions in headings
and subheadings

Errors in words that fall
near margins

Omission of an entire line when
a word appears in the same
place in two consecutive lines

Errors occurring at the bottom
of the page

Omission of short words

formed, former; pointing, point,
type, types

a, b, d, e; 1, 2, 4, 5

78, 87; 1967, 1976

the, teh, tehir, their

Clark, Clarke; Reed, Reid;
knew, new

though, thogh;, write, wite

rencorporale, recorporate,
thoroughly, throughly

Atheletic, i thletic;
Development, Devlopment;
Introductoin, Introduction

(Because beginnings and endings
of lines are often skimmed more
rapidly)

Turning it on is accomplished by
moving the lever in.

Turning it on is accomplished by
turning the dial to the left and
moving the lever in.

(Because the eye is tired or the
reader skims too rapidly at the
end of the page)

(Short words such as if, is, it, and
in when preceding word ends in
similar letter or following word
begins with same letter)



TASK
INFORMATION SHEET : COMON PROOFREADING /KEYBOARDING ERRORS
p. 2
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Prot.:read technical or difficult material at least twice. Read slowly; checkfor spcs.!::-ig and keying errors. Read for errors in punctuation andgrammar.

Proofread with another person; one person reads while the other makesproofreading changes. Read from the original and indicate difficult spel'-ing, paragraphing, format, and decimal points. Read numbers digit bydigit; for example, 4,230.62 should be read aloud as "Four, comma, two,three, zerr, point, six, two."
Proofread statistical tables by adding the numbers on the material fromwhich you are copying. Then add the numbers on your keyed copy. The
IOldib should agree. If they do not, check the figures on your copy withthe ones on the original to locate the error.

RESOURCE: Keyboarding for Information Processors,
James E. LaBarre
William M. Mitchell
SRA Science Research Associates

1

1

1

1

1

,M111111113,k.MMMOMMMEMEMmImmimMilmommy
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sp

H-

CAL

1
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Spell Out

All caps'

Capitalize

EXAMPLE

Call and check
on tha client.

book

american

RESULT

Call New York and
check on that client

BOOK

American

Close up witrout without

Delete I will t do it. I will do it.
40,

Insert I willetyou. I will see you.

Insert period Please do itqj Please do it. I
will help. "" ) will help.

Insert space They arer
4P
eady They are ready.

A

Lowercase letter he she

Move left Plc,:se state the Please state the
[reason for it. reason for it.

Move right 1. The book 1. Thu book

2.3 The coat 2. The coat

Paragraph

Let it stand:
ignore
corre-tion

Transpose

414t
That is 1.4avy4
good. "-

CILA"

Aiign That is a good
story.

That is very
good.

clear

That is a good
story.

Underline We are moving into an Info mation Age.

result: We are moving into an Information Age.
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TASK #7

PROOFREADERS MAR-S ENGLISH/SPANISH

CLAVE PARA LA CORRECION DE PALABRAS

MEANING/DEFINICION MARK/MARCA

IICAPITALIZE / LETRAS MAYUSCULA O 0/Y IT=

II CLOSE UP SPACE / UNIR "'NI%

%ft...0

DELETE/ ELIMINAR ./..g

IIINSERT WORD / INSERTAR PALABRA .0/\

INSERT APOSTROPHE/ tV

RESULT/ RESULTADO

IIINSERT COMMA/ INSERTAR COMA i;\

INSERT COLON/ INSERTAR DOS PUNTOS

I/ INSERT HYPHEN/ GUION A
INSERT PERIOD/ INSERTAR PUNTO 0
INSERT QUOTATION MARKS/ INSERTAR COMILLAS V

II INSERT SEMICOLON/ INSERTAR PUNTO Y COMA /1\

INSERT SPACE/ INSERTAR ESPACIO

LOWERCASE/ LETRAS MAS PEQUEhA IC DR /anM/e/SCIIAA)

MOVE AS SHOWN/ MUEVE COMO INDICADO

MOVE DOWN/ MOVER HACIA ABAJO

MOVE UP / MOVER HACIA ARRIBA

MOVE LEFT/ MOVER A LA IZQUIERDA

IISOYELROGET/ MOVER A LA DERECHA

PARAGRAGH/ PARRAFO cli
II TRANSPOSE/ TRANSPOSICION L,°-)

(Bew york

ARGUMENT

.A.larfIRACTLetrf

1014t.
OURAMEETING

Donnas

But,/\I

The following4

EntrAlevel

To be typed&

V Nationals

Toda4however

44
youwont be

LG
Spanish or ipanish

LSZUIEJ

rComputerf

Student

Child7

97 I would like

ConditLsPn =
Condition

IISPELL OUT/ DELETRIAR 0 The = The government
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MARK

SS

MEANING EXAMPLE

Single Space To see the artist
paint is a joy. The
zeal with which they
work to have the exact
tints show up on the
pad is fun to watch.

RESULT

To see the artist
paint is a joy. The
zeal with which they
work to have the exact
tints show up on the
pad is fun to watch.

ds Double Space To see the artist
paint is a joy. The
zeal with which they
work to have the exact
tints show up on the
pad is fun to watch.

To see the artist

paint is a joy. The

zeal with which they

work to have the exact

tints show up on the

pad is fun to watch.

is Triple Space To see the artist
paint is a joy. The
zeal with which they
work to have the exact
tints show up on the
pad is fun to watch.

CC: carbon copy :Thomasina Ernis

To see the artist

paint is a Joy. The

zeal with which they

work to have the exact

tints show up on the

pad is fun to watch.

cc: Thomasina Ernis

Communication Skills for the Processing of WDrds, Flynn, Walls.
Reston Publishing Co.
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TASK #/

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize symbols

DIRECTIONS:
A. Identify the meaning of each of the following

proofreading symbols by filling in the blanks.

B. Write the parts of speech that correspond to
each symbol.

Parts of
EXAMPLE: Symbol Definition Speech

cap capitalize verbs

SYMBOL DEFINITION PARTS OF SPEECH

1. A or V

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. .1111

9. CAP

10.

11.

12. No p

13.

14. Crat

15.

16. L'

17.
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.ESL
p. 2

SYMBOL

18.

19. . """ "

20. -5.te,'

21. 55

22. C/5

23. i'S

24. CC

DEFINITION PARTS OF SPEECH

NAME DATE
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK; Recognize symbols

I/

DIRECTIONS:

I/

SYMBOL

1. A or V

A. Identify the meaning of each of the following
proofreading symbols by filling in the blanks.

B. Write the parts of speech that correspond to
each symbol.

Parts of

EXAMPLE: Symbol Definition Speech

cap capitalize verbs

I
2.

3. A

I 4. 17'

...-..

../5.

1 6.

7.

8.
....0.
arwaw/0

DEFINITION

(insert)

(delete)

(delete)

PARTS OF SPEECH

(verb)

(verb)

(verb)

(close up and delete) (verb)

(close up)

(lower case) (noun)

(lower case) (noun)

(capitalize) (verb)

(verb)

9. CAP (capitalize) (verb)

10. (add space) (verb)

11. (new paragrph) (noun)

12. No P (no paragr_aph) (noun)

I13. kr/ (transpose) (verb)

14. 0 --4' (move as shown) (verb)

II15. /77 (move up) (verb)

II16. L.../ (move down) (verb)

17. # (align) verb)
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #1 J.R.
p. 2

18.

19.

20. te /
21. S5

22. 0/.5

23. t.5

24. CC.

SYMBOL

.-------

DEFINITION

(underscore)

(underline)

(let it stand)

(single space)

(double space)

(triple space)

(carbon copy)

NAME DATE

349
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(verb)

(verb)

(verb)

(noun)

(noun).

(noun)

(noun)
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Interpret proofreading symbols into

computer commands.

DIRECTIONS: Write the computer command(s) that cor-
responds to each.proofreader's symbols.

1- cl.

2-
...--

3- caps

4- /1

5- ss

6- ds

7- is

NAME DATE
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Interpret proofreading symbols into

computer commands.

DIRECTIONS: Write the computer command(s) that cor-
responds to each proofreader's symbols.

( AG )

( ESC )

1- cl.

2-

3-

.=.----

daps

4- 1/

5- ss

6- ds

7- is

( ESC,ESC )

(AB )

( "0S1 )

( A 0S3 )

NAME DATE
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #3 J.RJESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize reanings of proofreading oyMbols

DIRECTIONS: Identify the meaning of each proofreading symbol

SYMBOL ANSWER

1. A

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9. apoww
arrffiDr

NAME DATE

352
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10.

17. , SP
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TASK *7
ACTIVITY SHEET i3

COMMUNICATIVE TASK:

HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
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J.H.1:1;14

Recognize.meanings of proofreading .vmLols

DIRECTIONS: Identify the marling of each proofreading symbol

SYMBOL ANSWER

1. A insert

2. . nrme let

3.

4. A delete

male rictrt.

5. n ITCM UP

6. 1._..1 luxe cban

7. / kwacase

8. A loberos.%

9. --....-- apitaliw.
......

NAME

353

SYMBOL

DATE

ANSWER

urrh.rline

_mi_____ta_lize

a3d a space

naw paragnch

tanxose

m:m as m

unaerlire

insert
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #4 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK : Utilize inperatives to interpret oortputer colds

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the word(s) that correspond to
each computer command.

EXAMPLE: Computer Command Word

G delet.

COMPUTER COMMAND WORD

1. ESC

2. ESC, ESC

3. 0S3

4. 0S1

5. 0S2

6. B

7. Y

NAME DATE
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #4 J.R.ESL

COMMUNICATIVE TASK : Utilize .inperatives to interpret omputeroomminds

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the word(s) that correspond to
each computer command.

EXAMPLE: Computer Command Word

G delete

COMPUTER COMMAND WORD

1. ESC (Capitalize Letter)

2. ESC, ESC (Lock Capitals)

3. 0S3 (Triple Space)

4. 0S1 (Single Space)

5. 0S2 (Double Space)

6. B (Align)

7. Y (Erase Entire Line)

NAME DATE
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TASK # 7

ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.E3,

001442dCMCIVETASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

DIRECTIONS: Students read about how each symbol is used and try
to memorize the meaning of each by using flashcards.
Students are to cut each of the following pages of
this lesson along the dotted lines, resulting in a
series of flashcards. Students may quiz themselves
with the flashcards, or work in pairs to quiz each other.

The meaning of each ymbol is on the back of each
page.

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE RESULT

delete word' processing Amrvoltialkotel

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SKEET' #5 j.R.M.,

p. 2

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Moognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMEOL MEANING EXAMPLE

Nin775--
A02. V insert theACenter

RESULT

...tit- W/27' &Ai,

A 61, V

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

p. 3

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE

use lowercase /achine

use lowercase AMachine

RESULT

7/14264::ozz.

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

p. 4

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL

P"N

MEANING

close up or
delete a space

EXAMPLE RESULT

Wi zard

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

P. 5

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING

#
EXAMPLE RESULT

Rgl
add d space MercurySystems

A

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

p. 6

COMMUNICATIVE TASK:Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE RESULT

eglINIIMII0 capitalize machine ildrizifte

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL1

p. 7

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE RESULT

k./\ invert; transpose Systemsfilercurg) VIASIM7

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.FSL

p. 8

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE

move to left become an
=expert
with our new

RESULT

Gt,r2.

tgt1L1-71.444e

cut along dotted lines
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TASK *7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.E SL

p. 9

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and in erpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING RESULTEXAMPLE

move to right send brochure -demze -4161Cht2e.
on word/information OM 411.10/.4:4tfilft2hert.

processing /2111,C.444441.

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

p. 10

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE

ittirrdo not change; ship it
let it stand

Alett do not change;
let it stand ship it 411til -41242- at -eedy.

on. atrze;

cut along dotted lints
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TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J . R. E SL

p. 11

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL. MEANING EXAMPLE RESULT

O add a period first0The machine "Ade. 1/Le?Iwe-agt.

cut along dotted lines
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

p. 12

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proofreaders' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE

44
spell out Send CI copie.,

'41/2'

cut along dotted lines

367
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TASK #7
ACTIVITY SHEET #5 J.R.ESL

p. 13

COMMUNICATIVE TASK: Recognize and interpret proof readers' symbols

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE RESULT

ez y start new
paragraph

meeting tie will 7121t*4120

1.4 5444de

cut along dotted lines
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HACER INC / HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
TASK #7 BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
ACTIVITY SHEET it 1 VOCATIONAL
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DIRECTIONS: FILL IN THE BLANKS ON THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE USING THE MEANINGS OF THE
PROOFREADING SYMBOLS LISTED BELOW. THE.SYMBOLS THE HORIZONTAL COLUMN
CORRESPOND TO THE HORIZONTAL BLANKS, THE SYMBOLS . THE VERTICAL COLUMN CORRESPOND
TO .THE VERTICAL BLANKS.

a

6

na

;344

tKc

,t0e1

HORI

1.

2 .

ZONTAL VFIRTICAL

5

6.4/-3 . 7.
4. Ole ./ 8. 4V/

5 . z- 9.
6. 10. C)
7 . " 11. 6.
8. 12. C
9.

NAME DATE

Ya



RACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTEP.
TASK #7 BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
ACTIVITY SHEET #1 VOCATIONAL
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DIRECTIONS: FILL IN THE BLANKS ON THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE USING THE MEANINGS OF THE
PROOFREADING SYMBOLS LISTED BELOW. THE.SYMBOL! THE HORIZONTAL COLUMN
'CORRESPOND TO THE HORIZONTAL BLANKS, THE SYMBOLS . THE VERTICAL COLUMN CORRESPOND
TO,THE VERTICAL BLANKS.

[FIAT R Ai GI Rj RiP H

I M 0 1 E. D 0.11.'1!

N

I N S `,./t . "E--1 ')41

S

S

E T E.

HORIZONTAL

1. 5?
2. L.,/
3. .4
4. /..c o,Q /
5 --

6. Z7)
7.

J. 4-
9.A
NAME

A'O
wr,

Q

T R

p

N e E iM)

N S :E R :T S P A ",

T

VEPTICAL

6.4e
7.

B. 'V/

9. V/
10. 0
11. 4
12. £

DATE
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Rewrite the word or sentence according to proofmarks.

1. I an enclosing an order form.

I am enclosing an Order Forl..

2. Govern""' ment
next

3 OurAmeeting

4 Baileys report

5 ButI
6 The following list,\

7 Entry level

8. Thank youe
9. <"(Find the letterYlhe said

10. TodayW however

11. The workis to be

12. business english
5=

13. We are today writing

14 Cogn)to the off

15

NAME DATE



HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONALTRAMaNG

TASK #7

ACTIVITY SHEET #2 VOCATIONAL

DIRECTIONS: Rewrite the word or senten:e according to proofmarks,

1. I am enclosing an order form.

I am enclosing an Order Fbrm.

2. Govern"ment Government
n...t-'

3. OurAme eting_ Our next meeting

4. Baileys report Bailey's report

5. But. I^
9'

But, I

6. The following list/.\ The following list:

7. Entry A level Entry-level

8. Thank youe Thank you.

9.
:.%

Find the letter,t'.% he said "Find the letter," he said
10. Today\;/ however Today; however

-f--:
11. The work is to be The work is to be

12. business tnglish Business English

13. We are todayfrwriting4, wo are writing today

14. Coeur ) to

15. (goy.

the of f. iT Come to the office

government



HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN's CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7
WRITTEN EVALUATION J.R.LSL
MATCHING TEST: PROOFREADING SYMBOLS

MATCH THE SYMBOLS IN COLUMN A WITF EIR MEANINGS It' COLUMN
B WRITE THE LETTER OF THE MEANING ON THE BLANK LINE NEAT TO
THE CORRECT SYMBOL.

MAHN A

1. #
2 . W

3. .
4 . )2 4:44/

5 . 64

6 AA9V

7 . Aiet
8 . 4

9. C
10.

H . 55
12. t.../)

1 3 . h

14.

NAME

4..........
IIMO

DATE

373

COLUMN B

A. Transpose

B. Insert

C. Add a space or line

D. Close up

E. Delete

F. Lower case

C. Upper case

.. Move to the left

I. Move to the right

J. Single space

K. Double space

L. Triple space

M. 1.(2.t it stand

N. Begin new paragraph



I
I
I
I
i
1

I
I
I
I
I
1

I
I
I
I
I

HACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN's CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7
WRITTEN EVALUATION J.R.ESL
MATCHING TEST: PROOFREADING SYMBOLS

MATCH THE SYMBOLS IN COLUMN A WITH THEIR MEANINGS IN COLUMN
B WRITE THE LETTER OF THE MEANING ON THE BLANK LINE NEXT TO
THE CORRECT SYMBOL.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

1. # C A. Transpose

2. 537 N B. Insert

3. D C. Add a space or line
%b....

4 .i2V E D. Close up

5 ds K E. Delete

6 AO V B F. Lower case

7 Abe M C. Upper case

8 1G F H. Move co the left

9 . C H I. Move to the right

10. 2 I J. single spat.:

II. 55 J K. Double space

12. %.,() A L. Triple space

13. i's L M. Let it stand

14. G N. Begin new paragraph

NAME DATE
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RACER INC./H1SPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7

ATTACHMENT
STEPS AND TECHNICAL KNCWLEDGE

1. Obtain WordStar disk and data disk.
2. Obtain typed document with 59 proofreader's marks.
3. Seek clarification from facilitator if necessary
4. Turn on and boot the microcomputer.
5. Change disk drive (A) to (B).
6. Open a file and name it "Proofed".
7. Set left margin.
8. Set right margin.
9. Clear tabs (use AONA).

10. Set line spacing.
11. Keyboard the document, take into account

the proofreader's marks on the document.
Follow instructions, consult sheet if necessary

12. Upon completion, review the keyboarded document;
check for errors, compare against the original.

13. Repeat step !I (use ACIR to gn to beginning of document).
14. Save the file ("KO.
15. Turn on printer.
16. Insert letter size paper (8Ji" x 11").
17. Print file "Proofed" Use (P,ESC).
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOME::'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TKAINING

TASK #7

OPERATION SHEET

OPERATION: EDIT A HEAVILY PROOFREAD TEXT, TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A FILE ON
A MICROCOMPUTER

I. MATERL\LS

a. Microcomputer

b. Typed letter with proofreader's symbols

c. WordStar disk

d. Data Disk

II. PROCEDURE

How to edit a heavily proofread text, type, save and print a file
on a microcomputer.

1. Obtain WordStar disk and data disk.
2. Obtain typed document with 59 proofreader's marks.
3. Seek clarification from facilitator if necessary
4. Turn on and boot the microcomputer.
5. Change disk drive (A) to (B).
6. Open a file and name it "Proofed".
7. Set left margin.
8. Set right margin.
9. Clear tabs (use AONA).
10. Set line spacing.
11. Keyboard the document, take into account

the proofreader's marks on the document.
Follow instructions, consult sheet if necessary

12. Upon completion, review the keyboarded document;
check for errors, compare against the original.

13. Repe. step 11 (use AQR to go to beginning of document).
14. Save the file (AKD).
15. Turn on printer.
16. Insert letter size paper (81i" x 11").
17. Print file "Proofed" Use (P,ESC).



HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S 'ENTER

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 7

JOB SHEET: EDIT A PROOFREAD TEXT, RETYPE USING A TYPEWRITER.
PRACTICE # 1

DIRECTIONS: Read the attached draft of a letter. Edit the draft
according to the proofreader's symbols. Type the
letter using a typewriter.

I. MATERIALS

a. Typewriter
b. Typed letter with oroofreader's r_mbols

II. FORMAT

a. Block style/simplified
b. Left margin 15
c. right margin 75

377



October 21,19...

Martino Bookbinding Co.
15 Broadway P ft1.--2-Ort-y-'

New York, NY 10012

DWI: sir:

,/

I read in Sunday's clas,4itied section of the New York times

that your company has an opening for a clerk-typist with
eAoc.: ti _s'.5.://l/

rd -po-4cs_Ingrexperience.

would like to apply or the position() I have just completed.

.-;-----'- t A
an intensive course in wordprocess'ng and%:am familar with theA e ...--,.

-- A
latest MielocomputiOr operations. I have a good clerical

/
N9 A seiwd/

background haviX worked for -G-.--t-tyyears in the clericalA
field.

I have enclosed a copy of my resume, and I look forward to

the tiff, to interview for the position.

youR_5 ,
sinceriy
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October 21, 19...

Martino Book Co.
15 Broadway
New York, NY 10012

Dear Sir:

I read in Sunday's classified section of the New York Times
that your company has an opening for a clerk-typist with
Wordprocessing experience.

I would like to apply for the position. I have just completed
an intensive course in Wordprocessing and I am familiar with
the latest Microcomputer operations. I have a good clerical
background having worked for several years in the clerical
field.

I have enclosed a copy of my resume, and I look forward to
the opportunity to interview for the position.

Sincerely yours,
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HACER, INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7

JOB SHEET: EDIT A PROOFREAD TEXT: TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A FILE.
PRACTICE #2

DIRECTIONS: Read the attached draft of a letter. Edit the aratt
according to the proofreader's symbols. Type, save
and print the file on a microcomputer. If necessary
consult your information sheets.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer
b. Typed letter with profreader's symbols
c. WordStar disk
d. Data disk

II. FORMAT

a. Block style/simplified
b. Left margin 15
c. Right margin 75
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HACER INC./HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VCCATION.TAL TRAINING

TASK #7

JOB SHEET

PRACTICE #2

(Current date)

Mrs. Adele Ontko
Adele's Boutique
284 Shady Avenue
Hartford, CT 07654

dear Ms. Ontko:

ewir4It Mil ("tielitgre very happy that you are wil g to pt our invitation
totffer=our line of gold jewe to your customers. One of
our.saleS:Persons will call on you to discuss the -r.

FOrmerly, we handled this type of transaction by mail4but we

precede
found that a personal visit is

to you., Please feel free
efficient. This visit will

recede the delivery of the jew
to ask the salesperson any questions that you may have. The
principal reason for sending a saledCberson is to be sure that

Tiew
We would rather take
everything is unders we do not proceed too rapidly.

than to rush things and lose
your good:Will:11)We feel quite confident that this new line will
be a success.jrA sale43Person will call you this week to mike an
appointment to finalize plans and answer any questiansArow,YAW"Yk"1/'

Sincerely);t

RESOURCE: Workbook for Applied Secretarial Procedures,7th ed.
Fries,Rowe,Travis, Blockhus. Gregg Div./
MCGraw Hill
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HACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK 7
JOB SHEET
PRACTICE #2

Current Date

Hrs. Adele Ontko
Adele's Boutique
284 Shady Avenue
Hartford, Ct 07654

Dear Mrs. Ontko:

We are very happy that you are willing to accept our invitation to offer
our line of gold jewelry to your customers. One of our salespersohs
will call on you to discuss Cie matter further. Formerly, we han,41ed
this type of transaction b> mail, but toe found that a personal visit
is more efficient. This visit N211 precede the delivery of the jewelry
to you.

Please feel free to as', the salesperson any questions that you may
have. The principal reason for sending a salesperson is to be sure that
everything 15 understood fully and that we do not proceed too rapidly.
We would rather take more time 'han to rush things and lose vour
goodNi11.

He feel quite confident that ihls new line will be a success.

A salesperson Ni11 call you this week to make an appointment to
finalize plans and answer any questions that you may have.

Sincerely,
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RACER INC/ HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7
JOB SHEET: EDIT A HEAVILY PROOFREAD TEXT, TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT A FILE.
EVALUATION

DIRECTIONS: READ THE ATTACHED DRAFT OF A LETTER. EDIT THE DRAFT ACCORDING
TO THE PROOFREADER'S SYMBOLS, THEN TYPE, SAVE AND PRINT THE
FILE ON A MICROCOMPUTER. IF NECESSARY CONSULT YOUR INFORMATION
SHEETS.

I. MATERIALS

a. Microcomputer

b. Typed letter with proofreader's symbols

c. WordStar disk

d. Data Disk

II. FORMAT

a. Block style/ simplified

b. Left Margin 10

Right Margin 70
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HACER INC /HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK # 7

JOB SHEET
EVALUATION

October 2 1982

Alf.70/77 6700ezA4W

Su srport hopsAligen
122 EdisoniT.

fside, Illinois

Dear mr,sourtne4
"r- A%

The contracts covering the period july 1 - december 31 are

the s are similar to those in the presentthose
....-

_..:: iplease return copes to us after you have signed them
A

re;efrie copy for/your files.
OflL

VOW -4#
It is gratifying to/poRthat yo are so please*aith

.1.1,-.14had from advertising in our paper. we hope, though,

will give further consideration to mr. Anderson's suggestions

the

enclosed.
A

contact.
A Ice,r

and -keep-IP

results you

that you

ea.*
Sac-6

about usingmore spatp and differen,t copV. we confident th-c-ryf
A /

will give additional pulling power.

we apprecaite you business.

always reader to serve in you

111..

Sincerely Yours

The cliffside Herald
O W.

a*.

George e. Atkins

Advertising manager

Enclosurse

are

44te-s-e!eneour advertising

anyway they

384
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HACER INC /HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK 7
JOB SHEET
EVALUATION

October 2, 1987

Mr Tom Courtney
Manager
Super Sport Shops
122 Edison St.
Cliffside, Illinois 53933

Dear Mr. Courtney:

The contracts covering the period July 1 December 31 are
enclosed. The terms are similar to those in the present
contract. Please return two copies to us after you have
signed them and kept one copy for your files.

It is gratifying to know that you are pleased with the

results you had from advertising in our paper. We
hope, though, that you will give further consideration to Mr.
Anderson*s suggestions about using more space and different
copy, We are confident such changes will give additional
pulling power,

We appreciate your business. Our advertising staff is

always ready to serve you in any way they can.

Sincerely yours,

George E. Atkins
Advertising Manager
The Cliffside Herald

Enclosure
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HACER INC /HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINCUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7

.

PERFORMANCE TEST

film: Edit a heavily proofread text,save on an APPLE II Plus
Microcomputer-, then print from an Epson printer with 100%
accuracy.

Directions: Demonsfiate mastery of editing a heavily proofread text,011 an
APPLE II Plus Mictocomputer by doiry the following:

Ibis test evaluates your ability to understand and utilize proofreading
symbols totype, save and print a heavily edited letter. The facilitator
will give you a typed letter which has been proofread, you must
and inttrpret the symbols to make the required changes. Edit the
en an APPLE II Plus Micrcecrrpiter. Scive Adm tort.ciaarrpzint the tact usinga Eizecn

with 1ULF6

read
text

printer

11S

the

NO
Z. Your performance will be evaluated using the items below.

All must be "Yes".

......

Was the format of the letter followed?

2. Was the hard copy free of typographical errors ?

3. ', Was the file saved on a disk ?

4. Was the file printed correctly ?

5. Was the hard copy submitted in one hour or less ?

Trainee
to Attenipts Instructor's Signature
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RACER INC/HISPANIC WOMEN'S CENTER
BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

TASK #7

PERFORMANCE TEST

TASK: Edit a proofread text, type, save and print a file

This checklist will be used by the JRE instructor to evaluate the
participant during the vocational performance.

1. Did participant understand directions?
YES NO

. Did participant listen to oral instructions?

3. Did participant seek clarification during the task?

Trainee Date Attenpts Instructor's Signature


